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ABSTRACT. 

The object of this thesis is to investigate the 

possibility of a total radiation detector for use in High 

TeLaperature Physics Research. The criterion taken being a 

detector which would handle a radiation pulse of length 100p) see 

with a time constant of better than lrec and accuracy of 

about 1%. (Compared with 50p sec which is the best at present 

available), Total radiation measurements require a uniform 

spectral res:)onse as obtrined with a black—body absorption 

i,e. with a surface black, The conduction equation for a 

radiation flux incident on a black on a material body is solved, 

by the Method of Laplace transforms, to give the temperature 

distribution in the body in terms of the incident flux. 

Improvement of standard resistive bolometers in terns of 

the above criterion is considered. 

A pyroelectric type of detector, in which a voltage 

output is obt^ined due to change on heating of spontaneous 

polarisation in a ferroelectric, is examined theoretically in 

great detail. The theoretical exnLdnation inoludes different 

types of electrode mounting on the unit (generally single 

crystal or ceramic barium titanate), the effect of piezoelectric 

output due to thermal exp-nsion exciting resonances (a sort of 

thermo—mechanical coupling), the tertiary piezoelectric effect, 

and various possible and effects. 

Experimental work on the pyroolectric detector using the 

linear discharge equipment at Imperial College indicates that 



theory is closely obeyed and the actual tine constant is 

limited by the frequency of mechanical resonances (giving a 

piezoelectric output). The units manufactured have a tine 

constant of about 5)isec and a highly reproducible output, 

but these can easily be developed to give 1psocs. tine constant 

and are capable of handling the high energy fluxes obtained in 

thermonuclear research. 

An appendix has been added showing that the pyroelectric 

detector can also be used as a very sensitive detector when 

used with a long time constant. 
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AN INVESTIGATION  

INTO A FAST RESPONSE TOTAL RADIATION DETECTOR 

FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE PHYSICS  

Introduction 

This investigation is undertaken particularly with 

reference to examination of energy losses from high 

temperature gas discharges and other possible short 

duration controlled thermonuclear devices. 

Here we are concerned with very large radiation 

fluxes occurring over quite short time intervals. The 

radiation detector need not be a steady state device, 

for it is necessary only to have it operating during the 

discharge pulse, and again, since the radiation from such 

a pulse is very intense, the sensitivity of the detector 

may be quite low. 

However, to measure the energy loss by radiation, it 

is required to have a device with essentially the following 

properties:— 
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(a) a wide and uniform spectral response to the 

incident radiation, i.e. it is required to measure the 

total radiation, so that the device must accept 

uniformly wavelengths at least from (say) soft X-rays 

up to the far infra-red region; and 

(b) its response time should be short enough so 

that the total radiation from the discharge may be 

determined as a function of time. For this type of 

instrument to be suitable for pulsed discharges, this 

would require a time constant of approximately 1psec. 
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CHAPTER 1. 

Qualitative examinatton of possible methods of detectinz 
total_ radiation 

In order to satisfy the condition for broad spectral 

response, the receiver must act as a black body with respect 

to the incident radiation. Thus, photoelectric cells 

and photomultipliers, although they have very rapid 

response, cannot be used directly, since their response 

varies considerably with wavelength. A clean Platinum-

surfaced photocell has been shown to have a uniform 

efficiency of approximately 5% for wavelengths 200 I 

to 1000 I (Ref e1) but from the point of view of total 

radiation detection this wavelength region is quite 

inadequate although, of course, time resolved spectroscopic 

measurements show that a major portion of the radiation 

is in the vacuum-ultra-violet region. 

A surface black is the closest possible approach to 

black-body type of absorption; and this is used in the 

conventional type of thermopile and bolometer. 	In fact, 

a thermopile was used on ZETA to find the total energy 

radiated (Rori2), but this was a long time constant device 

and hence not sufficiently time-resolved. 	It is seen 
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to be desirable to absorb the radiation on some type 

of "black". These blacks can be of various types, but 

carbon and especially gold blacks have suitable absorption 

characteristics C:Ref°3), and a zinc black is practically 

non-selective with respect to incident radiation. 

Qualitatively the radiation will heat the black, and it 

is hoped that the temperature of the "black" or backing 

material bears some relationship (as a function of time) 

to the incident radiation flux. 

The standard method is to change the temperature of 

a thermo-junction (in a thermopile or radiation thermo-

couple), or to heat and change the resistance of a strip 

(in a bolometer). 	Thin film resistance devices have 

been made having very fast responses (down to 10
-8 

sec)i 

(Ref.4) for measurements of transient temperatures in hot 

gases; but in this case the prime interest is concerned 

with initial rates of change of resistance for the heat 

transfer problem, and no attempt is made to time resolve 

the heat input flux. 
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Thick calorimeter gauges are also used in shock 

tube measurements (Ref!5), and again the means of 

measuring the temperature change is resistive. 

The best reported thin film bolometer so far examined 

has a quoted time constant of 5011sec (Ref'? Although 

this time constant is not fast enough for pinched-discharge 

requirements, it has led to the solution of the heat 

oonAliction equation for the absorbtion of radiation under 

pulsed conditions, so that the possibility of a film type 

of device may be considered (Chaps. 2 & 3). 
Besides a resistive film, other types of temperature 

sensitive elements were considered for backings to the 

absorbing black. 	In particular the large pyroelectric 

effect of certain ferroelectric materials (such as Barium 

Titanate) was noted, and this formed the basis of the 

main experimental investigation (Chap.4 & following Chapters). 

The possibility of using an infra-red sensitive photo-

cell to measure the temperature of a thin film was considered 

and was dismissed on the ground that such a cell was not 

commercially available; but it is now known that such a 

device (using a cell of a semiconducting material and the 
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photo-electric-magnetic property) has been manufactured 

at Harwell with some success. 

Other possibilities which were considered can be 

listed, as follows:- 

(a) the velocity of linear thermal expansion of 

the surface of a heated block of material is directly 

proportional to the incident heat flux. Under 

circumstances considered, this will give rise to a small 

displacement, and even changes in capacitance of a system 

with this block as one electrode are too small to be 

measureP; 

(b) the radiation pressure on a surface, when the 

radiation is completely absorbed is approximately 

6'0.10
4
F(t) dynes/sq.cm. (where incident flux is in 

watts/sq.cm.). This is very small, and it would be 

extremely difficult to give a time resolved measurement 

even with the most sensitive piezo-electric devices; 

and (c) a thermionic diode can be used as a 'heat to 

electric power' transducer M.7)but no simple 

relationship between response and incident radiation 

flux can be obtained. 



CHAPTER 2. 

flolution of the heat conduction equation for incident 
absorbed radiation flux. 

(62.1) Introduction 

In order to examine the possibility of a pulse 

operated detector in which radiation is first absorbed 

on the surface of the material, and then heats up the 

body of material, the problem of ono-dimensional heat 

flow in a conductor with some-infinite backing material 

is considered. Radiation is absorbed onto the front 

surface and a radi a tive boundary condition is assumed. 

The problem is solved in terms of Laplace transforms 

and then various approximations are made so that the hest 

flux may be expressed in terms of the temperature 

distribution of the conductor. Limits to the errors 

inrolvad in the approximations are discussed. 
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The model consists of radiation being absorbed on 

to the surface of a conducting strip of material (of 

thickness a ) backed by a semi-infinite material (Fig.l). 

Conduction of heat in the x direction only is 

considered. 

(§2.3) Qualitative remarks on general type of solution 
of conduction equations  

Before the actual solution of the conduction equation, 

one or two qualitative remarks about the general type of 

solution can be made. 	These results may be considered 
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in terms of the diffusion depth (Ref  • 5)  =(XC)3-, where 

1: is some characteristic time of the system and 3< is 

the thermal diffusivity. This distance may be thought 

of approximately as the depth in a material into which 
the heat flux is flowing, at which the temperature riso 

is lieth of the surface rise. More usefully it can be 

considered as the extreme depth to which heat flux has 

penetrated in time 'C. For order of magnitude con-
siderations K(Silver) 1.7(c . g.$) and in general, 
>‘ (metal) is of the order of 20 )(insulator). 

For times up to 10m Sec, approximately an upper 

limit for high temperature gas discharges, the diffusion 
length is less than 1 mm., so that if the receiver area 

is quite large (say of the order of 1 cm. square) the 
lateral heat conduction will be small, and the problem 
may effectively be treated as one-dimensional heat flow. 

Otcourse, for steady state conditions (long times) the 
3aIeral heat flow will be of great importance. 	Since 
diffusion length for a pulsed discharge is less than 

about 1 mm., for a backing material whose thickness is 

greater than this, it may be considered as semi-infinite. 

These qualitative arguments justify to some extent 
the model used. 
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The time resolution for the device is required to 

be about 1psec., which gives \A(metal) about 13 microns. 

If the radiation is absorbed by a metal black whose 

thickness is much less than the diffusion depth of the 

backing material (and also much smaller than the diffusion 

depth in the metal), then the black will have a very 

small temperature gradient and its thermal mass will be 

negligible. 

In a thick "film" device the thickness of the 

conductor is much greater than the diffusion depth for 

the times considered, and very little heat will escape 

from the roar surface. 	There will be a complete 

temperature distribution across the material, and the 

heat received will change the average temperature of 

the material. 

In a thin film device the thickness is much less 

than the diffusion depth, and the temperature of the 

film is equal to that of the surface temperature of the 

backing material. The incident heat flux here must in 

some way be related to this temperature. 
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(82.4) Conduction eQuations  
Unit area in (y,z) plane is considered throughout 

the analysis. 

For a region in which rate of heat production 

(from Joule heating if resistance of the conductor is 

boing measured) per unit volume per unit time is 

A(x3 0.1 t) 2  it may be assumed that, for temperature at 

time t and position x in thc? conductor O(rf t), the heat 

conduction equation is 

cisyx 	K)20(x ,t)÷  A(x ,e ,t) 

where p = density of material 

C= specific heat 

& K= thermal conductivity in the x direction. 

It will be assumed that p l  C c K are independent of x & A. 

(This equation will be shown to be not appreciably altered 

by coupling with elastic modes (§4.6)) 

Thus 
Q 102(;) q 

TT"77C2+  

 

(2.1) 

 

where thermal diffusi.ityl< =K/f) C and (.1 =-A(x ,A ,t)/PC 
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This equation must be solved with the following 
'% • 

boundary conditions (denoting quantities in conductor 

,Region 17 and backing material 5egion 27 by 

subscripts 1 and 2). 

At the interface between conductor and backing 

material:- 

(i) 0= 1at x = a for all t 

(ii) If no contact resistance (i.e. no air gaps) 

Klt~ Al = 	2 at x = a for all t 
Ox 

At the boundary of the conductor with vacuum (i.e. 

absorbing surface at x=o) re-radiation can occur; 

assume that rise in temperature is small.:enough so that 

this is directly proportional to the excess temperature 

above that of the surroundings. 	There is no convection 

when absorbing surface is mounted in vacuum. 

If go is temperature of surroundings, at x=o, 

equating heat fluxed across the boundary 

Kai' =-h(01-00) where h = constant 

or )gi H(01-00)= o at x = o 	(2.2) 
Zix 
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(§2.5) Steady state conditions and conditions when 
no heat flux is incident  

Before the transient radiation pulse falls on 

the surface, equilibrium will be reached between 

radiation and conduction to surroundings and with 

heat generated by Joule heating (if the resistance 

type device is used). 

Alternatively, the difference between one unit on 

which radiation was falling and another shielded from 

radiation could be measured (called the control element). 

Let heating (if any) be I for steady state, and 

let all steady state conditions be denoted by . 

For Region 1 o<x<a Lgi_ 2 Io01.1.q 
6t 	pcz 

	

For Region 2 oX,x<04 o ..„3<2 ,1 	 	 

A A 
K1" 81.K2 	and Ol=02  for all t) 
6x 	ax 

)..(2.5) 
01+H(®1-00)= 0 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

At x=a 

& at x=o 
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Similarly for control element (not subject to radiation) 

denoted by subscript fct 

o4x4a 	(2.6) bgc1-1'1  
>t 	)x2 	c  

a,:,x‹,..1.• . 	18c242))20c2 	(2.7) 
7 -t 	>)x2  

At x=a K1 )01c=K2L22c & 8lc=82c ) 
x 	)x 	) 

N) 	
)•••.(2.8) 

At x=o lc+H(glc-90)=0  for all t ) 
) 

(§2.6) Conditions when radiation is incident  

Absorption of radiation in front conductor (in 

c.3neral on surface black) leads to generation of heat 

within Region 1. Region 1 is assumed thick enough so 

that there is no absorption in Region 2. 

If resistive measurements are being made then: will 

be heating due to change in resistance. 

Let transientheat flux (due to radiation absorbed) be 
a 

=i0 F(t) =pCQ(t) 	C.kr(xtt)dx 	(2.9) , 

wherefCcit.(x,t) is heat generated .. by radiation absorbed 

at position x in Region 1. 
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Put q = CIA-qj+qr(tix) 

91= Q1-41 

62= 6242 
Q(t) = o for t<o 

whnre qj is change in Joule 
heating due to change in 
resistance from steady state 
value 

o for t.;:o 	,52= o for to 

& also q = qc+qj+qr(tix); provided control is identical 

to the actual specimen, where qj is heating due to 

change in resistance with respect to control element. 

Al = glc+61 

& g2 = g2c42 

By using a control element with respect to which 

measurements can be made, the receiver need not be 

initially in steady state conditions. 	So that, a 

pulsed current of such value that might possibly melt the 

receiver in steady state, could be used in resistive 

measurements. (It should be noted, however, that the 

control must correspond in characteristics to the 

receiver at least to the same accuracy as that desired 

for the experiment). 
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Equations (2.3) to (2.5), and (2.6) to (2.8), now 

both give rise to the following sot of equations:-

ooca. ?),S1 =1K1)2,S14.qj±qr(t,x) 
6t 	;`)x2  

$. 	-:142  1C2.202  0. 	(2.11) 
yb 	%;x2 

At x=o for all t 72'161+1-161 = o if gpremains constant 
3x 	during transient 

1(1-416 renting •...(2.13) 

	

Other boundary conditions aror.c- 	— 2.111.) 

(i) = o for t = o all o,,x;a 	(2.14) 

(ii) 162  = o for t = o all ax4. 45kc, 	 (2.15) 

(iii) 412-3.o as x--)0Gfor all t 	(2.16) 

The further assumption, that the heating due to 

radiation is much greater thai the Joule heating due to 

change in resistance will be made, so that for discharge 

pulse of length tm; 
frm 

Cm  qjdt:-..•=.q (t)dt •.... ....... (2.17) 
0 	t o 

qJ will thus be neglected in equation (2.10., so that 

equation (2.10) may be re-written as 

	

i24_ 7- Y(1431-1- cir(t,x) 	 (2.18) 
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(62.7) Solution of equations by Laplace transform 
methods  

Laplace transform of r(t) is defined as 

.(p) = (e-Ptf(t)dt 	((1))) 

Take } aplace transform of (2.18) & take the 

boundary condition that qt.(t.x) = o for t(:o (2.18) 

becomes, since th = o for t= o 

121 	d 	 (2.19) 
dx 	for o‘ .  r  

where 7'2.= 3,31e-Ptdt 	and car  = 	-Ptqr(x.t)dt 

And (2.11) becomes, since /32 = o for t=o 

p72 = 	 (2.20) 
dx 	for 
06 

j where Z2  =  fS2e-Ptdt 

Putting P/xi  =X12 (2.21) 

then equation (2.19) becomes 

ddx2{4-12Z1 

 

(2.22) 
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Solutions of a homogeneous equation are e-)qx  

and e ?tlx  so we try a solution 

al = u(x)?lx-VT(x)e >lx  

then a 	due-)lx_Ldy.e )%x1-,1% cve>lx-uezxixl 
dxl=  dx 	dx 

Imposing the condition that du.e 1x  +dv.?lx=o..(2.23) 
dx 

Thus from (2.22) d27, 2A127/1  A.412.e>12c  
aR7 	)(IX 	dx 

From (2.23) -2due-)11x  - 	and 2dv lx=-al 
dx 	dx 	XiX1 

Integration gives u-Aa(s)e)'lsds+Al 
a 2KiTi 

am(s)e-lsds+Bi 
aal?'1 

The lower limit of the integration may be taken as a 

and the constants Al and B1 adjusted accordingly. 

Thus the solution of equation (2.22) may be written 

= Ale- lx+Ble)11x-2_ 	 ir(s)V1(x-s)-e- 1(x-01ds 
2v,i 

al = Ale-lx+Bielx_iii5Air(s)sinh‘(x-s).ds ...(2.24) 

And solution of equation (2.20) is 

Z2 =A2e-)123413202x 	(2.25) 

where N22  = p/g2 
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By (2.16) Z2-10 as 	Thus B2  = o 

Equation (2.12) implies 7142  and Kial_IC2a2  at x=a 
dx dx 

Thus Ale-)'1a+BiAa = A2e->'2a 	(2.26) 

and >I K 
t

BiAa-A le->)la = -A2e->2a ....(2.27) 

  

,x t  
since d lqr(s).sin01(x-s)ds = -qr(s).sinhOl-N-qr(s)A' 

a 
cos01(x-s)ds 

=o when x=a 

	(2.28) 

So that from (2.26), (2.27) & (2.28) 

Ale- la(1-y)=Biela(111.4) 	(2.29) 

Since measurements will be made on some average 

property of the conductor, the average temperature 

1  will be calculated 

where & = ildx 	(2.30) 

We now putp =K2>12  = 
K1)1 K X2 
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From equation ( 2.29) the integration of ( 2.24) with 

respect to x gives 

Zi = 	2131 	t sinOla+ (cosh)tia-1) 
(a)1)e-?qa(1-p) 

A. 	x ....  
_ 	1 	dx ds.cir(s) .sinla)1  (x-s)ds ....(2.31) 
al."11  

0 a 

and Z1(x) =  2B 	coshNi(a-x)+ sinta)i(a-x)} 
e-n.a(1-),A) 

- 	1 \ qr( s) sinh>1(x-s)ds 	(2.32) 
3/%11 

At x=o, (2.13) implies that a1+HZ1=0  
dx 

Then from ( 2.24) & (2.29) 

2131 	c osh ial-(Httt 	sink.") la] 
e-a-41(1-/A)/a„  

=-1 	cosOis-H sinhisids 	 
"}<1 	 1 '7 	

(2.33) 

0 
(2.33) & (2.31) give 
—z1= 	110  Tar ( s) 

11
•k co &I, s-Hhti s inh)% sIS d sl sin_h)la+ 6Q1soia-4 

a)i 	(- J.4>i) c o sh'Aia+(Hpi- >a) sinh .  

+1_ dx\ds."--qr( s) sinh)ti(x-s)ds 	 
aXi;")i 	

( 2.34) 
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and (2.32) & (2.33) 
kOL  

al = -114ar(s)  .cosh)]s-H/isinh\lsdsJcosh)1(a-41)010011(a-7)  
Kl 	k(H-L)l)cosh)Ila+(l-1)sinh>ila 

ir(s)osin01( s)ds 	(2.35) 
;Kl>1 

 

Assuming no radiation is absorbed in the backing material 

(Region 2) the total amount absorbed is 

(62.8) General solution of equations  

In order to infer Q, it is required to have 7 in 

terms of Zi. For a general distribution of qr(s), the 

integrals in equations (2.34) and (2.35) can be written as 

)Cj where f is some function (undetermined) and 

olfa. 

So that, in general, from (2.34) 

Z.1 = 1(05 

and formally Q = F-1(0,31. 

E; = (0.61 	(2.37) 

a 
F(t) = ycQ(t) = riqr(xit)dx 

a 
qrdx 	(2.36) 
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Assuming that (t) is the inverse of(i(p) (not in 

fact shown to exist), the solution for flux at 

time t is (from Convolution Thoorem) 

Q(t) =S &(17..),q(t-t)dr 	(2.38) 

In .principle, therefore, for a given distribution 

clir(x), this gives a device for measuring the radiation, 

since, ifc (C) is known, Q(t) can be calculated from 

measured values of 6.(t). 

(t) could he found by inversion of theLplace 

Transformation (p), for, formally(j (t)=1 	'.:(p)ePtdp 
2fri 

where c is so large that all singularities off)  (p) lie 

to the left of the line joining (c-id.:,c+1). This may 

be solved by contour integration and the calculus of 

Relidues, but algebraically only series solutions are 

available, and the integration is very difficult to 

perform. 

Possibly '(t) could be determined by calibration 

with a known flux. However, it would be extremely 

difficult in general to determine( (t) with any 

accuracy, and also, althoughc(t) is fixed by the 
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characteristics of the instrument a convolution of 

the type (2.38) has to be solved in order to find 

the value of Q(t). The instrument as such would not 

be direct reading and the results would have to be 

obtained either numerically or by a computer. 

Approximations can be made to obtaidj(t) in a 

more helpful form. 	There are two standard series 

approximations for the solution of (p):- 

(a) a short time solution - large P 

& (b) a long time solution - small p 

Before carrying out these approximations , (2.34) & (1 15) 

must be gut in the form of 2 	(p)Zi 
(p2.9) Approximate solution when absorption is on tQ a 

thin surface layer (i.e. onto a thin black) 

Assume that the radiation is absorbed over a small 

thickness F. at the front of the conductor. If "ir(s) 

is appreciable only in this region, it may be assumed 

to have a constant value arin this region, 

so that Qdqr(s)ds=iqr(s)dsrv—grG 	(2.39) 

O 0 
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Using this approximation 	e x  

i 
( c43.s.rig s) sinh>i(x-s) :-..-.Q. \ dx 1 sindi(x-s)d s 
0 a 	 'ID je 

since for x', 6;qr (x) =o 
,  

Ai 75: j  F sin0-1 ...1 :120,2  +okE.3  
'A 	1 

Z V 
Thus c dx\ ds."-q,r( s) sin0i(x-s):,- 4.A )1V +()()1A)3  where S.,,& 2 

0 	a 	 >t i 	I  
(2.40) 

—qt.( s)sinh )1.  ( x-s) d s=o for x 
a 	 sinhAi(x-s)ds for x <E 

01s2)Q where 2 	(2.41) 

And similarly 

"Cit, scosh)is-Hksinh)isids/0: 	I +002 	 3) 2  
where 33 	(2.42)  

A s suming \1= 

Then from ( 2.34) & (2.35), with 	( 2 La ) ( 2.42) 

(P) =a)/Kik(H- h )cosh)ia+(fir,- ) s 	4!i ÷0( 1_(=)2  ( 2.43) 
(coshAia-1)1 

( 	1+HClifcosh)1(a-x)+AAsinh)1(a-x) 	) (2.44) 
(H-/o-i)cosia+(iit,-(11) 

In order to write the equation fore ( p) in this form, 

it is required that )16-44 1 	 (2.45) 

where is the thickness of the absorbing film. 
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From (2.21) this condition is E• JP/144'1 

If 	some typical time of the measuring system, then 

2 is of the order oft, 

Therefore 	44 43<ir 	(2.46) 

Physically (2.46) implies that the thickness of the 

'black' is much less than the diffusion depth of the 

conductor, so that all the radiation is absorbed on 

the surface of the conductor. 	When the black is of 

different material fror-i the conductor behind it, the 

condition required is still that the thickness of the 

black should be much less than the diffusion depth in 

the conductor (and also much less than the diffusion 

depth in the material of the black itself); so that 

physically the thermal mass of the 'black' is negligible 

with respect to the heated thermal mass of the material 

behind it. The temperature of the black is then 

essentially the temperature of the conductor at x=o. 

This may now be examined with respect to possible 

materials. Harris(Ref'3)  quotes a mass of about 

50.10-6gm/cm2  for a good 'gold-black' (having greater 

than 80% absorption) and so the thickness would be 

about 2,5 10-6cm. 
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Now the time resolution for the required 

instrument has been set at ]rsec, so that for a metal 

the diffusion distance (for these times) is about 

10-3cm. 	Also, in general,) (metal) alp-Proximately 

20),,(ingulator) so that for insulator diffusion 

depth is about 5.10-5cn. 

The following results are obtained for a good 

gold black 

(i) for metals /\,  2.5.10-3  
NIXG 

and(ii) for insulatorsE3Fit '1 5.10-2  

In both casesOl<1 

From (2.43) the error due to approximation is 

approximately (, 1(f.)2 (11E) so that even for insulators 

the error is negligible. 

From (2.44) the error due to the approximation for 

71(x) is about (,)1E-) so that error for metals is less 

than alb, and less than about 5 for insulators (in region 1) 
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(§2.10) Estimation of vEllue of re-radiation from a  
surface black (i.e. the value of H) 

Loss of heat is determined primarily by the emission 

of radiation in the spectrum region around 10p (the region 

at which maximum emission occurs from a black-body at 

room temperature). 

If T is the temnerature of the surface black and 

To is the temperature (°K) of the surroundings, black 

body emission is such that loss of heat per unit area 

by re-radiationX;r<T4-Tol+) (Unit area being considered 

throughout) wherecl'is Stefans constant. 

Radiation is always less than (or equal to) that 

from a black body. 

Thus for T il; 	4T3(T-To) 

And from equation (2.2) A =h(G-0o) 

therefore for unit area h(46T3  

and H=Vici54(T3 	(2.47) 

For gold black (from which re-radiation occurs) 

KJ 	O. (at ,r; I sec-"K-1 ., 	161 (.2-a_l 4r3N-Lsec-irle5,-4 
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A surface temperature To of say 300°K thus gives (from 

2.47) 	H<10-3cm-1 	(2.48) 

Since6-2.5.10-6cm it can immediately be seen that the term 

HE in (2.44) & (2.43) is negligible compared with unity. 

Typical values for some of the constants are:- 

(a) for metals (e.g. Platinum)=0.25cm2sec- 

K=0.17ral 	m-106-1 

& (b) for insulators (e.g. Glass)3G=0.003 & K=0.002 

From (2.28) ick,--.1S2,11h 
K1 yz 

So that according to whether the conductor has an 

insulating or metal backing 

o.o9w4.11 

o.m71 <ii 

 

(2.49) 

 

Thus, both Hfk and H„ are less than 1.1.10-2cm-1 

rimm•••=, 

Now, (2.21) )1= 14, A,  1_ 
1  iq 

A radiation pulse length of about 100/Asec is envisaged, 

so that even for high conductivity metals (501.)1 4Y,17 

will be less than 10-2cm 



and 
from (2.44) 	j(ki sinh)la+jucosh)lai 

Z ( x) = 1 (cosh(a-x)+ sinha1  (a-x) (2.51) 
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Thus )‘1.  ,>,,102  cm-1  

So that .711/ andIA A 	>104 i.e. very much greater 
1/ H 

than unity. 	Therefore in (2.43) and (2.44), the terms 

of H can be neglected as small (with an error ot less 

than about 0.1S). 

Physically this shows that re-radiation (due to input 

flux heating the receiver above surroundings) is negligible 

with respect to the input flux causing heating; and 

radiation flux is absorbed completely. 	(2.43) can now 

be re-written (since (2.45) can be 

'-'Q=.a.)iWisinh)la+ costly.% 
l_sintOlai-p(cosh)la-1)1 

satisfied). 

   

(2.50) 

   

Since the heat is completely absorbed on the surface 

(for 100% efficient black) and then conducted into the 

matorial of the receiver with no re-radiation, the 

temperature of the surface will be the maximum tem-

perature (,dm say). 

From (2.51)7  it can be seen that B1(x) is maximum when x=o 

So that 

= cosh)ia+psinh()14 

  

(2.52) 
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052.11) Approximate solution for short times (Large 0 

This is eluivalent to the thick ffilr! apnroximation, 

since the expansion is made in terns of descending 

exponentials of p-  i.e. in a'1. 

For this it is required that 

01 	 (2.53) 

1=.1p/- 1( 2. 21) 12=--,11)/X2 	It. i"-  
cosh a.)%1  =e

0 
 111+e-2'1)11] 

2 
al=ea)]11-e-2a:%11 

2 L 
sink 

(2.28) 

So that, sinh)la+ocosOla=ea11 [ (l+u) -(1- ..I. ..'" 	
ikk) 0-2a>11 

2 

sinhNiat(coshAia-1). ea lL(1-1-)t)...21k\e- la-(171,‘"2aki 
2 

sinh)ia+p,(coshka-1)]-1  =e-a121.1+2)4A1+),,f-)1 -a  +0( e-2 1a5-1 
(14p) 

Thus (2.50) becomes 
-a 7/, 	-2N la 

51-0.111t2112 	c +0(e 	) Z.1 	 (2.54) 
l+m 

If a1p4x1 )1, then terms in e-a iP/K1 are negligible. 

i.e. it is required that for an error of much loss than 

a  134.:1 	(since e 1.-,150) 

If 	is the 1Pngth of the radiation pulse, it is required 
that 

a N5 i\ rm  	(2.55) 



Fori:m=10-4, this implies that a is approximately 
1 

imm for metals and 40mm for insulators (so that the 

condition (2.53) is easily satisfied) 

Therefore, with error less than 1% (for the value of 

a in (2.55) 

= ap1 	(2.56) 

But the Laplace transform of diSi is given by 

dt 

i dgl1\ 

c
TIT)= PD. since 6.=o for t=o(4=oallx) 

g(t)=ad61 

F(t) = p1c1Q(t) = piciadAl  (2.57) 

    

 

dt 

  

Since a unit area in the (y z) 121ane has been considered, 

it can be seen that F(t) may be re-written: 

F(t)=d Mass x Specific Heat x Rise in temperature] 	(2.58) 
dt,  

Condition (2.55) shows that the diffusion length is 

much less than the thickness of the conductor for the 

lengths of radiation pulse considered, so that negligible 

heat escapes into the backing material. The radiation 

flux is thus completely absorbed in the material 

conductor, so that in this case for the thick 'film' 

there is a simple relationship between the average 

temperature change ( 1) and the input radiation flux 

(i.e. given by (2.58)) 



and (2.51) Z1(x) 
-i p6c  x 

e 	. . ( 2. 60) 

k-ip xl K 
---(aA0021) 

51.. co a e 	so ttn 
c-k x 	:K)  

(..L) ivcowes fie,orn (2.56) 

,;) 
47, 

otri; 
e 	 „D.  

Of course, measurable physical properties are 

needed, changes of which follow the average temperature. 

(2.12) Limits on surface temperature for  thick 'film' 

Because a%11:: 1 (condition ( 2. 53) ) is satisfied for 

thick 'film' e-s' "'1 can be neglected so that ( 2.52) 

becomes ( to zeroth order) 

Zm = 

Note that (i) a71=1/Si(x)dx=7--), 	
TVA 

 

o 	r(1,115  

="6.  since e 	is 	and this agrees to 

zeroth order with (2.56) 

Or;T3  

a 

( 2. 59) 
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So that, by Convolution Theoreri, Inversion of (2.61) gives 

,11(x)=a e 	 uEl.dT 	(2.62) 
ff%  (t--c)i 

In fact, this°is the temperature distribution due 

to a heat flux proportional to a1 at x=o on semi- 

infinite material (See Ref.8) dt  

As stated, maximum value with respect to x is for 

x=o. 

Therefore  b  
) ,dm( t) = 8_ d61./d.c.. a 

' 
_ 

4,(q Ki  (t_T)i  (2.63) 

a, 
Integrating by parts 

et 	- 	2' 	C  (1  ti 1 7 rn 	 ____. 	. 

.t: 1, 
E 	-7- 	+ 	(t--  t....zo  

%- 	0 

.. 
- 71 	A It (171 

alt ' 
< L.,.-,  	t  	1-: 	!.,, 	, t -,_,, 

i(t-:-L—)citirlz (L'j 	t i  'IL- 
oVrI  

> a t -1 (ii, ....., 	,........ 	......,--.. dc = (0' 71. 4,  
, 

1 
and 	.1 ,t 

1,1r,-.1z., 	(,, (T 	Narn 

	

(t 	

, — 
1 	 1- 

at: '-_t_ 	 ., )At. '- :ii, 

	

CI: 	4._ -::::--_-_. 	- - • —(264) 0,1 	• 	4 7 J',"", At- hcx, — 

(1 

2E 
Notice that 	 , 

	

4., 4_ 	PO 
from (2.64) & (2.57) ''''''' 	— —; •- - (2.66) Vri l<1 f 0- I 

Also . 17 	, L 	.. 	1. 	4.  r 
me)  = ;1..,,  (),ix  , ci'-- 	cl4, 	C .14, , 	-%.4/4- 4?-1-7b- 1)'it--1-111  1 	 .eik- 

1 
2- 	 ,0 
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-x2/41(1t  Since, by (2.53), e 	is small for x=a the upper 

limit of x integration may be replaced by infinity with 
oc' Is

x 	1 I. 	I ,4  1 / negligible error. 	And J 
e

_ a >; 

Thus 

	

	 o‹: 17, 1. 
c14,  

E 	) 	0 e:  

Therefore 1\itiSt 	 a  l 	 0,(01.1- 	.(2.67) 

1/1 211 

(62.13) Approximate solution for Long tines (small p) 

This is equivalent to the thin film approximation, 

since the expansion is in terms of f\ia(=,[1:1Y-1) 

For this it is required that >t ia.4‘1 -• • (2.68) 

Thus, in this approximation (2.50) becomes 
) 	 L  , 1 !`‘NL Y 	f 	 ()(x.201. 	‘i a) - f1 	oi >)A,II it, 

1 _ .7-• 7')  , , jk% St I 	(N2,-; ,..1+-O (  a) 	- - - (2.69) 

Now from (2.40) P/2-41.0. Typically this is about 5 

for a metal with an insulating backing. 

For an error of loss than'? % due to higher order 

terms in (2.69) it is required that 
__70\1 (4A /2.. -.1.,) 	itT - - 	(2.68a) 

so that 	`2. F 	z\l' 	where r is a 

characteristic time 02...the measuring instrument. 

. Sincei1 =Ki-j,If there is an insulating backing 
Ki 	 \ << I 9  so that ( 2. 68a) implies that (-A 4- IL;? P‘ pC i 

(21668b) 

P' • ' 
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For a metal (e.g. gold) surface filmYc'1.0 

In designing the instrument a time constant of about 

lmsec is desired, so that the minimum characteristic 

time is about 10-6sec 

and 
	

a < 2 la L'-rz 	_ ( 2 70> 

For a good gold black the thickness is about 

2.5.10-6cm (See page 32), so that by using this black 

as a surface film, condition (2.70) can be satisfied 

to give an error of less than 1 to 2';' when the higher 

terms in (2.69) are neglected. 

Thus togii-laath. zeroth order (2.69) becomes (using 

(2.28) & (2.21)) 

Now t  l 	r4,  
. 	6 t  

	

\)1 .1..N.1, 	-(2.71) 

	

and(-' -1 	..
- 

	(2.72) 

So So that from (2.71) & convolution theorem 

0 ( 	-c) 
This expression (2.73) is independent of the material 

of the surface film. 	Physically this is because 

the material is so thin that its thickness a is much 

less than the diffusion distance both in itself and in the 

backing material (al), and so its temlperature is the 

same as that of the surface oftthe.:semi-infinite backing 

material. 	(2.73) represents the surface rate of 

(2.73) ri ••• 
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change of temperature (dfil/dt) for an input flux 

F(t) on a semi-infinite medium (in fact the thickness 

of the backing material need only be greater than the 

maximum diffusion depth for the time of measurement). 

It should be noted that to obtain F(t) from the 

char -.cteristics of the surface material it is necessary 

	

to solve the convolution (2.73). 	This is difficult 

since the integrand has a pole where 

(§2.1.4) Limits on maximum surface temperature for thin 
films 

From (2.69) for )11(A (( 

	

= 	t 	 (2.71+) 
=-. 

 
) 1:011  

And from (2.52) 
( 	— 1))%14 	()(A1 1) 	(2.75) et; 

Trn 	 Ak. • 

Therefore 

'2- 	itut< i >11 ) 	(2.76) 

Using (2.72); (2.76) becomes 
rq 

A 	- 	K 	2-)t 	. r 	 . ( 2. 77) Yom _
( 

( -"" 

	

- _ 	 - 	(2.78) f(E) 
2 	, 

Therefore (2.77) becomes (as analysis on Page4-G ) 
_J. 	 ) 

K1-131(  )1 	 (4. 60  - 	a, 	(1<,(),C.L tit(11?. 
"v<-1 , 	/ 	(2.79) 11.:1 % 	• 	- 	 (tk- 

Act' 
c1T-- 

- (2.79a) 



Also from (2.71) q 

'14 

so that with (2.72) 

7 	TRW" cti (
E 

 

= 	t\r'l% LN.0 	_ 	)t 	
C 

-" t: 	 Z)(1  (2•80) 

p; 

(§2.15) Estimate of time for instrument to cool 

The instrument is to be used in pulsed operation, 

so that between each pulse, it is required to cool down. 

After the radiation pulse, heat will be lost from 

the instrummt by conduction and radiation from the 

black, so that the characteristic time for cooling will 

be much less than that for cooling by radiation alone. 

Now from (02.10) the rate of loss of heat by 

radiation from the black is -LI  , 	---- 4 (7 I 3cr I- To ) 
(117 

where C is the emissivity of the black. (Typically 

C ►  1 for a good black, but for a platinum black 

radiation at room temperature is only about 20% of 

black body radiation). 

After the radiation pulse, the rise in temperature 

above surroundings T-To is about (&)L7171  where Cm is 

the length of the radiation pulse. During time m 

heat received is 	F(r)(1i-  so that this is the amount of 
rJ 

heat required to be lost in order for the instrument to 

cool. 



If 	is the characteristic time for heat lost by 
radiation, then approximately 

3
0
-cYT(7)-1 	46: I  I 	) 

r rz 	 • (2.81) 

From (2.80) , since for thin film 	N, -1. 4, .4 6( / 

) 	FCr.)ci C Li.. 	I. 
< (rd,< 	( -E.vv,  

— (2.82) 

& from (2.64) & (2.57) 7  for thick 'film,  

Col-%" (")(1  r- 	( 	n 	cICSL.C.0.11-L  v‘ 	/ 

Thus for both approximations 

Taking typical values 

	

_L 	I 	- 
(M Cv‘l Set_ tie j 

	

-I 	.1 K , 	(c,i cec t, 	v 

j) 	I '• K .1  

, 

	

lociAscc r. 	SPC. 

	

I 	3C0 r*K 

	

This gives r 	80 sec (and this decreases as K decreases). 

When conduction is included the characteristic time will 

be much less than this value, so that the instrument will 

be able to be used at a repetition rate of several 

pulses per minute. 

(2.83) 

(2.84) 
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CHAPTER a. 
Examination of the possibility of a device using a 
resistive Ifilml 

(§3.1) Requirements of a practical instrument 

As stated in the Introduction, the instrument is 

required to have a time constant of about 112sec, and 

is to be used with radiation mlses of length up to 

iNflOsecs. 	Using a surface black, the requirements 
(Ref.3) 

for uniform spectral response can be met 	The 

results of Chapter 2 have been expressed in terms of 

the average temperature of a surface 'film', both 

thin and thick (Equations (2.58) & (2.73)), so that a 

method of measuring the average temperature is required. 

A resistive measurement is the most obvious, and this 

will be examined as a possibility in this chapter. 

The following conditions will apply, however, to all 

instruments. 	The pulse length is short compared with 

lsec, so th4measurements will be made electronically 

and displayed on an oscilloscope. 	In wide-band 

electronic instruments at room temperature thermal and 

valve noise would probably be at least of the order of 

10 to 50p. 	Since re-radiation is negligible, the 

average temperature of the 'film' increases with time 

(from (2.58) & (2.73) since F(t)3o), so that the output 
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at the end of the radiation pulse (if proportional 

to the average temperature) will be the maximum 

output. 	On average signal to noise ration should be 

at least 20 to 1, so that full use of the accuracy of 

the instrument can be made when displayed on a cathode. 

ray oscilloscope. 	Thus, on average the required 

signal for 1psec (the time resolution required) would 

be about lmV so that a total integrated output, after 

1001'sec, of greater than 100mV would be desired. 

A practical instrument could not be expected to work 

with a maximum input energy on all occasions. 	In fact 

it would be hoped that input variations down to 1/20th 

to 1400th (5% and 1%) of the maximum could be measured. 

For signal to noise ratio of about 20 to 1, as 

stated, a desirable output is 100mV. So that, if 5% 

error can be tolerated in the instrument a maximum 

output voltage of about 2 volts would be required; 

and if the error was 1% an output of at least 50 volts 

would be required (since signal to noise ratio would 

have to be greater than 20 to 17  i.e. about 50 to 1). 

The required device will be examined under the 

criteria of 5% and 1% errors. 	The maximum outputs (ilVo) 
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required can be summarised as follows:- 

	

LytTo (5%) 	volts 

	

(1%) 	50 volts 

(p3.2) Definition of temperature coefficient of resistance 
(0(,) 

The temperature coefficient of resistance 	is 

defined by 	JJ ck R 	f 
(.1 T 

Or for small temperature changes 

~ R ni  
If R is the original value of the resistance, and putting 

T=0, this becomes 

R = R(1+4)) 	 - (3.3) 
The resistance of most metals is approximately propor-

tional to temperature over a wider range, so that 

For intrinsic semi-conductors the resistivityCris given 

by an equation of the type ( - 	e 	' where A is a 

positive constant 	(3.4) 

so that 	 11 /7 7- 

In order that equation (3.3) can be used,U must be 

able to be regarded as a constant, so that for rise of 

temperature 0, change in as must be small. 

i.e. for temperature rise A 	i 6—)c <( 	(3,5) 

(3.2) 
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(IT 
(a) For metals 	- I 

So that, (3.5) requires that A/T<-1 

Using 5% and 1% criteria for errors, require that 

„L A :-/z, 5.10-2  for 5% 't 
_ 	(3.6) 

10-2  for 1% 

(b) For semi-conductors 	= - Z4  so that (3.5) 
cl ti 

requires iik< T/2 

Thus, using 5% and 1% criteria for errors, 

G 7c. 5.A/200T for 

tx  A G A/200T for 1% 

Typically A. is about 10To=3000°K (R3f •9)  

Thus ,,,,C) 4-0.25 for 5% 
- - (3.7) 

4. 0.05 for 1% J 

(3.6) & (3.7) give the criteria for the rise in tem-

perature A for which equation (3.3) can be written for 

resistance (or resistivity() ). 

i.e. 	 ec,  ( 1  -v-  D4 	_ (3.8) 

Now 
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(0.3) Variation of resistance due to temperature 
distribution 

This section to some extent follows the analysis 

due to Rose (11°1'4)  

If the conductor is divided into a number of strips, 

so that each of those strips may be considered to be at 

a given temperature, the resistivity of each strip may 

be expressed from the temperature coefficientlgo that 

the leads do not impede the radiation, they are such 

that the resistance is measured in the z direction (see 

Fig.l, Pagelg)) also resistance here is as high as 
possible, since z)'?a and so the current path is greater 

than if measured in the x direction. 

These strips may be considered as resistances in 

parallel. 

If Cr(x) is the resistivity of a strip of thickness Sx 

at a position x under. initial condition then the 

resistance of the strip across z direction will be 

1̀M/Sx  since unit dimensions are considered in the 

(y,z) plane. 
A 

Therefore total resistance R is given by 
ttc,ix 
0 

Now if a transient radiation pulse causes a change in 

temperature 61(x) 
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From (3.8) 	 (:/"( )(); I + a4. 	)c).  

Total resistance R(t) is given by 

R ti) 	li 	 x 	(x,  

7.7 I 	 1- 

	

cr-N) 	 I • (3.9) 

provided 4)(ii<,  ITHR0UGH0UT the conductor. This will 

in fact be true if (3.6) & (3.7) are obeyed. 

For initial conditions, we assume Joule heating 

is small, so that o A 
- (x) can be considered as independent 

of x. 

Thus, if subscript = denotes average value 

i.e. &d.,  r‹,t,(Orix — 	.c. 
a 

and 	a (4,1-) = i 4),--
,.._ 

(I )( 
0 ,. 

and 	g - (I- /;, 

(3.9) may be 'written 1-- 	I R = 

or 	 (0,r) 4  0 ( 9( 3)  ,1 ( 3 10 ) 

The resistive method nay thus be used to measure the 

average resistance,i, provided that the second order 

term is negligible. 

i.e• we require that oc.114)1 2--(4)1) )̀4< 	(3.11) 

In terms of an error L this is 

E - (3.12) 



(a3.4) Estimation of error involved in taking 
R=R(1+41) 

It is required that E of (3.12) 

compared with unity 

Now 	r.:k. 	96,( rix 
a 

If t3m is the maximum value of 61(x) 

should be small 

in range o to a 
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(actually at x=o, since re-radiation is negligible. 

See PageA) 

then 
	( 

Therefore from (3.12) 	 -..(3.13) 
Thin and 'thick' films will 

(83.4.1) For 'thick' films 

Throughout, the value of a 

a=5 ,3(• irt, 
From (2.64) 9/),  

<= (16,,,J771 L L  r Oro 
L  

 Z 	
i 

(/..... 

	

ck 	, 	1  0A k 0 	 / 3 

1 < < 4) 
= 	 Ilet 

t., 	
‹.. tax L 1-(-11, = 

)4" 10  rrtAjl.  tjl-  d ti 

	

v" - , 	,..4 ; 	 1-k aE 
Integrating with respect to t from o to t and remem-

bering 1=o for t=o 

— (3.14) 
From (2.67) 

 

11 < 

 

(ad 01 ) at 1- 
• J 2r0c 

E 	• (3.15) 

 

be considered separately. 

is taken as in (2.55), i.e. 

In general 

From (2.64) 



(3.18a) 
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Thus, if it is required that the error is less than 

/0, this can be obtained from (3.10 by making  

5747.  r' 	1-(" 42) ‘. 10" 
i.e. 

	

°"I' 1 	 (=% 4.,A ( 	 t-,, io- 1.< v7.  )i  1(.5L  fbr e 7:- Cm  (3.15a) 

	

zr 	 .":7 

But 	AR/R  ,... ,< #1 	from (3.10) 	- - 	(3,16) 

Thus the maximum change in R is given by 

"AC--  1 8  ICI-  for 5;, 

6R/R < -6 6 10-3  for 1% 

error 

error 
any (3.17) 

Note that, when t=rm, from (3.15) 

E 	 (3.18) 
By requiring that( LIYO'iax is given by (3.17) the 

maximum output will then be estir'ated by much better 

than a factor of 3 (from comparison with (3.18)) 

(3.18) in fact gives the absolute upper limit for 

1-N ,but it is required that (3.17) should be satisfied 

to ensure that the quoted errors will NOT be exceeded. 

In obtaining (3.17) 2  since in. general 

the condition that 

< vi 	has been used - 

So that, (3.17) satisfies the conditions (3.6) and (3.7). 



(83.4.2) For thin films  

From (3.13) and (2.79) 

(3.19) 
KN Tc 	t an ̀7% error 	 0. 	2. 7  io- 'sq is. wtirk 

The error 
E < z16/ Trc 

will be less than j%,  if the following 
rci< I C.,Cs 	pit 

is made to apply 
11 3 	•Is.. 

A. 
of 	4., IUVr (t-7, .) by jv.. 

/5' for metal with an insulator backing, and 

= 100.  

in R=R(I +4,) the second order terms are 

negligible if oci, 	900 	 (3.20) 
In fact, due to the film being thin the temperature 

change across it is very small, so that 56„--- << 

(See 2.76, noting a> << I ) • 
A 

Thus, for thin film, R=R(I t.,41 ) , such that the 

second order term is negligible. 

The conditions on 	in (3.6) and (3.7) therefore 

determine ORA) max. for thin film apnroximation. 
So that here (63) ::(afir  l where the values of (4 )max , R. ,max 	ni6A 
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For 

condition 
oc.  

So that 

Now /Li 
L put 2L7 

rerun 

So that 9  

integrating 0 

(3.21) 
are given in (3.6)8c(3.7) for 3$ and 5% criteria. 
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(§3.5) Zstination of maximum current due to limitations 
of Soule Heafing 

A large vblue of the current,!.,  can be obtained 

by passing a current pulse through the instrument and 

a control for a duration slightly longer than the 

duration of the radiation pulse, and all measurements 

	

made with respect to the control. 	This means that 

a much larger current than the maximum for steady state 

conditions can he used; for a large D.C. current could 

melt the conductor, whereas a current pulse would not 

supply enough energy to do this. The equations with respect 

to a control are exactly similar to those with respect 

to a steady state condition (:gee §2.6). 

The current is in fact limited by the following 

condition (from (2.17)) that, over the length of the 

radiation pulse, the heating due to radiation should be 

much greater than the Joule heating due to the change 

in resistance of the film. 

So that, ifrn is the length of the radiation pulse, 

-1" L1NR Olt <.< 	F )(I E - -(3.22) 
o J 	0 
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It should be noticed that at any instant t, the 

condition that radiation heating is greater than Joule 

heating, cannot necessarily be satisfied, for at the 

end of pulse (atCm) the Joule heating is maximum 

(sincebiR is maximum) and the radiation will tend to 

zero. However, integrating over the pulse length, it 

is necessary that (3.22) applies. 

If a current pulse is used, but measurement is not 

made with respect to a control element, the measured 

change in resistance (6R) is required to be due to the 

incident radiation and not to Joule heating. 
ry%  

So that 	
WN 

 L R 	
T 

<‹ F(Ode 	- (3'23)  
A further limitation on the current when measured with 

respect to a control element may be that the temperature 

rise due to Joule heating should be of such a value that 

the temperature coefficient of resistance remains effec- 

tively constant for the instrument. 	During a iulse, 

the loss of heat from the conductor will be small, for 

a thick film device, so that 

1
1.

R pCae 
(3.24) 

Where R is initial resistance, tp is the length of 

the current pulse (at least up to the end of the 
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radiation iulse). ya is the mass of the conductor 

being heated (if little heat loss, and unit dimensions 

considered in the (y z) directions). 	0 is the rise 

in temperature of conductor and control. 	It is 

therefore necessary that A of (3.24) should obey 

conditions (3.6) or (3.7). 

Also 0 should be such that if To is the initial 

temperature, then 

	

To + A <_T(m.p) 	- - (3.25) 

where T(m.p) is the melting point of the material of 

the conductor. 

If ris the resistivity of the material film, if 

initially the temperature distribution was fairly 

uniform across the material, then 
A 

R = 6Z /c)1  

for resistance measured across the z direction. Unit 

dimensions in the y & z directions are considered (for 

a reasonable instrument these cannot be appreciably 

altered) so that 	R = 	
-(3.26) 
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(§3.5.1) Values for a thick ?film!  

In this case no radiation energy is lost from the 

thick film so that (3.22) and (3.23) apply directly. 

(3.16) and (2.57), (3.22) becomes:- 

LI 	 <<PIC-ia(4 	-Lm (3.27) 
= 

From (2.65) 	1) 	2t 81,  
To% 

Integration by Darts give 2/ 	(O.) 
0 	 3 = 

So that, total Joule heating is less than 
11

3 
rZ a c.„ 4,) 

Therefore, from (3.27) error will be less than 72 % 

if I is obtained from:- 
1/3 	

L R ocrw,  (4,) 	< 7.lop,6ro (#,) 

with (3.26) 	 -L C 
< - 

	

max 	c- 	 (3.28) 
2.34 riy, 

It should ho noticed that the current max is 

independent of the rise in temperature with respect 

to the control i.e. indepeddent of (4:2,)(__ 
From (3.24) rise in temperature due to current pulse 

of length tp for current at its maximum value given by 

(3.28) 	3-2 10-2-(3  
2.0e T-rel 

Thus L  

	

a 9 	•-s) 3/2:11C tfirm 

From 

—_ (3.29) 
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Now tp is the length of the current pulse up to the 

end of the radiation -.1u1se, so that, due to require-

ment that current is fully on at start of radiation 

pulse, tp can be taken as about 1.5(M, so that 

g 'v  (1/4.7 	(3.30 
(3.30) does not satisfy equation (3.6) for metals, 

if however Imax was taken from the following expression 

it would be satisfied 	-2_ 

-F L 	4- Li j710  piCiq 
_Max (3.31) 

5his value of Imax is 2/3 the value of Imax from (3.28) 

so that with respect to estimating a maximum output a 

factor of only 1.5 is involved.7 	(3.31) therefore 

gives the maximum current through a thick film with a 

control element (the control element should correspond 

to the actual thick film at least to the accuracy at 

which it is desired to carry out the experiment). 

It should be noted that A is an average value of 

terylerature rise due to Joule heating of the control 

current, so that the surface of the conductor will be 

at a temperature of 8 + 6m. For this temperature 

conditions of (3.6) will he violated, but 41  is small 

so that the conditions will be obeyed for (c) + 

Thus the average temperature rise is such that an average 

piL, to the required accuracy can be used. 
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The analysis of page 49 and equation (3.5) 
-t— 

requires that Q <<10 , in fact 	l o . 	Thus 

To- 6 it, (I+ 161-0 • 	Forto, 300°K 7 this requires 

(even for a 5% error in defining ) that OGIS J̀c, 

so that in general the temperature rise will be 

insufficient to melt the conductor, even for a 

current pulse which continues quite a bit longer than 

the radiation pulse. 	This in fact applies to both 

thin and 'thick? film techniques. 

If a control element is not used it is required to 

satisfy the condition (3.23), so that (using (2.57)) 

J. Rov5. <<('~ ~ % - (3.32) 

Due to the limit on ,6m (by (3.18a)), since the 

temperature rise due to Joule heating is much less than 

that due to radiationo will meet the requirements of 

(3.6) and (.7) at all points in the conductor, so that 

nowhere is the change of 01 greater than lich. This must 

be compared with the use of a control, where Imax is such 

that only the error in the average value of c(, is less 

than)? 

	

For an error of less than 7 	due to departures from 

R:- 	( 1 -t-o(4),) (3.15a) shows that 

(tI) 	0'3()? 10 L 
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For Joule heating to be less thanv1% of radiation 

energy, (3.32) becomes 

	

r 2-  < 1710-1- 	ct (o(ca T.-  (3 4 310 
00,1-„00- 

(It should be noted that this depends upon .d i max) 

So that, even when instrument is working with maximum 

radiation, which gives a value of (o441 ) as in (3.15a), 

the maximum current is less than that given by 

It  /10 TpiCia (0.3ty10 )__(3.34) 

o(iM Cr  
Comparison of (3.34) with (3.31) shows that, if a 

control element is not used, the permitted maximum 

value of current is at least  reduced by a factor of 

5.4.1-1  0 about (0 	6.3 for 5% and 14 for a l% error  

	(3.35) 
(E[3.5.2) Values for a thin film 

Change of temperature across a thin film is small, 

so that its temperature can be taken as &. The actual 

amount of energy supplied to the film to raise the 

temperature 	is (DX. 	and this is small since 0 

is a small quantity. But both the heat liberated in 

the black and that due to Joule heating are conducted 

to the backing material, so that it is still required 

that (3.22) and (3.23) apply. 
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However, in a thin film device, since heat is 

conducted from it, equation (3.24) as such does not 

apply. 	The rise in temperature of the film 41 
should be such that (3.6) or (3.7) does apply. To 

obtain the maximum 8R for a thin film, the maximum 

permitted values of (N.4),)to accurately define 

from (3.6) and (3.7) are used (see (3.21)). Thus, 

in this case a control is not useful, since4, is 
already as large as possible and a control would tend 

to increase this, so that the condition required to 

apply is that Joule heating should cause a small 

temperature rise compared with that due to the radiation 

flux. 	This is condition (3.23). 
i.e. yCr„ 

11 	t 
0 

For the error due to Joule heating of current to 

than -? %, it is required that 

be less 

   

- 	( 3 .36 ) ,roYs 

Now, from (2.80) 

But it is required 

  

< 
that 7 (Q(Onax< , where has the 

values given for 0 in (3.6) & (3.7) for which the error 
is less than ? fo. 
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This can be obtained, if F-01 is made such that 

r)1 F( e)t-i' 	1.2.„ 

or 	v̀  • L 	/2 	(3.37) 
r-_-( 

Integrating with respect to t from o toll7 m 
101  

j 	11( 	< 	C L 	(3.38) 
This could be obtained directly from (2.80) since 

-
c
o 

1: 	< 41-0<,(),L, 
Thus, from (3.36) and (3.38) the value of the maximum 

current cannot be greater than the value given by 
Z. 

i.e. 

_.(3.39) 

(§3.6) Possible experimental arrangements  

The instrument is such that an output voltage 

proportional to the average temperature change is 

desired, so that the voltage can be fed to an electronic 

unit or oscilloscope. 	In the resistive file method, 

the change in average temperature will be proportional 

to the change in resistance of the film i.e.61.1 

The following methods are suggested:- 

(i) A constant current method. 

A constant current is passed through the film and the 

output is measured with respect to a reference voltage, 
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or alternatively the constant current is passed 

through the film and through a control element and 

the output voltage is measured with resi?ect to the 

control. 

In this case the maximum value of the output voltage 

is AR 	— ,40 (3 ) (bvi,) rvi 	 rnctx 	two( 

To use this method it is necessary that the voltage 

output due to any change in current I, is much less than 

that due to change in resistance. For measurements with 

respect to the film, this implies that 

R 61 << IAR, 

so that 
	pr/ << A R/R  

(ii) Using a constant voltage source. 

If the source voltage is E, and it and the film 

are in series with a load resistor RL. Then if 

AR(.• R -}- R L  7 the voltage change across RL is given by 
E RL 8R 	L f\R 
( 

so that Ay....c i,NR.  (equality as R1,-0) 

Now i<Imax, so that in this case too, the maximum output 

is given by (3.1+0). 

Change in voltage across EL due to change in E by 

amount A E, is 	1?,.../SE 

L# R 
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So that, for output to be due to resistive change 

it is required that 	E <‘. f)\ 
R L + R 

F-_/  44  or 
R + 

(iii) A Wheatstone bridge method (Ref.10) Here 

AVO 	AR 

In general it may be said that for a resistive 

device the maximum voltage change (without amplification 

of course) will be given by (3.40), and that the change 

in any parameter of the circuit must be much less than 

1:PA, if the output is to be due to the change in 

resistance caused by radiation. 

It should be noticed here that if the change in 

resistance due to Joule heating is much less than that 

due to the radiation from which the estimates for 

Imax in (03.5) were obtained, the relative change of 

resistance due to Joule heating will be much less than 
AR/ r, 

(due to radiation). 

(§3.7) Estimation of maximum output  

From equation (3.40) 

(WO„), = 	dR vv„i x  
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(83.7.1) Thick film (with control element) 

Equation (3.31) 	[2:3"-vp,C1 1 0  (independent of 	) 
rof0c 	\I 	-crvk 	 • 

and equations (3.16) & (3.15a) 6p, 4
0  36 JCL  — • e 

-=•• r/n. 

( 3 . 4 2 ) 

(03.7.2) 

v 	for 1% error 

and .,.. (3 .7 \lc:ILL for 5% error 

Thick film without control  

  

From (3.35) and (3.42) 

(6\Ovnax A 6 ' 1  J 7,7 	for 5% error 

-‹ 4 5 101 (71  CI for 1% error 
04, 

Here the maximum value of current is limited by the 

radiation falling upon the instrument (since it depends 

on ,di; see 3.33) and the maximum value is permissible 

only when the maximum radiation energy is falling. 

As stated in (13.1) inputs of down to 1/20th or 1/100th 

of the maximum (for 55') & 1% criteria) would be required 

to be measured. So that the fixed current through the 

instrument would be made such that its Joule heating 

would be 1/20th or 1/100th of the maximum permissible. 

(3.26) 

Taking 	r•v\= 16 k ec. 

Thus 	AVG11,,v,,s,x 

.(3.43) 
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Thus the current would be,, 4(2 and 	of the maximum 

permissible, so that, using the thick film as an 

instrument to allow for a variation of the input fluxes, 

the maximum outputs  would  be 
2.• jtr ( 

IA) .4. 2-'1° 	--L-1-7-1  

• if• ii5 +\r-21-E1-  
0( 

for 5% error 

for 1% error 

(§3.7.3) Thin films (without control, see 03.5.2))  

From (3.39) 1 -2" 	16'). e T —Iwo( 	 r< C 2- 
C70( 1.7e,i2-  

( 3 21) A R/R  

Equation (2.68b) 	< 10-47.2 ,vitcp,(2 ,... r :for metal with 
( 	""insulating backing 

r).E ,  
Taking a as the above value (with nigh 	)/{Sec) and 

Lrsc-2c... 

Thus 	(AV,) ,(Ae1 /4Y 

As in (63.7.2) the maximum current can be obtained (due 

to Joule heating considerations) only when the maximum 

flux is incident, so that to allow for reasonable 

variations in the input fluxes, the current (and thus 

maximum output for that current) must be reduced by a 

factor of ,\Ixt  (since heating is proportional to (current?). 

PIC 	(§3/i-  //;.-s) _ (3.46) 
04. 

(values from (3.6) 
and (3.7)) 

I 

So that (PV,,) vv,,x  4. c".L 104 



From (3.6) 
rOCI  

For metals (A\4) 	e'Ll(V 1-=.  for 
tw( 's  

4:  I' 14facr for 
of- 

& from (3.7) for semiconductors 

(6,10 	< 0.1S c: - 	2_2_C_.,  for 
wo( 

< 	473-771  for 
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1% error 
error 

-(3.47) 

error 
_ (3.48) 

error 

(§3.8) Maximum input fluxes and energies corresponding 
to maximum output 

The limitation on the input energy is the same as 

that on AR . For thick films the condition for 
obtaining (c1)max of (3.15a) is that c(9 44- } 
From (2.61+) and (2.57) 20L t-  F(t) )4 < 

v 1: 	C  

and this is made less than?lo-L  for 

Thus 	Fe() 	r KI ELCI S  16.1- 
2.0( 

error of 7l % 
(K,, C., if. oats 
k. 	4. 2„. 

Thus 	 4 16'74;1K 	„... 
i

.r
4

„O 13 ( iro 	3 • 	) 

Integrate o to t 

g.10- L?/0(4K I P C1 t 
So that, total possible energy that may be accepted by 

thick film is given by 

0 	
,,,Nit<kr, F(.r.) 61 -c: 	

( 	- 0—  Its 

jc, it 	ken 
-1 

-- (3.50) 
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For thin films 

From (3.37) 	Pt) < 41/04  2i 	‘4,c,ft 	(3.50a) 

cal.$). 

and thus (-ro,., 16.4-sac.) iF(wfocit  4 	16,11;11).,C 
0 	— 	jc,kcss-cC 3  .51)  

(03.9) Typical values of the constants 

It should be noticed that in obtaining estimates 

for the maximum output, etc. the variation of the 

constants due to change in temperature have been 

neglected. 	This is because only an estimate is being 

made (and in any case the coefficient of linear 

expansion and also the temperature coefficients for 

y and c are much less, in general' , -WAIA (4) 

The maximum output above is such that the error 

with respect to takingAR proportional to dl is less 

than the quoted value. 

(03.9.1) For metals 

04,./T"' (Pageil-S) 

Thus at room temperature o( ,,  0.0033°K (This is just about 

true for Platinum, Silver and Aluminium). 

Typically 	C 	at room temperature and ir,lo ot,rn  rivN 

tskif ev 4 5,16 1  So that 	 - -(3.52) 
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Now since the resistivity is proportional to T, 

`/ is proportional to T; but due to melting point 

T could not be increased by more than a factor of 2 or 3. 

Also, using a metal with very low kk(such as 

constantan) could increase the value of (3.52), or 

by using a metal with larger, but change in AIPC(7- 

would not be more than a factor of 4 or 5. 

Thus, typically for a metal, 

-(3.53) 

(§ N2) 

Also, for metals, thermal diffusivity is about 

unity (vv:"scciso typically NRAJO 5-1- Of 

ror  semi-conductors, 

Here 	() 	P1/- 2- 

Typically A is about 10To = 3000°K giving 9(= 0 033°K -1  

The resistivity of semiconducting materials range from 

about o.1 ohm cm for semiconductors such as doped 

germanium and silicon, and indium arsenide specimens 

etc., up to the order of 105  to 10
6 
ohm cm for Boron, 

selenium, and some mixed oxides - these values being 

at room temperature. 

A bolometer using semiconductor thermistor material 

has been reported (Refs. 11 & 12)7 and for this material 

the resistivity was between 250 ohm cm and 2500 ohm cm. 
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So that the values for 	should be as large 

as possible, 6-  should be as large as possible (63.7) 

so that e' will be taken as 2500 ohn cm.- A value 

which is known to be nossible with suitable materials. 

ck can be as large as 0.05°K-1, but 0.03°K-1  will 

be taken as a typical value. ec —0.6 will also be 
taken as a typical value. 

So that, for a typical semiconductor thermistor 

material 	
p 	2.10' 	

- 	- -(3 • 51+ ) 

Due to variation of 6- this value could probably be 

increased by a factor of about 5 and decreased by a 

factor of about 100 (as could (61To)max, therefore). 
t-Vr 

Note that, sincerz- oe tends rapidly to infinity as 

T ->0 so that estimates could be increased by cooling. 

(The thermistor materials are typically intrinsic 

semiconductors). 1)JC for insulators are about 1/20th 

of the value for metals, so that for semiconductors 

TR can be taken as about 0.2cm'sec 2  or less. 
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(3.10) Typical values for maximum output and  
resistance of film for various materials 

The quoted error, with respect to each estimate of 
the maximum output, is the error involved in being able to 

say that.AR is proportional to the change in average 
temperature &. So that, if the output voltage LW°  

is also proportional to AR, the error will be the same 

as that of AR. 	This will be true if (3.41) is 

obeyed or <<. R 7  for experimental arrangements con-

sidered, i.e. if the current remains effectively 
constant. 

{6,\Onax is only an estimate based on a value for 

Imax from Joule heating consideration. For thin film 

measurements, the error of 'AR is determined by 	. 

In estimate for Imax, the resistivity 	is involved, 

so that, for a thin film ( 6 5̀70-) 	(ot (I)) iv\ rk 	 AA(11( 
In the case of semiconductors (3> -7 10 1-7  for error -)? 

considered. Thus the estimate of Imax ( and hence 

of AV„max) is only accurate to a few percent, with 

respect to each value of the error7 for which QR 

may be taken as proportional to 	But for semi- 

conductors the change in 6 (less than ) would only 
affect the overall error'? , if it should be sufficient 

to change the value of the current through the film. 

(11-S‘Omax will be a good order of magnitude estimate. 
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( 0.10.1) For thick 'films' 
A 

From (3.26) resistance 	= fa 

and for thick I film' <:.t 5 j3c., to, w 1;10- LIFKi ( from (2.55) 

Using typical values of (§3.9) and estimates of 

Aqt-iax from (63.7) 

Imax is calculated from (Ave) 	",,, 1 	(A R) , 1: IR (01.) 
nek0( 	MRK 	mNK ," 	= 

using the values from (3.17) for tot, 

The voltage across film when current Imax is flowing 
..- A 

Is Vo l 1 R 
,c 

1% and 5% errors for determination of the radiation 

flux are used. 

(a) For metals 

	

Resistance 
	A -; 4- 16 h 	

(3.55) 

With control 
i ci„ 	6,V0) 	= -StIN (T 	zK a vo  6. . 

F" 	( Vc.) 	 5k , 	2 v„1rs) -•(3.56) 

Without control 
2 's/AV T,„,„, IL 	- S.v,v 

Fov 	evvo,  (Ev0),,,o..x•••  !my (1.,,,k \d+ ommrs, 	S-GAV) - (3.57) 

(For case without control, as stated in 83.7.2 the 

currents Imax above are 1-if cfiTcoof maximum permissible) 

(and is in fact equal to Wt,)two(  
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(b) For semiconductors, (from 03.9.2 these estimates 

could be increased slightly (up to 10) or decreased 

by 100) 
A 

Resistance R 	Z ,  S- 
	

(3.58) 
With control 
Riy 	1 i„ C C co-  (tVi(.) 	-12,/olt1( 	V,, .,v 

MAX 	W  

m, 
Without control 

1/u  c,rruy (V() 	
Iv rv+ 	 10 

(As in §3.9.2 the currents are 41 	the maximum v2.0 ./10(. 
permissible). 

(§3.10.2) For a thin film device  

Assume backing material is 	insulator e.g. Glass, 

for which t( 2.?,(1. --,  1 3.10 so that from (2.68b) with 

t o y 

Estimates of WO from 

(03.7) using of values (§3.9). Imax and Vo calculated 

as in (3.10.1) s value ofc0being taken as 13 (3.6) 

and (3.7)1 . 	As stated in (§3.7.3) the calculated 

value of Imax is '`)?/ of the maximum permissible values. 

No control elements are used in this case. 

rp4X 	

‘; 3 1 m Fir sx, 	(6 Y o 14ov,m(i 7y kV) (3.59) 

Fc r 5he o'or (MO 

v0 -25 V) 
} (3.60) 

)0 .sec y  or from (2.70) 

(k calculated from (3.20. 



(a) For metals. Resistance R - 5 LZ for 1% error 

and 	11.. for 5c/rio error 	- - 	— — (3.61) 

(C\V0)„,,,,,--' SU vvOi 	11A V6  ,, 5v) 
for 1%. error 

(3.62) 
(ANe,) 	vcirs (T 	2.1+1) 	-i)1 v)for 5% , error 

mtkx rotkx 

(b) For semiconductors (from 63.9.2 estimates for 

(4\0 max could be decreased by factor of 100 or 

slightly increased). 

Resistance R 	1 6  SI for 1% error; 
(3•63) 

^-1 2:5-• IL/ for 5% error 1 

yo) 	zoo,„til (1-  —4 n 	kv 
or 1% error) mc,x -ror.v 	, 

( (3,64) 

( AK)•S Y• V (-14,0,‘;'.1}-cp11iVi:Ynk*Or 5o error 
rv1/ 4 ,0( 

(p3.11) ExDorimental implications of results  

The above results show the theoretical results 

that may be obtained with thin and 'thick' resistive 

film devices, the experimental implications of 

those results will now be considered. 

75 
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(33.11.1) If I is the current through the film, the 
voltage across it, V, will be equal to IR. The output 

from the measuring system (see §3.6) is less than or 

equal to IaR 	So that DA(,/ < /VZ/ 
V 	R 

But it is required that( 0,) is at least given by 
M4X 

(3.1) [i.e. 1\V0^'2 volts (5% error) and AY, -50voits 

(1% error, , and 	is limited by (3.17) for 'thick,  

film and (3.21) for thin film. 

This implies 

t(t< 	Irv) (c,o) V 	VIO v Ars ( 	c.) tucA "It re,i,,,44p1A 
f 	(17c) V4 14- KV (L 7 3 	rAct,Ic 

I I, h.\  1, yv, 	 0 	> 4 u (A) 	1-,N 
1.6 	( C/o) V 	SKV IT > I k (- ) tv‘ 

(5X) V >#, c vo u-s  ( 	 op,A,,ctr 

Thin filyv, (0'0) V 	v 	> I, A fc,‘. -erv, ic.orchAc tor 

It can be seen that many possibilities can be ruled out 

immediately, due to the fact that to give the required 

output too large current or too large a voltage (to be. 

constant) will be obtained. If the required output 

could be obtained, it would be necessary to measure 

the change accurately down to the order of millivolts 

at least, with respect to the above constant voltages. 
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(3.11.2) From (§3.6)„ in order th._,.t the error due to 

change in current through the film is small, it is 

required that the percentage change of any circuit 

parameter (Z say) over the period of the discharge, 

should be much less than 	/ R 
Le. 6-14, 	'.s/ ut- z 	"2 161-f) ' 	4)%3 	(3 • 65) 

	

R 	roe" 

This implies, for Ithickt films 

	

dz~Z < 	c%)) 4.10s( I %̀) 

and for thin films 

62/z 	s- .1i)ic,) 16 41 14„ 
. 

82/Z 75,1°

s 	
RR1Cy Vor 

Semiconductors especially are quite non-linear elements 

with respect to a D.C. current. 	If a control element 

is not used, than heating will not be sufficient to 

change the circuit parameters if condition (3.23) for 

maximum current is adhered to. 	It would be very 

difficult to construct a circuit satisfying the con-

ditions for constant current through the resistance 

(i.e. 3.41.) when using a control element since a control 

is a method by which a high current can be used. For 

in this case, in both the resistive film and control 

element, 61R/kdue to Joule heating is not much less 

than I //Rdue to radiation energy, so that the constant 

metals 

semiconductors. 
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supply of current would be difficult (of course, if 

the voltage across the resistance and control was 

not too high a constant current valve circuit could 

be used, but it would have to be stable to the values 

of (3.65)). Also the characteristics of the film and 

the control element must at least be identical to 

within) %. This would be quite difficult to achieve 

with semiconductor materials. Note: control elements 

can be manufactured (See Ref 11.)] 

If a condenser discharge were used to supply the 

large voltages required for I% error, or for when 

R L  >> R in (03.6(ii)) a time constant of greater 

than 5 secs. would be required. (This could be 

obtained if RL  were large enough, but if RL = XR„ 

then total voltage of (1-4- X)Vo (see 03.10 for Vo) 

would be required, and this might become prohibitively 

large. Using a large enough value of capacitor, the 

time constant could be made large enough lespecially 

when using semiconductor material). 
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(63.11.3) Since typical measurements are made with 

respect to a background noise of 10 to 50"'"V(see 63.1) 

it is required that change in voltage over 1psec 

(since this is a typical time constant for measurement 

of the radiation flux) due to any 50 c.p.s. A.C. 

signal should be less than 50i:V. This corresponds to 

an r.m.s. voltage of less than about 110mV, or if 

voltage is rectified A.C. the r.m.s. voltage of 100 c.p.s. 

component should be less than 55riV 5  when developed 

across the film. 	For the high voltages required for 

1% error (from 63.11.1) this would be quite difficult 

to achieve. 
(Johnson) 

(§3.11.4) For a bandwidth Ef 9  thermal noise in a 

resistor R is given by NT- , 444 11 -. For a receiver of 

time response 1psec and to measure radiation pulse 

length of up to 100fsec 2  it will be required that the 

frequency response of the electronics is at least 

from 5kc/s up to about 5Mc/sec. So that typically 

Si* Nicl() CrsandkC41611 joulos for T =290°K. 
, 

Thus r.m.s. noise (v1 11 R volts 	(3.66) 
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For a good input valve, due to shot and .,lartition 

noise, the equivalent noise resistance can be as low 

as 1000.1..EL.c/ ) so that the valve noise will he 

about 10p (the lower limit taken in (§3.1.)). So that, 

when the resistance of the film is less than 1000.11 

the noise level will be about 10iN or less, so that 

the required output could be reduced by a factor of up 

to 5. 	For semiconductor films (both thin and thick) 

the resistance can be very large compared with 1000IL 

In fact for alMaresistor, noise is (from 3.73) about 

300mV, so that the required output (of 3.1) would have 

to be increased by a factor of about 10, for signal to 

noise ratio to be adequate. 

If a lower cut off frequency of 5kc/sec is taken, the 

flicker and current noise even in a semiconductor 

resistor will not be large compared with other noise 

sources. 	For very high resistances the noise will be 

limited by stray capacity in parallel with the film, but 

this will also limit the resistance measurements 

(especially at high frequencies). In fact, if C is the 

stray capacity, noise is limited to 	
C. 

When the resistance is of the order ()MASI, it is 

reasonably simple to match the output to the grid of the 

first valve. 
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(§3.11.5) Very high resistances will not be practical 

(i.e. above 100M1.) because the resistance of the 

film (especially in thin film case) will be comparable 

with the leakagi resistance of the backing material. 

(§3.11.6) The thickness of the quoted thermistor 
(See Ref.11&12) 

boloneter was about 10p. 	In fact 

it will be very difficult indeed to manufacture a film 

(with surface black) thin enough to satisfy condition 

(2.68b) i.e. thickness less than O.yk, especially 

with reference to (§3.1.1.5) • 

All semiconductor films would have to be coated with 

an efficient black, since they are all to some extent 

photoconductive and s° the spectral response of the 

bare semiconductor film would not be uniform, as desired 

for measuring the total radiation. 

The resistance of sore high resistivity materials 

(e.g. selenium) varies with frequency, and this is 

important when frequencies of up to 5Mc/s in wide band 

operation are considered. When resistance is very high, 

the stray capacities will also be very important. 
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(§3.11.7) Cooling the instrument could result in 

the reduction of overall noise, and this would also 

increase the resistivity of semiconductors by a large 

extent, so that an overall advantage in signal to noise 

ratio could be obtained. For metals the resistance 

decreases as the temperature is lowered, so no such 

advantage is obtained. 	If the instrument were cooled, 

thermoelectric effects (which have not so far been 

considered) would become important. 

(§3.11.8) The values obtained in (03.10) show that the 

values for Vo and Irnax arc often too large to be handled. 

In fact it would be quite difficult to obtain a constant 

current supply of IkV at more than a few milliamps. 

This means that the devices could not be used to give 

their greatest outputs, but an adequate output could 

still be obtained (with reference to (3.1)) since, at 

least for 5% error, the volt.tges of (3.11.1) are not 

impossible. 	It should be noticed that if a load 

resistor RL  is required to keep the current constant, 

then for constant current (from S3.11.2) (Z is total 

resistance)Ap 	— 2_ 
< -)? I 0 AR. 

R L  

Or 

sa 	Oct. rr.(N IS 1•.a‘A 4 a vivc. cloy 
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So that, if load resistor was used, the required 

supply voltage would be about 20Vo(5%) and 100Vo(1%). 

-tVo from 83.11.1 or fj3.10*i . The voltage could not 

easily be made greater than 40kVI  so that voltage across 

film (or film & control) could not be much greater than 

2kV (for 5%), and 400 volts (1%). High voltages 

across the film will also lead to problems of 

insulation. 

(03.12) Conclusions on a 'thick)  film device 

The analysis has been carried out to find the 

maximum possible output voltage, for which the error 

in taking the change in resistance proportional to 

the average temperature change is less than?%. 

The strip of material has to be thick enough so that the 

input flux is simply related to the change in average 

temperature (E:-ivation (2.57)). Since the thickness of 

the film is limited by the condition that (2.57) holds, 

then the output can only be increased by increasing the 

current through the film or the resistance of the film. 

The current is limited by Joule heating considerations, 

and the resistance can only be increased by using high 

resistivity semiconductor material. 
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Estimates of the maximum output, when maximum 

input energy permissible (by §3.8) is incident on 

the detector, are given by (3.55) to (3.60). Only in 

the case of semiconductors (with and without control) 

are 5% error criteria (from §3.1) satisfied. 	This is 

because the condition that R - R(HoWnay be written, 

means that the permitted rise in temperature is very 

small. 	By (p3.9.2) the values for (A‘Oraax could be 

increased, but the noise level will go up as u- 

(whereas(W) only increases by 
	

) , so that values 

for 1% error could not be obtained. 	The 1% error 

would also be ruled out by the high voltages required 

( I1-kV to give 50 volts) and considerations of (3.11.1, 

2,3&8). 	The noise level for Ztqn.resistor with the 

required band width will be much greater than 100e 

so that for 5% value without control, the output is 

only marginally possible, for with this noise level, a 

value of (say) 5 times the value of (3.1) would be 

desired i.e. about 10 volts. 

From (03.11.1) a 10 volt output (for 5%) would 

imply about 500 volts across the film. 	This output 

is obtained with a semiconductor with a control element 
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(so that total voltage across film and control 

would be about 1KV and total resistance about ETIASL ), 

Due to the fact that -- due to Joule heating is large 

in the case of control element, it would be difficult 

to keep a constant current (of about 0.5mA) through 

the films (at lkV) to the limits required by (3.65). 

Decreasing the resistivity of film by a factor of 4 

would decrease the noise by 4 and(Nmax by 2, so 

that the conditions for 5$ error of semiconductor 

film without control is just about possible; since, 

from (§3.11.2) it is only required to hold current 

constants to 1 part in 10000 

Since, when using control especially, a pulsed 

current atiply has to be used, transient effects on the 

current will be quite important. Constant current 

would be able to be obtained if a valve device was 

used, but for control the voltage supply needed is 

quite high. 	When a control is not used (§3.11.8) 

shows that a voltage supply with a load RL  could be used, 

but since RL--,20R, the noise due to RI, will be sufficient 

to make the output only marginal; the volt drop here is 

such (^-200 volts) that a valve constant current 

source could be used. Alternatively noise could be reduced 

and output increased by cooling. 
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In the case of a control element the maximun output 

is 140 volts, but this (by 03.11.8) corresponds to Vo 

whickis too large to obtain, so that the device could 

not be run at its maximun sensitivity. 

It should be noticed that a satisfactory output 

cannot be obtained with metals. In conclusion - 

provided the difficulties due to semiconductor 

materials (03.11.6) can be overcome, and difficulties 

in supply of constant current and measuring of small 

signals with respect to a large background signal, 

a thick film device of semiconducting material could 

give an adequate output (especially if cooled) to 

measure total radiation with a time constant of ipsec. 

and a pulse length of 100tsec. to within an accuracy 

of 5% (but NOT 1%). 

Current supply difficulties would appear to be very 

difficult for use with a control element, so that the 

output of a cooled (see 03.11.7) semiconductor without 

control appears to be about the best proposition (and 

here the output is not much better than adequate and 

would present-quite a lot of technical difficulties). 

All in all, it would not be a very easy instrument to 

manufacture. Note that, for typical semiconductor, 



from (3.1+9) & (3.50) 

F(0 G 1.1L 1- 	-_-_ )70 

(and so the device will handle fluxes up to nearly 

2kW/sq.cm for periods up to lfsec) 
C, 

and total energyi r(()Ato 075Lfjoules/sq.cm for 5% 
error 

(03.13) Conclusions on thin film device  

For thin films, both the temperature coefficient 

and the resistivity arc quite a bit different from 

the values for the bulk metal, being larger in both 

cases (N.H. Price. A.E.R.E. GP/R2442 (1958) Page?), 

but this will in no way invalidate the conclusions 

obtained in this section. 

If the film is made thin enough, the flux is 

given by equation (2.73) 	t 
d Cki 

i.e. F—( 	(K p 2)- !-21 	 , 
T 	.(3.67) 

) 	 T 

So in this type of device a convolution always has to 

be solved to obtain the flux. 	Since the film is thin, 

the resistance will be quite high, but the actual 

output voltage will be limited by the current which can 

be passed (due to Joule heating considerations). In 

this case no advantage is gained by using a control 

87 

14- 
SC. 
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(3.5.2). 	The actual change of resistance (since 

it effectively measures the average temperature of 

the film (53.4.2)) is limited by the rise in temperature 

of the film for which 4i NR z .)(ct, ) is not too large 

(less than”) (see 53.2) for which output voltage can 

be taken directly proportional to /Si. Estimates for 

the maximum outputs are given in equations (3.61) to 

(3.64). Suitable out uts are obtained for semiconductors, 

but for lcio error the conditions on voltage (3.11.1) 

make them difficult to use, and (143.11.5) and (63.11.6) 

indicate that semiconductor materials would be just 

about impossible to manufacture in a suitable film 

which was thin enough, and that high resistances and 

stray capacities would make device very difficult to 

use, when rrulsed output is considered. 

The 2 volt criteriun for 5'h from (3.1) is not 

quite obtained for metal thin film, but since its 

resistance is low, the noise level can be quite low 

(53.11.4), so that the output will be adequate. (There 

will be difficulties in matching the impedance to that 

of the first valve). 	The voltage required for the 

thin metallic film will be about 24 volts (corresponding. 
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to a current of 24 anps, and(Wriax fu,  1.2 volts), 

and in this case the current is required only to be 

held constant over the discharge pulse to 1 part in 

400 (see 63.11.2), so although the mlsed current 

supply would be difficult, it would not be impossible. 

In general, all the conditions of (§3.11) could be 

satisfied. If selected types of conductor were used 

for thin films, the output could be increased at 

least by a factor of 2 or 3 to make the device 

reasonably favourable. 	 ..1\.Tote that :NT' carbon 

the maximum output (for metals) could be increased by 

a factor of about 50, but even for a good carbon black 

the thickness is about .10ctg (Ref.3)  ,,, 	and this does not 

satisfy the conditions for 5% error] 

In conclusion — a thin film metal device could be 

made to satisfy the conditions for measuring the 

radiation flux over a pulse length of 100psec and with 

a time constant of 1psec., to an accuracy of 5% (but 

not 1%), provided the convolution (3.67) is solved to 

the required accuracy. Although the convolution could 

be solved by numerical means or by a conputor it '..To-u_ld 

make the instrument very tedious to use. 	Other 
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experimental procedure would be difficult but not 

impossible (especially with gold, since thin films 

could also be made to be a good black). 

A convenient analogue method has now been devised, 

so that the output from a thin film device can be 

immediately displayed on an oscilloscope. This method 

has been developed for use with the Kingls College, 

Durham University thin film equipment (R.M. Hill — 

Private Communication). 

Signal 
In 	R/2 	R 	11-1- o-AAAM -t-- WW\k -̀. 	ANVOA- ` 

Output 	 

If a line has a distributed capacity of C per unit length 

and a resistance of R per unit length, the voltage V obeys 

the following equation ?\,/ 

This is equivalent to the heat conduction equation for 

heat in the backing material, if the surface film is thin 

enough. Measuring the voltage at the beginning of this 

line (made of suitable length) will be equivalent to 

solution of the heat conduction problem for thin film. 

c 	c 	c 
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So that, if the output from the film is fed directly 

to this line and RC is suitably adjusted, the thin film 

device can be made direct reading for the input flux F(t) 

to the film. These lines with very short time constants 

will be difficult to make, since attenuation will give 

only a small output signal. 

Note that for typical metals, with (say) a glass 

backing material from (3.50a) & (3.51) for 5% error 

< t 2 E 	'AI 0 wa ttS iv,s for 171:1:1, g 10 sec 
and total energy CCP" -/ 

ROA 	0. 04--FiouleS cm 

It should be noticed that the maximum radiation flux for 

suitable instruments of thin and 'thick' film types (see 

above and {0.12) are very similar. This is because the 

flux in both cases is limited by the surface rise in 

temperature i.e. by pc/cm  7240
t 
 (S.Ivvin the case of a 'thick' 

film, and oUti,faf16. .10(or a thin metal film. So that, 

the ratio between the two is (3.49) & (3.50a) 

scimiconcLuctor 

4( wat4.1r 	
Itar 

K, pi 	.Aco,  - 
This ratio is about unity, since tt,,avey 	is about 1/10th 

ot,$,,,,oentkc for 

and - 
etl 	

is also about 1/10th. Thus the two 
(DI  )41-  AnitchciLicroc 

types of devices can handle approximately the same 

maximum fluxes. 
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(§3.14) Approximate sensitj.Vity of devices 

It should bo notod that .in any typo of device, since 

it is required for measurements with time constants down 

to 10-6sec, will be quite insensitive compared with long 

time constant devices, because the total amount of heat 

that can fall on the instrument during 10-6sec is smaller 

in comparison with longer time constant devices. 

The total voltage output for a radiation pulse of 

100psec is (4V0)max. Measurements are required to be made 

with a time constant of 1psec, so that this is approximately 

the differentiating time constant. ( hVois proportional to 

,SF(T)cic 	or at least approximately so for a thin film). 

The average output per microsecond is thus about 6,V0/  oo  

When the device is handling its maximum input energy the 

average input flux is I4 (see §3.12 or §3.13), about 200 

watts/sq.cm. The approximate output when handling maximum 

input energies is given in (§3.10); this is when the 

maximum current permitted for use as an instrument( ( 

down on maximum when no control) is flowing, so that, 

the maximum sensitivity is given by 16V0)rne9t/io() 

The integrated sensitivity is 	from (43.10) 
Oltk 

& (§3.12 or §3.13). For devices which could be used, the 

following results, for 5% error aro obtained:- 

- t 
. 1 u 
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(i) Metal thin film. Sensitivity 1. 5-.5),Wvotkli-lcv 

Sens,  rj a7 

(ii) Semiconductor 'thick' film (Without control) Sen-

sitivitygnOp V lOda li 1 ‘611.  vi terAreci r- 170 vc irSjook 14.m1) 

(iii) Semiconductor 'thick' film (With control) Sensitivity 

= g hi V %%Milan'.  ( krt-yet tact 	kV okk cm9 

The sensitivity of the devices are thus very low compared 

with metal bolometers and semiconducting bolometers of long 

time constants (Ref.13), but as stated in the Introduction 

(Pages) the required sensitivity is not high. ["In fact 

the integrated sensitivity (in volts/joule cm 2) is 

comparable with steady state sensitivity of metal and 

semiconductor devices (in volts/watts/cm2 7 

Since thick 'film' semiconducting devices have the 

highest sensitivities they would be the best type of 

'suitable' device to attempt to manufacture (especially 

since (2.57) is easier to solve than a convolution). This 

sensitivity (when used with a control) would have to be 

reduced since the voltage reqairement of (3.59), with 

constant current, is impossibly high. But even a semi-

conductor device without a control would be about 4 times 

more sensitive than the thin film device. 
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(M3.15) Note on a pyroelectric device  

The resistive devices considered in (§3.12) and 

(§3.13) would be either difficult to manufacture or 

tedious to use. When a Pulsed radiation source is con— 

sidered, the relation (2.57) i.e. F(t) =p,Claji is 

very convenient, since an output proportional to 61 

could be differentiated electronically to give F(t). 

For a thick film resistive device due to the fact that 

inverses have to be added to give the total, the total 

resistance change is limited by condition on d4.1  . If 

a capacitative effect could be used instead, this condition 

on d4 might not apply to the same extent, since for 

capacitors in parallel C = ccx 
revyv,,y, Ty.%)  

or 	C 	SC(I 4-04(0) C 	+" (A .) ncyliv124 

Methods depending on a variable capacitance thus suggested 

itself. Jince changes in temperature would only cause small 

changes in dimensions, changes in polarisation (and hence 

dielectric constant) of the capacitor dielectric must be 

considered. This led to the examination of materials with 

large dielectric constant, and large linear rate of change 

of dielectric constant with temperature, and eventually 

the pyroelectric pronerty of certain typo of ferroelectric 

materials was found to be the type of property required. 
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A material such as Barium Titanate is particularly 

useful since it is spontaneously polarised at zerofield 

(and the ferroelectric domains may be orientated by the 

application of an electric field). The change of 

spontaneous polarisation with temperature will cause 

charge separation on capacitor plates, and the effect 

is such that temperature changes down to 10-5°C are 

easily detected for Barium Titanate (Ref.14). This is 

useful since the change in average temperature of a 

thick film will not be large. 

The other large advantage of this type of measurement 

is that in the steady state, no current flows so that 

there is no Joule heating and there are no difficulties 

connected with large steady state voltages or current 

supplies. 

The thick film 'pyroelectric detectors was the subject of 

the experimental work undertaken, and the Theory and 

Experimental Results of this type of detector will be 

discussed in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 4. Basio Theory of Pyroelectric Receiver. 

(04.1) Intr•duotion. 

The pyroelectric detector is essentially a piece of 

ferroelectric material, in which the temperature change, due 

t• an incident radiation flux absorbed on a surface 'black' 

•auses a change in polarisation of the material and hence a 

pyroelectric voltage and current. Under certain circumstances 

the incident radiation flux is inesOmnantorproportional t• 

the pyroelectric output. 

(4.2) General description of ferroelectrics (with particular 

reference to barium titanate). 

In order t o be able to understand the physical mechanism 

of the pyroelectric detector, a short summary of the basic 

properties of ferroelectric materials will be given. (General 

Reference 15). The properties of barium titanate which are 

used in this chapter, are also discussed. A ferroelectric 

crystal is defined as a crystal which exhibits a spontaneous 

electric dipole moment, that is, it is polarised in the 

absence of an external applied field. The direction of 

spontaneous polarization may be altered under the influence 

of an external applied electric field. In general, the 

direction of spontaneous polarization is not the same 

throughout a macroscopic crystal. The crystal in fact 

consists of a number of domains, within each of which the 

polarisation has a specific direction, but the direction 

varies from one domain to another. Polarisation hysteresis 



(P against E) thus occurs (Fig. 4.1) Ps  is the spontaneous 

polarisation and is the save as the polarisation within each 

of the domains. For zero applied field, there remains the , 

remanent polarization Pr, where Pr  refers to the crystal as 

a whole. 

If a fraction S of the total number of domains in the 

crystal point in one direction, then a fraction (1-) point 

in the opposite direction. Ps  is the sane for both 

directions of orientation, thus 

Pr= 5-130-(1-))Ps  = (2.1. -1)Ps 	(4.1) 

For barium titanate the crystal may consist of a single 

domain 	=1) when polarisation is saturated in one direction 

and in general Pr  is at least 0.7Ps. The field required to 

make the polarisation zero again is called the coercive field 

E0(1iE0 is larger than the breakdown field of the crystal no 

change in direction of spontaneous polarisation can be 

achieved, so that the solid cannot be thought of as 

ferreelectrio). 

A necessary, but not sufficient condition for a solid 

to be ferroelectrio is for it to lack a centre of symmetry. 

Of the 21 crystal classes without a centre of symmetry, 20 

are piezoelectric i.e. these crystals become polarised under 

the influence of external stresses. Ten of the piezoelectrio 

classes are pyroelectric; and these crystals are spontaneously 

polarised. However, the polarisation is usually masked by 

surface charges which collect from the atmosphere; when the 

temperature of such a crystal is altered, the polarisation 
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changes and this change can be observed. The ferroelectric 

materials are part of this group of spontaneously polarised 

pyroelectrics, however, they have the additional property 

that the polarisation can be reversed by an applied field. 

Ferroelectric materials are used in this investigation 

because the values of spontaneous polarisation and alsa rate 

•f change of polarisation with temperature are very large, 

so that the pyroelectric current due to temperature changes 

will also be large. 

The ferroelectric properties disappear above a critical 

temperature To  (the ferroeledtric curie temperature). The 

spontaneous polarisation in the ferroelectric state is 

associated with spontaneous electrostr►otive strains in the 

crystal; thus the ferroelectric structure has lower symmetry 

than the non-polarised state. A change of crystal structure 

is thus observed at To, and also there is a first order 

transition in Ps at the Curie point (so that rate of change 

•f polarisation with temperature at this point is very large). 

For barium titanate To  is about 110°C. 

If the polarised material is caused to rise above the 

Curie temperature, depolarisation will take place, so that 

the material will, •n cooling, have to be repolarised by a 

strong electric field. 

For barium titanate, between 0°C and about 110°C, the 

polarisation is parallel to a side of the unit cube •f the 

crystal structure, so that the crystal is elongated in this 

direction, which is called the '0 axis, and is shortened in 
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the direction of the 'a' axes at right angles to the direction 

of spontaneous polarisation. Single crystals •f barium 

titanate occur as flake-like growths and can be made so that 

the 'c' axis perpendicular to the plate surface by 

perpendicular to the plate surface by application of an 

electric field, to give a single domain crystal. 

The spontaneous polarisation against temperature is 

given in fig. 4.2 for a single domain crystal, (and in 

Fig. 4.4 for a barium titanate ceramic). 

The dielectric constant of a ferroelectric is, of course, 

net a constant but depends •n the field strength at which it 

is measured; this is a consequence of the non-linear 

relationship between P and E. (The dielectric constant is 

usually measured with small fields so that no motion of the 

domain boundry can cocur). For barium titanate the dieledtric 

constant is usually very much larger when measured 

perpendicular to the direction of spontaneous polarisation 

(o axis) than when measured parallel to it (Ref.18. Fig.4.3). 

Fig. 4.3 gives the initial dielectric constant (slope at 

origin in Fig. 4.1). 

However, for barium titanate single domain crystals the 

hysteresis loop is very steep (Refs. 16 and 19) and the flat 

part of the rectangular loops corresponds to a dielectric 

constant of about 200. The variation •f dielectric constant 

with temperature is given in Fig. 4.6 (Ref. 20); and, at a 

given temperature, the variation of dielectric constant with 
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field (Figs. 4.7 and 4.8). It should be noticed that once 

the crystal is polarised, if it is a single domain, the 

dielectric constant is virtually independent of field 

strength (it should also be noted that the dielectric constants 

of these materials are very high). When using the pyroelectric 

properties for a fast response detector, there is ample 

evidence that the frequency response is sufficient. In fact, 

for a ceramic material of barium titanate, there is no 

appreciable relaxation of the dielectric constant until 

frequencies in excess of 100 Mc/sec, (Ref. 21 Fig. 4.5), and 

this implies a polarisation relaxation time of less than 

—8 ID sec (pyreelectricity being essentially a polarisation 

phenomenum). In fact,"all measurements to date give no 

evidence of relaxation mechanisms which would inhibit energy 

release in very short time intervals" (Ref. 22). 

Also, spontaneous polarisation occurs in particles of 

less than 0.5p(and in general particles less than O.V 

behave as single domain particles) (Ref. 23), so that 

ceramic as well as single crystal materials can be used for 

the pyroelectric device (since these distances are small 

compared with the characteristic length for heat diffusion 

for times of interest- see § 4.12.1). 

Barium titanate is isotropic and polycrystalline when 

prepared in ceramic form. When the ceramic is subjected to 

a temporarily applied field, it changes its properties from 

isotropic to a transverse isotropy (Ref. 24 Page 308),since 
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the direction of polarisation of crystallites are aligned, s• 

that a permanent resultant electric polarisation is imparted 

to the ceramic. The properties (e.g. dielectric constant) 

lie between the values for the 'a' and let directions •f a 

single domain crystal. 

The stability of the properties as a function of time 

should be mentioned. The ageing which does occur in barium 

titanate follows a logarithmic law (compare Ref.24 P.277, for 

reversal of direction of polarisation at low fields), and 

once a body has been polarised for a short time, further 

deterioration will be slight. 

Due to rapid change of properties near Curie temperature, 

the flux on the instrument will have to be limited so that 

this temperature is not reached (See § 4.9.3). 

(g4.3) Approximate Theory. 

Before examining the detailed theory of the device, an 

approximate theory will be given, so that a better under—

standing of the physical background to the detector maybe 

obtained. 

From Fig. 4.2 (Page 101) the rate of change of 

polarisation with temperatureil approximately constant for 

the range 20°C t• 80°C. 

Consider a crystal (or ceramic block) •f ferroelectric 

polarised so that the ferroelecitio domains have their 'o' 

direction in the direction joining the two electr,Ides, which 

are on the edges with respect to the incident radiation 

(absorbed onto a surface b13ck) see (Fig. 4.9). 



d(6 	=A13/01(x)dx 

Thus over the electrodes 	Q = ;11)1f.pi(x)dx 
a 

=)ab.„0, where ad.  =5 6(x)dx 
= 	°I 	(4.2) 
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Let rate of change of polarisation =>4 coulombs cm-2 00-1  

If polarisation is uniform in the c direction, and if pi(x) is 

the change in temperature at a point x, then along a strip 

of length b and thickness Sx, change in charge at electrodes 

is given by 

so that if a. satisfies (2.55), equation (2.57) implies that 

F(t)=4.64, J = joules equivalent 
1  It 

(in this chapter the specific heat will be denoted by S 

instead of C). 

The charge LsQ is developed across the electrodes which act 

as a capacitor, whoes capacitance is C=6-Zb cs:12 = 0.08&ab/0  

iyAF where a is the dielectric constant in the 1 cl direction. 

If the output is measured at open circuit (effectively 

at constant displacement D) the voltage V =61Q/0 is developed 

t 
4-70‘ i.e. V0  = 	(0/ 	F(t)dt 

or Vo'v 2.8.101 	 \ (c/a) c F(t)dt volts 	(4.3) 

where F(t) is flux (watts/sq.cm),r density (gm cm-3), S is 

specific heat (ca(gm-1  °0-1). 

It should be noticed that the result is independent of 

the dimension b, and depends only on the ratio c/a  , this is 

because the radiation flux will cause the liberation of only 

across the crystal. 
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a certain amount of charge TA (from 4.1), so the open circuit 

voltage will be maximum when the oapacity is minimum (i.e. 

when collected at the edges over as snail an electrode area 

as possible). If the output is measured across a resistance 

R, the circuit will appear to be an open circuit if 

RC>) tmax. 

If however the plates are connected so that the charge 

can flow to be neutralized (through a small resistance), the 

field E effectively remains constant. 

Then i = dQ/dt = )%ab dt = F(t)>b 
IT 	J r  s 

that output across a small resistance R (such that 

RC 4,thin where train is the time resolution required 

i.e. lrec) is 

1/0  = RF(t)>\b 
J p S 

RC 4r-i 	c/a) F(t) 	 (4.4) 
io Sli 

i.e. Voc4F(t) 

(Note that, at constant E; 

electric displacement 

=rap 
4rc 

where D is the 

or 	= A,)Ps = 	= A) where A' = area of 
"`ot 	ACI 	at 	electrodes) 

(1 4.4) Quantitative Theory of Pyroelectric Detector. 

If P is the polarisation (dipole moment per unit 

volume) of a ferroelectric specimen, which has been polarised 

in one direction by the application of a transient electric 

field, it may be related to the macroscopic electric 
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displacement D. 

P should include both induced and spontaneous 

polarisation. 

Thus D = E + 4p;P 	(4.5) (ines Lk) 

where E is the electric field vector, not necessarily in the 

direction of P (sincethe material is not isotropic) 

D has sources and sinks at real chargef (i.e. div D = 41y) 

Since divE = 411(?-- div P) 	(4.6) 

It follows from (4.6) that the electric field vector 

has sources or sinks not only at the real charge p but also 

at any point where div PifrO (at such a point there is said 

to be a polarisation charge). Under constant conditions 

real charge? eventually accumulates at points where 

div P4F0, and thus neutralizes the dipole field. 

A change of temperature (or pressure) will change the 

permanent lattice polarisation and flow of change will 

neutralize the new value of div P at a rate determined by 

the electric conductivity. In this case, the current set 

up in the external circuit (the pyroelectric current) is 

recilired to be related to the input radiation flux. 

The pyroelectric effects will depend on the polarisation 

and the placing of the electrodes with respect to the 

incident radiation. 

Two cases will be considered:— 

(a) The face electrode unit — one electrode is •n the face 

of the ferroelectric exposed to radiation and acts as a 
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'black', and the polarisation is normal to the faces in the 

direction of the line joining the two electrodes (see 

Fig. 4.10). 

(b) The edge-electrode unit - the electrodes are on the 

edge of the unit with respect to the incident radiation, and 

the polarisation direction is normal to the electrodes and 

•n the line joining them (see Fig. 4.9). 

(§ 4.4.1) 'Face electrode Unit'. 

The arrangement of the electrodes (connected to an 

external resistance R) is as shown in Fig. (4.10). The 

crystal is originally polarised in the required direction by 

the application of a transient D.C. voltage across the 

electrodes(so that the c domains are in the direction If 

polarisation). Thus P = (Px  Pyi  pz) and Px  >>Py  and Pz  

(if c direction in single domain crystal of Barium Titanate 

P = P = 0) y 	z 

For the electrode arrangement of Fig. (4.10), Ey  and 

Ez  will be very small (if area of plates, A, is large so 

that edge effects can be neglected), so that conduction in 

the x direction can be written 

jx  =C-x  Ex 	(4.7) 

cr. = conductivity ,f ferroelectric in the x direction. 
The electric field is conservative i.e. V4E.ds=0 	(4.8) 

when taken round a circuit including the dielectric. 

Making allowance for displacement current, 

Total current J = A(oonduotion) + 1 ,)D 	(4.9) 
4iT 
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In fact, 	div J = 0 	(4.10) 

If area A is large, edge effects may be neglected i 	e. at 

electrodes jy  = jz  = 0. The theory of the semi-infinite 

solid of Chapter 2 will thus apply, and aJ  = 	= 0 o ,) 	dz. 
(for polarisation and radiation in the x direction). Thus 

no restriction will be placed cn P. 

Consider boundary conditions at the electrodes x = 0 and 

x = 	. In cinductor D = 0, so that Dn  = 45 c' where 

surface density of charge. 

If i(t) is the current in the external circuit, through 

R, then 
"V / 

at x = 0,i/A -- jx/x=0 = EF i :?1" z=0 e 

x= a,i/A.  -- i x/ 	. .r. / 
x=a 	6b. A.t- x=a 

(in other words, J is continuous as implied by (4.10) 

Now P is a function of E (see Fig. 4.1) so that for 

small valueo of the field 

P(E) = Po 	. 13  	. E 
E=0 

cr Px  = Pis + TiiEx 	(4.12) 

where Pxs(x,t) is the spontaneous polarisation of the 

ferroelectric and axx  is the zero field susceptibility of 

the polarised material in the x direction (i.e. in the 

direction of the c domain). In fact 2:737. = gr„, = 0 (Ref.24 
p.291), for tetragonal structure (i.e. barium titanate). 

By using (4.12) allowance is made for any polarising 

effect of E. 

(4.11) 
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Since divJ = 0 	a Jx/ea  = 0 so that J is independent of x. 

Thus from (4.9) (4.12) and (4.7) 

l'xEx  + 1 	(kxEx  + 4TcPxs  ) = 	indep. x) 	(4.13) 
4rc 'Sr 
where ,x  = 1 + 	(4.14) 

Initially (at t = 0), J = 0 since there is no current flowing 

field P being neutralized by free charge. Therefore i = 0, 
f a  

and thus, from (4.8) k Exdx  = 0 
dO 

or Ex l t=0 = 0 (j = 0 inside ferroelectric) 

D = 0 inside conductor, thus from (4.8) 
a 

iR
0  E

xdx  = 0 where AJ(t) = i(t) 	(4.15) 

Integrating (4.i3) from 0 to al(4.15) for J(t) 

independent of x, and assuming that to first order Cr x  and 

E .x  are independent of x (i.e. if total change due to 

temperature change is small - equivalent to replaeing4Lx  by 

its average value) 
. - 

4T (x JAR + 	+ JAR) c.x + 4r(a J = zl( a a Ps 
bt 	)t 	 at 

a  where i's(t) =lPxs(x,t)dx 	(4.16) 
a 0 

Put C = 	(the bulk capacity of the ferroelectric between 
4-n a 	 electrodes) (4.17) 

and R = xA  (leakage resistance between plates). 

We obtain 

RC 	+ (1 + RA' + RC 6x),)- = ,)-ps 	 (4.18) 
t 	 t 

New, if there is a biassing voltage Vi (4.15) becomes 
a  t 

VI = iR + 0Exdx 
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so that (4.18) becomes 

RC 	+ (1+R/R' + RC ex)J41s  + Vi + 
.6t 	Ex at gr 

But 1 aEx= 1 aC  

x -7; C 

Thus R d. (JC)+(l+Rkti)J= ?Ifs + 	+1) (ViC) 	(4.19) 
dt 	at 	3-T 

Now in steady state conditions (before arrival of heat pulse) 

d/dt = 0 so that AJ = Vi/R+Ri  

Denote this steady state current by Jo. Put J=J0  + J 

Then (4.19) becomes, since dViidt  = 0 

	

R d 	C)+(l+R/ROJ =',11s + JoR6C 	(4.20) 

	

dt 	 att 

But AJAR = Voi (the original voltage across the ferroelectric. 

About Vi if R 	R) 

Thus, if Vo  the change in output voltage developed 

across R 

=JAR 

and d (V0C)+(1+1 )V0  = ' oisy„voi), 	(4.21) 
,Lit 	R k' 	-ait 	)t 

If Voi = 0(no bias voltage) 

tit 	R 
d(VoC)+Vo 1 

+ R/ = AT 
d (A-1 5) 	(4.22) 

If R and R'  are large, Vgi - Aisic; this is the open circuit 

voltage. 

This can be •btained in another way. The open circuit 

voltage is taken at constant D, since it requires that there 

+ vic Ex  
Ac.x  at 
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is no change in free charge in the vicinity of the crystal. 

(The field arises from the fact that due to the distribution 

of P, divP has a non—zero value at the surfaces at least) 

Put D = 0 then 0 = Ex  + 431 xxEx  + 4r(Pxs  
a 

a 
Therefore V = 	Exd?.(-= —4riaPs  where aPs  =i Pxsd.  x 

x 

Hence, open circuit voltage V" = —41(aPs  = 411s  
6 x  

Therefore, from (4.16) at open circuit 
ra 

V = —) Exdg= A%/c  

 

(4.23) 

 

If the density of the ferroeleetrie isp , and its 

speoifio heat is S, equation (2.57) gives 
a 

F(t) = JpS ad l  where 4 	Cp(x)dX. . 	(4.24) 
dt 	I o 

(provided a satisfies equation 2.55) 

Ti a first approximation, the rate of change of 

polarisation with temperature is linear (See fig.4.2 for 

range 20.C-80.0). In Fig. 4.2 the polarisation is measured 

at constant stress, but in this case non—uniform heating 

scours, and thermal stresses will be set up, and thus there 

will be additional lattice polarisation due to these 

stresses (XT) since ferreeleetric is piezoelectric. 

Thus Px (x,t,T)=Poips , T + 	XT  
TT oonst 	 2C111  Cost 

and 611  =54(x)h = OPs 
OAT5  

Put ;) = (AP E.) 

("i5T)const. 
Sfre-es5 

....(4.25) 



So that -Ps  = 
, 	a 

+ hia) XTdx 
0 

In (§4.5.2), it will be shown that, for material in mechanical 
ra 

equilibrium Jo  X dX = 0 

This Ps  = Po  + o 	 (4.26) 

and (from 4.24) a  Ps  = 11(t)   	(4.27) 

t 	p SJa 

Substitute for (4.27) in (4.22), and put 1 = 1 + 1 
R°  R RI  

dV0 	V0  = .0F(t), 4Tia = 4fiX F(t) 	(4.28) 
dt 	R"C p SJa 	E. xA p &lex 

provided change in C is small. 

Over the range of temperatures considered change ofe x  and 

henceakis very small (see §4.9.1). 

If Voil:0 then the condition for output due to change 

in capacity to predominate is that (from 4.21) 

A)ps 	A)ek  since C=e04=mil (in MKS) 
6 t 	?,t 	d '2!i t 

or Eoi = Voi)>-1Nrifx 2:4)T) 
d 	(- 0  Ix 

	(4.28a) 

For BaTiO at room temperature (Ref.37)o(= 14 ̂,0.01% °C-1  3 	 gr 
and with other values as (§4.9.1 & 2) or Fig. 4.3 

Koi "). 500kV/cm. 

Now this is much greater than the breakdown stress of the 

material, so that the effect of a biasing field is negligible. 

(4.28a) could be obtained as follows 



= Output due to change in capacitance 

Output due to polarisation 

us 

dT 
(Q/C)1;dT 

WC) aT  
dT 

. -Q422 	-VoiNp  6x) 
d 	aTP 

VIC 	?b C1  64. 	 A (6P5  
57 e  

= E01€ o 0E0 
(iF)T 

Thus f o r 	>> 1 (4.28a) is obtained. 

It is/thus seen that at room temperature the change 

in E x can be neglected. 

Hence, output voltage across R (since at t=o, i=o and thus 

Vo  = o) 

Vo  = 4 TC> -t/R?  C .f 
p six J 

	
t 

:IR°C F(r)c1C 	(4.29) 

(If F(t)=o for t>t i  1 V0 	o as t-->oc ). 

There are two useful approximations for (4.29):- 

(i) R C >>t (for about 1% error it is required that R 
/I 
 

Vo ,:y 4104 	t  F(t)dt 	 (4.30) 
SExj  

This is the open circuit or constant D approxination 

(ii) If RII C < t. Here R C will be taken as the required 

time resolution i.e. lrseo. 

V. = 4rCN -t/ICCitec 	F( r--).1 t -B!CI t 1
7Rli Cdp(r)d,c  

f  SexJ 	 • 	• e 	at 

41-0§ r SE x J C F(t) 	 (4.31) 

	 (4.28b) 
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"
a 
 F(t) R" 	(4.32) 

SJ 

This is the constant E approximatio(for i = A .;) = APs  
41\7 Tit 

and hence (4.32) from (4.27))  

Note that (a) in equation (4.30), V0  is independent of both 

a and A, that is, of the dimensions of the unit, provided 

edge effects are neglected. 

(b) (4.32) is independent ofC x' 

Now from (4.22) and (4.23), providedC, remains constant 

Rd.i + i41,(1 + R/B) —dVoc = 	F(t) 
S(exJ 

•r iR + q/c(1 + RAO = -Voc 	(4.33) 

The unit may thus be represented 	a series capacitor 

C o  =Ci (1+R/RI)  and an open circuit voltage -V00, so that 

the equivalent circuit is as in Fig. (4.11). 

If, in general, R44  RI , so that (...3  is equal to C (the 

bulk capacity of the unit with electrodes); and the unit 

acts as an open circuit voltage in series with the BULK 

capacity of the unit. 

(§4.4.2) Edge electrode unit. (see Fig. 4.9) 

This method is applicable in general only to a ceramic 

unit, since the single crystals of barium titanate grow in 

flakes where the c axis (axis of polarisation) is best 

orientated perpendicular to the surface of the plate. 

If 'b' and 'c' are much greater than 'a' (Fig.4.9),and 



V= 

( b ) 

= c  
( ir k/' 

11-7 
Fig.4.11 Equivalent circuits of crystal unit. 

(From eq. 4.33) 

(a) 

0C 	/6\F; = r ),4 
fb 

(Open-circuit voltage) 

C = Ex /.14_ 7(.c.:, 	(Bulk capacity of crystal with 
electrodes) 

---- 	 (Leakage resistance of crystal) 



by making the direction of spontaneous polarisation to be in 

the z direction (by the application •f an electric field) 

then, ignoring edge effects, )) = • and P = (Px,Py,Pz) where 
.64  

Now, div J = • and J = j + 1 6D 	(4.34) 
71-qf 

Current in external circuit i(t) li..IS 

. j al b  
o 	

o jz.dAdy (for 

electrodes considered)...(4.35) 

It should be noted that at surface of crystal and also 

inside the crystal jx  occurs, but this only flows to 

neutralize potential differences set up in the x direction, 

and does not cause any current flow in the external circuit 

(Thus 4.35 applies since jz  only occurs). 

If edge effects are small, then Jz  is a function of x 

and & only, so that 
ra 

i(t) = bjo  jz(x,t)dX 	(4.36) 

°IzEz +1 .) (6zzEz + 41X Pzs) (111-zx=6zy= ezx' Czy" 
4rk 'bt 

Hence from (4.36) i(t)/b =CrzzO:iz I 	(ez;iz 
4r of 

a 

where4Ps  = co  Pzs(x t)dX (orzz and 6  zz being treated 
as const.) 

Pz>),Py and P. 

Since radiation is in the x direction, for changes of 

polarisation Pz  = Pz(x t) and if uniformly polarised,changes 

in the z direction will be zero; thus k,i12.7 O. 

Now Jz  = 

for transverse isotropy) 

+ 4r;413s) 
(4.37) 
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Since electric field is conservative 4? E,ds = • s• that, 
c 

for no biassing field iR + 3 Ezd.Z = o 	 (4.38) 

Now, iR is independent of X , since E = • inside the conductor, 

so that Ez  is also independent of x and thus Ez  = Ez in (4.37). 

It should be noted that in obtaining (4.37) the result 

does not depend on Py  and Px, but only on the fact that, if 

edge and end effects are neglected 	= ?1/ = • 
6y 

Proceeding as in 04.4.1) and remembering that Ps  is 

independent •f z. 

	

If (i) Bulk capacityC = C-zze,b  	 (4.39) 
4 7j c 

(ii) Leakage resistanoe R = c 	(4.40) 
azzab 

RA LC) + i(1 + R/R I) = ab)Ps  
dt 

or cit 
0,(VcC) + V0(1 + R1 )= ab a Fs 	  (4.41) 

'117  

Equation (4.41) is identical with (4.22), except that the 

electrode area is ab instead of 

Now, as in (§4.4.1) if a is large enough 

F(b) =1) Se, 

So, as for (4.27) 	F's 	= )tF(t)  
p SJa  

Thus, (4.41) becomes for Vo  = iR, since C can be treated 

as a constant at room temperature. 

	

aVo 	Vo /c  l + 	c4) 41rXp( -b)   	(4.42) 

	

dt 	 s ezz 
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(4.42) should be compared with (4.28); it can be seen that, 

(since the values of 6 and j‘ are measured along the axis 

of polarisation and are thus equal in the two cases), the 

open circuit voltage is increased by a factor of c/a, by 

collecting the given amount of change over a smaller 

electrode area. (Area decreased by a/0  by taking comparable 

dimensions). 

If the same dimension blocks are used (i.e. if A = bo), 
2 

the ratio between the capacitors is (a/0), and the leakage 

resistance R is increased by a factor of (c/a)2.(R C 

however is constant). 

As in (§4.4.1) (Equations 4.31 and 4.32) 

(i) constant D approximation (R C )>t) 

Vo Aw(c/a) 410, 	i tF(C.)dc 	(4.43) 
JeezzS o 

(ii) constant E approximation (R"C 4.4t) 

Vo  = (c/a) 4 	R"  C F(t) 	(4.44) 
pSCzzJ 

It should be noted that these are the same results are 

found by semi-qualitative arguments (Equations 4.3 and 

4.4, 4.3). 

The equivalent circuit (from 4.41) is that of Fig.4.11 

with Vic  = -ab Ps 	 	(4.44a).  
C 

Physically the increa&e in output by an amount of c/a  

in this case is because the incident radiation flux will 



area of electrodes in 

faos electrode unit 

le6.  

\ a  edge-electrode unit 

for 

for 
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give rise to a given volume polarisation change. When 

collected at an electrode, the equivalent change is decreased 

by c/a, since it is being collected over a smaller area 

(or= Pa). But the capacitance is reduced by (c/a)2, so that 

the open circuit voltage is increased by c/a. (V00  A,Q) 
C 

(4.32) and (4.44) becomes 

If A = ab 

Vo  = b 
Jfb S 

and this is independent of c  and a due to  

(4.45) 

the fact that 

F(t) 

rate of change of polarisation is same for crystals of equal 

dimensions. However, for an edge-electrode unit R
//
may be 

made larger than for face electrode unit, since Cis 

smaller. 

Also, Voo  = -A Ps where A is 

both oases[I(4.23) and (4.44a)] 

= - AlAitF(r)dr  
C SJap 

SF  = 	.1F(T)dri  1 

	

a dc•SJ 	C 

= -b 	 

	

p SJ 	C 

thus Voo  

and 

From (4.43) cl-Vo = (c/a) 4TA  F(t), and since the output 
dt 
	

JPezzS 

is at constant D, ()and S are measured at constant D. In 

(4.44)j)  and S are measured at constant E. However, 

differenoes between these coefficients at constant Dand E 

are small, so that the factors in (4.43) and (4.44) are 

numerically equivalent.[Similarly for (4.30) and (4.31).3. 
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(64.5) Piezoelectric effects due to thermal stresses set  

up in the unit. 

Not only is barium titanate pyroelectric, but it is 
vm2-00yet4 

also piezoelectric. The spontaneous polarisation4in a crystal 

at constant stress (in general for a free crystal), for 

which heating throughout the crystal is uniform. Non—uniform 

heating will set up additional stresses (thermal stresses) 

in the crystal, so that due to the pinzoelectrioity there 

will be an additional change in polarisation. This is known 

as the tertiary pyroelectric effect. 

(§4.5.1) General tertiary pyroelectrio effect. 

Since barium titanate is tetragonal between 000 and 

120°C, the crystal must be treated as an-isotropic. The 

values will depend on which approxination of (§4.4.1) and 

(§4.4.2) are used i.e. if the processes are at constant D 

or E. Using a similar notation as (Ref.24; P.347),except 

for strain components. 

ei are the strain components (i = 1 to 6) 

xi  are the stress components (i = 1 to 6) 

°(k are the coefficients of expansion (k = 1 to 3) 

at constant D or E 

Sik are the elastic compliances (at constant D or E) 

and dmi 	= 	gmi = ei = 
En  5-3/11 	p.E 	im 

 Em 	
(Ref. 24) 

Of  is the rise in temperature (function of xly,z and t) 



gnipn 
(4.46) 

dmiEn 

constant D or E, in general 

 

(4.47) 
=
1 

(k 
to
to 
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So that, using summation convention for repeated suffix. 

ei = Sik Xk  + cD  + 

or ei = SikE  Xk   + dIE 

If, process 	either 

ei = SikXk + 154 

Also 	En  -gnkxk  -13nn4/1-> no + p =Dm  

Dn  = dnkXk+4 	+ EranEra 
	....(4.48) 

and 4; nm  0 unless n = n for BaTiO3 
where ike ( 1)13s4T)n.Pran =a En/e,Dra  and enm ")Dn/f)E.n 

gni' diaiiP nn 

For processes with varying D or E, equation (4.48) can 

be written in terms of P if 

Pan dnk Xk  +)14 
4(S• 	

(for D = E + orp e.s.u) 

In both face and edge-electrode units the open circuit 

voltage depends on Ps, in fact, V00= -APs/c (§4.4.l & 4.4.2) 

So that, the open circuit voltage due to tertiary pyroeleotric 

effects, is 

(i) For face-electrode unit (since gni drai rin) 

VT  = -41TaPs  = + f (g33X1+g31X2+g31X3)dx 	(4.50) 

61 , 

	
a 

This is equivalent to constant D in (4.48) 

and (ii) For edge-electrode unit 
a 

VT  = -4rc(o/a)as=(c/131 (g31X1+g31X2+g33X3)dx 
o 

31 

 

(I.49) (Conpare with 4.25) 

 

(4.51) 



1°4'4  
.2) z 

+ ax4 = 
x 	ay 	az 

>ei 
x 	ay 

#4,6 + a )42 (4.53) 
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The non-zero values of g for Barium titanate (Ref.24. 

Page 290) are used, where subscripts refer to the axes of the  

crystal, the 'o' direction •r direction of polarisation has 

the subscript 3. Subscripts of Xi however refer to the 

z directions of the unit. 

Prom (4.49) the ratio between the pyroelectric and 

tertiary pyroelectric effects is given by '7 where 

= dnk f a  Xkdx 	(4.52). 

4R)% n  fao  fdreclx 

since open circuit output is proportional to Ps  

Since lc' direction of the crystal is different for 

face and edge-electrode units, this ratio will be different 

for the two units (due to change in dnk with orientation of 

unit). 

In order to obtain the value of VT  it is necessary to 

solve equation (4.47) in conjunction with the equations of 

motion of the solid. If (u,v,w) are the displ-tcenents of 

the point (x,y,z) these are, since there are no body forces, 

for the x,yand z directions 

y aZ 
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Equations (4.47) and (4.53) are equiv,dent to the clabsical 

Duhamel-Neumann analysis of thermoolUt-ic problems. 

(54.5.2). Solution for unit in mechanical equilibrium. 

In the problem considered, the temperature rise is a 

function of x and t only. As a first approximation the 

acceleration terms in (4.53) will be considered as small, 

so that at any instant the unit will be in mechanical 

equilibrium. (Thiswill be examined in 5 4.5.3) 

A solution satisfying (4.53) withu=v= U.)  =o is 

given by 
x4  = X5  = x6= 0 

X'  = 0 and X2  & X3  are functions of x only. 

If e2= e3-0, so that there is no expansion in the y and z 

directions. 

x21  = (S23o(3  - S33:i  2)  (x) 

(S22 S33- S23 ) 

X3 = (S23G4i2 S220(3) Ax) 
2 

(S22 S33 - S23 ) 

Subscripts refer to the x,y & z directions of the unit (of 

dimensions alb and c). Since e2  = e3 = 0, the thermal 

expansion of any element of the unit is suppressed. The 

elements can be maintained in this condition by applying 

the distributions of compressive force given by (4.54) to 

the edges (y = constant and z = constant). The thermal 

Then 

(4.54) 
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stresses in the unit (plate of thickness a)free from external 

force (or no change of external stress from the original 

configuration) is obtained by superposing on the stresses 

of (4.54) the stresses due to application of equal and 

opposite distributions of force on the edges. 

Since the thickness of the plate 'a' is small compared 

with the dimensions 'b' and 'c', by Saint Venant's Principle 

(Refs. 25, and 26. P.33),  only near the edges does the stress 

distribution vary with position and in cross-sections a 

distance of about 'a' from the ends the stresses are 

practically uniformly distributed. 

The resultant forces in the y and z directions applied 
af  

to make the total surface• stresses zero, will be -o X2'dx 

and -A0 a t dx (consider unit dimension in the y direction). 

So that at a sufficient distance from the edges the uniform 

stresses will be 

-1 fa  Xr2  dx and -1 	dx 	(4.55) 
a o 	a 1

a J 

o 

/(x) is maximum where x = o, so that the stresses X/2 and 

X3 at the edges are maximum where x = o (from 4.54). These 

stresses not only give resultant forces but also resultant 

couples 

S 0
a 	A 	1  

l.e.lx(X2 	2 	o 
-15 X d*ta

a  
nd f x(X3 	(aX3j"dx)dx .(4.56) —  a o 	a 

Thus to maintain equilibrium, on (4.54) must be superposed, 

as well as the uniform tension of (4.55), bending stresses 
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IL 	VT 
X2 	and X3 determined by the condition that the moment 

of the forces distributed over a cross-section must be zero. 

Since these are pure bending stresses, 
at it 	a 

L. 

0lX2—dx = 0 and 	X,' tdx = 0   	(4.57) 
. o .-1  

a 	a 	a 

0  2 
. 	( 	N Thus, So xX2 4dx + .1 x0C t  - 1 J 0  2 X1 dx)dx = 0 -  

a 
11 	a 	

N or S kX2 	dx = - S (x - a/2)X2  dx 	(1'.58) 
o o 

Since, away from the edges of the plate the stresses will 

be uniformly distributed (by St. Venant's hypothesis 
11 cr 	a ti 

put 	X2 = 2/a (x - a/2) (satisfies
o
X2 -dx = 0) 

a 
Thus, X2t1  = -12/a3 (x-a/2)5 0(x-a/2)X21dx and similarly 

for X
3
1  

Thus, except near the edge, of the plate, the following 

solution is obtained:- 
, 

X2  = X21  -2 X24dx -(12/0(x-a/2)c(x-a/2)X21dx 
a  o 

4 	 f 
X3  =X31 - 1 

a
1 X' 3 dx -p/a3,Xx-a/2) a (x-a/2)X31dx 

a 0 

X1=0 

..(4.59) 

Thus in general X2  and X3  are not zero. However, for a 

free crystal unit, equilibrium is obtained with respect to 

a cross-section since 
a 	(a 
i X,dx = 0 and) xX2dxo  = 0 
o 
X2dx 

i
_ This type of problem has been discussed in the isotropic 

li 
case by Lord Rayleigh (Ref.27) and also in Ref.26(P.400) 
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From (4.49) it can be seen that at any point the 

polarisation due to the tertiary pyroelectric effect will 

not be zero. 
a, a 

But, since for equilibrium 5 
6
X2dx = 0 and SoX3dx = 0, 

from (4.50) and (4.51), the TOTAL OUTPUT DUE TO A TERTIARY 

PYROELECTRIC EFFECT IN A FREE CRYSTAL IS ZERO. Thus, /j = O. 

This result depends on the fact that the crystal should 

be free to expand. The piezoelectric effect due to the 

temperature gradient will be maximum when the lateral 

expansion of the unit is prevented completely, for it is 

zero when the unit is free to expand. When expansion is 

prevented X s are given by (4.54), so that, since for 

barium titanate0(1  =c(2  , and d34=d35=d36=0 and d31-132 

(Ref.24. Page 280), 

(i) For face-electrode unit (x direction is direction 

of polarisation) 

71( = 2d31( S21 - 822)°ZL  	(4.60) 

417 3(822311-S212) 

(ii) For edge electrode unit 

= c133(S23°C 2 22°43) + d31(S23Q(3  - S33a.2)—(4.61) -  

411̀ 3(S22S33 - S232)  

2( It should be noted that 	of independent 	since both 
f 1 

effects depend in the sane way upon temperature, so that if 

the effect of clamping is taken into account, the theory of 

04.4.1) ancl 04.4.2) still applies with 
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= (1 +/..) 	(4.62) 

If the unit could be completely clamped (ei = 0), 

including the face on which incident radiation falls, then 

the pyroelectric effect would be that at constant strain 

i.e. ne= ‘)‘ n -QC  iYni where gni = )1)n) 

)ei ) E 

 

(4.63) 

 

or from (4.47) (4.49) and (4.52) 

= 2d31E41S33  -(3S33-.1 + 
d33`°'4  3( 

b11+S  12) -2513 11 (4.64) 

4031 2S132  - 833(c''11 "21)j 

1)(1 =°( 2 
% 	0(

3
<0 for barium titanate 

r 

However the polarisation in the crystal may be thought 

of in terms of a spontaneous strain x in the crystal. The 

phase with respect to which barium titanate is said to have 

a 'spontaneous' polarisation and strain, the reference phase, 

belongs to the crystal class having the highest possible 

symmetry. The spontaneous strain must therefore be 

unaffected by reversal of the direction of spontaneous 

polarisation. 

Thus xs  = QP 2  + Q P 2+ 	 where Q is a function 

of T. 

In the phenomenological theory (Ref. 28), Q is independent 

of temperature, 

so that 	OP/,1)es  = 0 (compare Ref.24. Fig.80) 

Thus 	-1 when crystal is completely clamped. 
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Values of constants can be found (e.g. Ref.28) 

[ ry  E 
Sik

D 
 Sik  away from Curie point 	but the value of 

is so sensitive to the coefficients, that no weight oan be,

given to arty obtained by calculation. However, since the 
Ni 

value of /1 is zero when there is complete clamping, and 

when the crystal is free it can be seen that 

clamping will tend to reduce the outputes*<:: 0, so that 

clamping will lead to a smaller value of 	for edge—

electrode unit, than for face—electrode unit. Sinceol
3
4:0' 

clamping in the direction of polarisation would be difficult 

to achieve. 

In order to obtain any useful results it is necess,iry 

that the crystal should be free. This implies that the 

acceleration tern in (4.53) is negligible. If the 

acceleration tern is not negligible it will act as a body 

force tending to resist expansion, so that it will cause 

p'rtial clamping (if clamping effect is small, then, 

especially for edge electrode unit, 	will be small, and 

the tertiary pyroelectric effect will be small). 

0$4.5.3) Estimation of acceleration tern. 
An order of magnitude argument will be used to 

examine the effect of the acceleration term. It is 

required that the force due to these terms is much less 

than the other forces involved. 

If extension in the x direction is prevented, then 

from (4.47) 
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SikXk °LI/ = 0 

or 	X + cif  0( 	= 0 	since c ..s,  = 1 	,) 	3-0 	ik 

These stresses Xi  are equivalent to an acceleration given 

by:- 

(from 4.53) 40114( 1 4- 0121  2 	c131114  '04= u. 
dx 

or Cat = 	(4.65) 
dx 

where Ct)( = -(°11°1( 1 12G( 2 + e.1()  

The surface will be partially clamped if the force 

required to produce the acceleration of surface caused by 

heating is comparable with the force necessary to produce 

clamping. Thus, it is required that the body force due to 
,/ 

acceleration (0.) of the material should be much less than 

that reuired to clamp the crystal 

if Thus Cot' CLU.4%.,PtA. 	 (4.66) 
dx 

If edges are free to expand from (4.47), total displc'cenent 

of surface, is 
a 	a 	a 

N, (0)= j 1& Ix since X1=0 &to 
X3dx= 0X2dx=0 o  

a 
= a DC i where ay) i  i = 1 P.x 

	

1 	- o 

And from (4.54) and (4.55) if edges are clamped, 

displacement of surface, is 

(A 1(0)---0 Loel(S 22S33-S)( 222- 4' 2-S12S23-S13S33)4'u3(313523-S120 ,  

Ls 5 	2 22 33_5 23 

(4.68) 

(4.67) 
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where oC is some mean value of 

At x = 0 	F(t)= -K 	i 	= p aS dff (From (2.57) & (2.60a)) 
dx J x=0 '"at 	(4.69) 

Thus, at x=0, (4.66) becomes 

/31 
K  
.g. r°3 y 

/
-x a.s-1  

g 1 /4  dt 

or characteristic tine 	 K fv10-14sec for Barium titanate 
SC 	(4.70) 

Since resolution time for instrument is required to be 

10-6 sec, it would appear therefore that the acceleration 

term is negligible so that at any instant the unit could be 

treated as being in equilibrium (if it were free to expand, 

therefore, the total tertiary pyroelectric effect would be 

zero) 

(04.5.4) Piezoelectric output due to mechanical resonances. 

The above naive approach shows that the acceleration 

term is negligible, but it has ignored any possible enhanced 

effects due to reflection of stress waves from the bolndries 

of the crystal i.e. resonances will be set up if the unit is 

not semi-infinite. Although the unit may be considered as 

semi-infinite with respect to temperature waves, (equation 

2.55) it not need necessarily be so with respect to stress 

waves. For barium titanate the velocity of sound (i.e. of 

stress waves) is about 4.105cm/sec, so that to be 'semi-

infinite' for 10 'sec, the thickness would have to be about 

20cm. (impossibly large for an instrument). 
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Physically therefore it would seem possible that the 

expansion of the unit could excite mechanical resonances, 

and hence give a piezoelectric output at the resonant 

freluency. 

By way of illustration of this effect, a particular 

tine dependent solution of the equations of (64.5.1) will be 

determined. 

Consider a plate of thickness 'a' in the x direction, 

and infinite in the y and z directions, such that 

= )/3z  = 0. 

Motion in the x direction only is considered (suffixes 

refer to the x,y, and z directions). 

For displacementik in the x direction only, 

Equation of :etion (4.53) becomes Z1  X1=e1A,  	(4.71) 

ax 
and (4.47) becomes e1=S11X14-S12X2÷313X3+4 	(4.72) 

where S..04( .1  are at constant D or 	.0 (S--= S16 	=0 for 

barium titanate) 

Put 	S12X2+S13X3+ 04i% = 	) 	(4.73) 

So that, (4.72) becomes u = e fS11X1+4 	(4.74) 
bx 

Applying a fourier analysis to equations (4.71) and (4.74) 

then for a function f(t,x) the fourier transform is f(u),x) 

such that 	a0C3 

f(t) = 	-f-Melot dtjj 

coa o  o 

and 04) = 1 	f(t)e 
	dt 

2 it -.4 

(4.75) 
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2- 
Thus, 	dX1= -tj 	(4.76) 

dx 

and 	citA' = 511X1+4 	(4.77) 
dx 

2- 	- Thus d LA, 

	

÷1-  S11") 2w  À" = A  af‘ 	(4.78) 
dx 	 dx 

Putting k2 =A 511  00/V  2 then 

Solution of (4.78) by variation of parameters (cf. §2.7) gives 

X 
U. = A cos IOC + B.sin kx + A./k 	der sin k(x-z)dz ..(4.79) 

odz 

N In this problem, pr(a)=0 and pr(x=0)=m/  ax=0(say), 
x _.1 	-/ 

so that j (16 sin k(x-z)dz = li cib.cos k(x-z)dz - 0.sin kx 
o dz 	o 

e = (1;;=k tB cos kx-A sin kxi + 	_ Akk sin k(x-z)dzfA. e 
dx 	 ,cos kx} 

= A' + S1171 	
 (4.80) 

Now, boundary conditions at the edge of the plate are such 

that X1=0 (and thus X1=0) at x=0 and x=a (for all t) 

thus, for x = 0 	KB1  = AO 	(4.81) 

and at x=ai kBicos.ka-kAlsin.ka‘ -Akio  p.sin k(a-z)dz- 
A9.cos ka = 0 

a 
or from (4.81) Alsin ka+A 

f 
 /er.sin k(a-z)dz =0..(4.82) 

Substitute (4.81) and (4.82) in (4.80) 

	

a_ 	x- 
S11X1= -kA sin kx 	k(a-z)dz 	k(x-z)dz .(4.83) 

sin ka 0  

Now (1/dx  pAcos k(x-z)-1' dz= -k ix '.sin k(x-z)dz 
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Integration from 0 a gives 
a_ 	a 
Xidx =  A 	Ksin k(2a -z) -sin k(a -z) -sin kajdz .(4.84) 
o S11sinka 

Since a is much greater than the thermal diffusion distance 

(equation 2.55) ,0(c) is only appreciable when 	Put 

z=o in f in (4.84) 

- A 	a 
S Xidx = 	[sin 2ka - 2sin 	f 11 dz 
o S11sin ka 	o 

j

ro

ai dz 
= -44.sin2ka where app =  

S11= 	2 
(4.85) 

a 	f a 
Assume that Jo x2dx = 10 X3dx = 0 (See §4.5.2, since infinite 

in y and z directions), so that of )2) = AO' from (4.73) 

From (4.51) and (4.52) there is an additional open circuit 
ra 

output proportional toj Xidx so that output due to 

mechanical resonance is 
00 

-4 V 	14>t 
II= 	0/1474 	/.sin 2ka.e 	du) 	(4.86) 

S 	- 	2 

where J3 is a constant depending on type of unit considered 

(variation due to direction of polarisation and hence 

variation of g.. with direction). 

Substituting for k 

(4.86) becomes 
cu) 

	

V.M =-4"LA 	i(W).sin2A3 n .o iwtd(A) 	 
2 

	

11 	v  
-00 

(4.87) 

11 ~pC 
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The following observations can be drawn from (4.87) 

(i) If frequency components of it are such that W) iv o for 

t)..) >L31  
where VI a/2v  c(:. 1 

Then VM  = 0 

It is thus seen that for frequencies loss than the resonant 

frequency the piezoelectric output is zero (as in 64.5.2) 

since rapid damping and acceleration tern is small and the 

output is as given in (64.4.1 and 64.4.2). 

(ii) sin24)a, is large whentAh/2v  = (2n + 1)792  for 
2V 

frequency range of about AW =TrV/rt  

The t0 give the resonant frequencies fon= (2n+1)V/2a  

(4.88) 

- these are the same as the mechanical resonant frequencies. 

Aris only a slowly varying function, (4.87) becomes 
0.0 

8 atiq3 	cos 2fVfont. Af odir v . • . . . (4.89) 
s11 n=o 	a  

Mn(fon).cos 2rkfont. 

Where sirnration is taken over all possible resonant 
ogo 

frequencies and Or(f on )=1/art i X(t)e -i2gfontdt 	(4.90) = 	_ os 

It is thus seen that due to the mechanical resonance there 

is a piezoelectric output at the resonant frequency; the 

magnitude of this output depends on 0(fon)  See (4.89) and = 
(4.90) , so it will vary due to the type of radiation flux 
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(If the incident radiation only contains frequencies much 

less than the resonant frequency, the piezoelectric output 

will be zero). 

The unit has been considered as infinite in the y and z 

directions. When the lengths arc 'a' and 'b' respectively, 

due to the boundary conditions at the edges of the unit there 

will be other nodes of vibration, and resonances at 

frequencies (2221+1)V1/2b  .1nd (2n2+1)V2/2b  where V is the 

velocity of sound in the direction considered (These will be 

surface and length modes). 

In fact, for v -,4.105cm/sec, a thickness in the x 

direction of 2.5.10
-2cm much greater than diffusion distance 

(see 64.9.3) will correspond to a resonant frequency of about 

8Mc/s. 

For tine resolution of 10 6see an upper frequency of 

only R. few Mc/s (less than 8Mc/s) is required, so that the 

output at resonant frequency will be small for thickness 

vibrations. 

Since a time resolution of 10-6  sec is required, it 

would be hoped that resonances with frequencies less than a 

few Mc/s would not be excited to any great extent (or in 

some way suppressed), so that the piezoelectric output is 

small (so the unit effectively acts as a voltage source 
i t 

proportional to 3 F(r)dr is series with the bulk capacity 
0 

of the unit (64.4.1 & 2)). 
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Output at the resonant frequency is excited by stress 

w.,ves due to thermal expansion, and can be thought If as due 

to thereto-elastic coupling. In the same sort of way the 

coupling may be thought of as due to the field E set up when 

the temperature changes. This field acting as the driving 

field to give an output at the resonant frequency, clue 

electromechanical coupling (see Ref.17). There will of course 

be different coupling coefficients for different resonant 

modes, and further complications if not at constant D or E. 

However, by extension of the above arguments, it is seen 

that in general, the open circuit voltage is given by 

integrating 4.48) 

Vo  = VT  -22/mn(frid.cos fnot 	(4.91) 

where win-nation is taken over all possible mechanical 

resonances of the crystal. VT  is the open circuit voltage 

for edge or face-electrode unit given in (64.4.1 and 64.4.2) 

(at constant D) Effectively a low impedance near resonance. 

If an average value is taken over cycle of the lowest 

resonant frequency then 

Vo  AJ VT 	(4.92) 

It should be noted that, for frequencies different from the 

resonant frequency, if free expansion of the unit is possible, 

then from 64.5.2 the tertiary pyroelectric effect would be 
a 

zero, since the condition for equilibrium is that 10Xdx 

is zero over a cross-section, because the resultant force on 
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a 
the faces and ends is zero. (This condition on 

.
I
o
Xdx will 

include the case when the hot region is prevented to some 

extent fron expanding by the colder regions at the edges). 

When a mechanical resonance is set up, the piezoelectric 

output fron the resonance gives the amount of energy stored 

in the resonance, so that, since the effect would be this 

piezoelectric output superposed •n the required pyroelectrio 

output (Equation 4.91), the mean value of this output would 

be that required (Equation 4.92). But even here to obtain 

any detail of the output in 10 6sec, the value of Vmn  for 

frequencies less than about 1 Mc/s should be negligible 

(No resonances below 1 Mc/sec if the crystal snail enough). 

Due to the equation of type (4.90), no exact knowledge 

of the piezoelectric output VM  due to the expansion wave can 

be obtained by calculation, except (by 4.90) for special 

types of radiation flux. 

These are in fact discussed from an experimental point 

of view in Chapter 5. 

(§4.6) Note on an exact thermo—elastic solution. 

From (p4.5.4) it can be seen that, at the resonance 

frequencies, the open circuit voltage is reduced and thus 

the effective impedance of the unit is decreased at the 

resonant frequencies. 
To obtain the actual equivalent circuit and the effect 

of the mechanical resonances in detail (rather than the 

approximations of §4.5.1 to 4), it would be necessary to 
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solve the time-dependent thermo-elastic equations for a 

temperature pulse (in a similar way to which the equivalent 

circuit is obtained for a harmonic disturbance for electro-1  

mechanical coupling Ref.17). Only then will the actual value 

of VM  (as due to 4.90) be determined. 

It would be hoped that the solution of the heat conduction 

equation (2.1) and the mechanical equations (4.47)(4.53) with 

(4.48) would give the required results (This is the classical 

Duharaol-Neumann analysis - Ref.26 Chap.14). 

However, when the deformation is due entirely to a 

transient heat conduction process the acceleration terms, 

which are excluded by the adoption of equilibrium conditions, 

cannot vanish identically. (Ref.29). The extreme smallness 

of these terms can however be usually demonstrated by an 

order of magnitude calculation (64.5.3) and for many 

practical purposes this is a sufficient guarantee of the 

accuracy of the solution. Using the approximations in 

(64.5.4) for SX1dx and X2dx gives a reasonable approximat- 

ion for effect of resonance for notion in the X direction 

(Effect of w and 1r are small except near their own 

resonances in y and z directions). 

In fact, for non-equilibrium problemsthe following 

cross-coupled stress and heat conduction equations have to 

be solved, for the isotropic case only (Ref.29)0k.(u,v1w) 

is the displacement vector. 
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ET VIA. + 	ET 	grad( div )-EV)4 grad(T-To t- "igry ) 	2(1+t)(1-210 	777-2-si 

andr Se ) T + ETok yTo  .b/6t  (div ?.) = K V T 
e 3117) 	(4.93) 	lib") 

where Se = specific heat at constant strain 

ET and T  = Isothermal Young's modulus and PoisHons ratio 

= Coefficient of volume expansion 

To = initial temperature. 

The rigorous approach to thernoelastic boundary value 

problems meet with severe analytical difficulties. 

Solutions however give rise to modified elastic and thermal 

nodes (modification causing damping and dispersion of the 

elastic node). However, it can be shown that equations 

reduce to the classical Duhanel-Neumann solution given by 

(Ref.29. Page 305) 

ETV  1,_,A 	E  gr-),d(div IA) - ET • v grad(T-To)=0 
777+10 	 2(19)(1-2 vT ) 	 ) (k) 

= ,;(2T 0ET (3..+ -0T) 
Se ) (1- 	(1-2vT) 	(b) 

...(4.94) 

where Se(lq.) = Slightly less than specific heat at 

constant stressf<Sx)(but difference not greater than few 

P.278. Ref.29) . 

The condition for this is that = VT*7= VT  4.4 1 where L is 

a characteristic length. 
	 lug L 

and 	Se(l+E) T = H 9 T where 
at 
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or 	= 	1 4x.  1 	 (4.95) 
V.? 

4 
where LAJ = e se vT2 and VT

2 = ET(1- 11T) 

(14.3,)(1-21 ) 

Take 1-)T4,025 (4.95) implies "C•>>K/SE 
e T 

comparing with (4.70), shows for barium titanate,T:>>10-14sec 

or L>7V,Tr.A.10-9. con. 

Thus, it would appear that in this problem (provided 

that the strain is small) the equilibrium elastic 

configuration should be used. (Equations 4.47 and 4.53). 

In this case, however, as demonstrated in (§4.5.4) 

there are further domplications due to coupling of the 

temperature variations with the mechanical nodes (4.48) to 

give an output at the resonant frequencies. Also in this 

ease the solid is anisotropic. Thus, due to coupling with 

temperature and with the electric field E, and also since 

the boundary value problem int his case is that of a thermal 

shock which is essentially an-harmonic, equation (4.94) will 

not apply. Equations (4.93) must be modified to include 

coupling with E (coefficients at either constant D or E). 

In fact, since an arbitary 0 is used in (p4.5.4)  and 

the equation of motion in that section corresponds to (4.93a) 

the analysis of (p4.5.4) applies in the general case, but 0 

should be determined by an equation of the type (4.93b). 

In fact, by an equation pSz T = K7 T 	(4.96) 
3  (compare 2.1) 
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S will vary with t due to resonances, but the difference 

between S and Sx is not greater than the difference between 

Se  and Sx. In fact, away from resonance, (4.95) applies and 

S=Sx. For Lk = o, S=Se 
(equation 4.93b) and when kk = o 

(steady state value) S = Sx. The oscillations are engendered 

by a thermal expansion, and auplitude of oscillation (or 

amplitude of expansion wave,) at resonance IA is such that 

vt 1 	because due to damping steady state value is 

obtained when all mechanical energy is changed into heat. 

(At t=o t = 0 and t large 0 =4Av) u„  being distance the unit 

expands. 0 = coif expanded instantaneously and then 

oscillated about mean position uo  ) 

From (4.93b) and (4.96) S - Se  = A %4div0 
where A is 
a constant 

and (4.93b) and (4.94b) Sx  - Se  = A VJ(div(A0)1 

Thus sinceWlk\uol IS - Sel4 	S,  - Se  

However y . Ix 	= Ratio adiabatic and isothermal 

conpressibilities (  v 1 away from Curie point). The 

difference between the specific heats is thus less than a 

few percent (Ref.24.Page 349) and so even when resonances 

are included equation (4.96) applies with S INAS since S 

remains constant to a few percent. 

In fact'  Se  = 
Sx 	i -0( Pi Cik T (Ref. 24. Page 348) k  

Thus the analysis of Chapter 2 is not altered to any 

appreciable extent. Since the difference between the 
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specific heats is small, the energy required for expansion of 

the unit is small compared with energy required to heat the 

unit, so that the amount of energy in resonance (due to the 

expansion) is small. (Due to different coupling coefficients 

however this does not mean tha4-  the output voltage due to the 

resonance is small, in fact, the thermal output is due to the 

change in spontaneous strain on expansion). 

Even in the isotropic case, no thernoelastic problem 

(Equations 4.93) has been solved with harmonic disturbances. 

Rigorous solution of even (4.94) with the required boundary 

conditions is very complicated, and even when applied to a 

thick plate with axi-symmetric temperature distribution 

involves the expansion of the solution in terns of Hankel 

functions (Ref.30) or by use of other integral transform 

methods (Ref.31). Other methods are available to find 

particular solutions (Ref.17. Page 433). 

A paper on thermal shocks by Sadowsky (Ref.32) is of 

some interest, since it shows that if heating is not 

continuously uniform in the y and z directions on an elastic 

half-space, expansion will be limited by the 'cold shoulder' 

of the material outside the heated region (and so partial 

oleriping will result). It shows that except in the region 

of the temperature discontinuity, the stress in the y and z 

directions is almost zero (as by St. Venant's hypothesis). 

The equilibriam stress is however propagated much greater 
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distances than the diameter exposed to the thermal shock in 

the axial direction, so that for a thin plate, it could not 

be considered as semi-infinite for stress disturbances. 

In conclusion, it can be seen that the complete solution 

(using an extension to 4.93) with the required boundary 

conditions is too complicated to be solved analytically. 

However the special solution of (p4.5.4) is in fact a 

solution of (4.93) (with arbitary 0), so that the conclusions 

obtained will be fairly accurate; and away from resonances 

the equilibrium theory nay be used. 

(44.7) Physical interpretation of the pyroelectric output. 

Energy equation for the ferroeleotric is (Ref.24 P.346) 

(for electric enthalpy H2) 

	

dH2(En  eij  S) = X..de.. 	D m  dE 

	

ij 10 	m + TdS 

Elastic' znergy 	Electrical Htlitipalrgy 	(4.97) 

= SE edT 

Where SEe is specific heat at constant strain and field. 

When no energy is used to excite mechanical vibrations in 

the crystal unit, the electrical energy (and hence output 

voltage at constant D) is proportional to the input radiation 

energy (§4.4). Considering that the temperature variation 

causes a change in spontaneous strain, the change in 

electrical energy density is proportional to the change in 

elastic energy stored in the crystal. 

When mechanical resonances occur some of the energy 
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required for expansion of the unit is stored in these 

mechanical nodes. The energy required for this is small 

compared with the energy required to heat the unit, since 

the difference in specific he-ts at constant stress and 

strain is small. However, the output is either due to a 

change in the polarisation of the lattice with temperature, 

or due to change in polarisation caused by stresses clue to 

the mechanical vibration. 

If V
T 
is the output due to thermal effects (i.e. change 

in te:perature) and VM  is the output due to the mechanical 

resonances, then 

V= V
T 
+ V

M 

 

(4.98) 

 

Since SJSx the value obtained for VT by integrating (4.48) 

( X at constant stress) is the same as those values obtained 

in (54.4-compare (4.91) (the edges of the crystal unit 

being effectively free). The coupling to give V is however 

different for thermal and mechanical nodes for although 

most of the energy goes into heating of the crystal and 

little goes on expansion - if expansion prevented (constant 

strain) the total output is zero lVT  + VM  = 0 (54.5.2).1 both 

VT  and VM  dependon expansion of the unit. For a resonance ) 

VM  is an oscillatory phenononenon so if an average is taken 

over the lowest frequency, (VM)average  is zero, so that 

(note that, away from resonance VM  = 0 due to tertiary 

pyroeleotric effect for free crystal) ,— 



V 	— V Average 	T 

 

(4.99) 
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04 j
tF(t)dt 

(4.99) %should be compared with (4.92). 

The result nay be looked at in another way. (4.97) 

should contain a tern representing the actual mechanical 

energy (although total elastic energy of potential and 

kinetic energy must be constant). When the instantaneous 

kinetic energy in the mechanical node is zero, so that all 

the energy due to the incident radiation is stored in the 

crystal, the output voltage will proportional to the elastic 

energy (including the output due to change in spontaneous 

strain) i.e. to the energy density in the crystal. If u.. 

is the displacement vector, kinetic energy is zero when, due 

to oscillation, 	= 0. 

Now eij = 	 + 	 'AbuI  . 	1)u. ) 	(4.100) 

x- I 
so that u = 0 when be.. = 0. Now the stress due to the 

It should be noted that the constant of proportionality is 

different for (4.99) and (4.101)I due to the fact that 

(7 )max  is also proportional to heat energy - it would of 

course be expected that part of the energy goes into elastic 

bt 

mechanical oscillation is proportional to the strain, so 

that stress is maximum when )e.. = 0 (hence 7V11/  = 0) ,t   

And so Vo = VT + (VM)maxoCiF(t)dt 	(4.101) 
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energy.1 

(Vidmax  can only be determined twice during a 

cycle (It is assured that VM  is small, so that error due to 

resonances is small). 

Note that, 	d43F(t)  from (4.99) 	(4.102) 
737-6(.A.verage)11 

and ) V = VT  + 	and V = V when.) V = 0 

57  -at 	at 	at 

so that3V0  = T  00T(t) when) Vm  = 0 	(4.103) 

t 	2)t 

L,The two appro-'ches are consistent, since, with (Vidnax  

proportional to the input energy, V=Nif tF(Z7)dt. + P.cos2aftX 

j Rt) dr 

Constants of proportionality in (4.99) and (4.102) are o(, , 

in (4.101), JA.1118 and in (4.103)c again 3 
The constants of proportionality are the sane in (4.102) 

and (4.103), so to obtain F(t) from the open circuit voltage 

it is only necessary to average the differentiated output 

signal. 

These simple energy arguments can be used since the 

output voltage is proportional to the electrical energy 

(proportional to the input energy) for constant D, when all 

the energy is stored in the crystal (rather than kinetic 

energy of mechanical nodes). 

It should be mentioned that difficulties due to natural 

vibrations are also encountered in piezoelectric pressure 

gauges. (Ref. 33). What is required is that the instrument 
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be critically damped (so that all the energy is stored in the 

crystal) to avoid self oscillation engendered by an expansion 

wave (or rapid loading), and should have a rapid response. 

The frequency of an excited resonance will place an upper 

limit to the frequency response, so that the above conditions 

are to some extent irreconcilable. 

The tendency to oscillate in its natural nodes nay be 

reduced to some extent by providing suitable damping e.g. 

by loading with electrodes. (Housing vibrations nay be n,de 

to cancel by mounting two or nore units in a similar manner). 

In this case the method of (Ref. 33) is not very helpful for 

elimination of vibrations. 

It should be noted that although decreasing the 

dimensions increases the frequency, the edge effect will also 

increase (4.12.4 & §4.12.5) since the diffusion depth is 

constant for a pulse of 100/isocs duration. 

(§4.8) Effect of field on polarisation. 

Before examining typical values for barium titanate, the 

effect of variation of the polarisation with field will be 

determined )_ P(E) is given in Fig.4.l 

If polarisation is saturated in one direction polarisation 

changes will occur (due to change in te:aperature) within 

domains, because the small temperature rise will cause 

negligible motion of domain boundaries and change from anti-

parallel to parallel domains, especially iff...1(Equation 

4.1). 
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Change of polarisation has in fact been included in the 

analysis of (g4.4) since the tern a 13,/ 	i.e. 	CO has 
been included. 

The fields set up should thus be such that the value of 

1, (and hence dielectric oonstant(. ) should not alter 

appreciably - this will give a field Erzax   which should not 

be exceeded (with say 5% error criterion). 

Before Enema can be determined it is necessary to 

determine if the field due to temperature change tends to 

polarize or depolarize the crystal unit. 

Now, equation (4.5) D= E+ 4q7P 

or D =E E + 4TC P where P is the spontaneous 

polarisation. 

For open circuit (or constant D) 

E = -4(0Ps  	(4.104) 

-40‘ 
Now, rate of change of polarisation with temperature 

(Figs. 4.2 and 4.4) 

Thus a E60:> 0 	(4.105) 

Now, 0(t) is an increasing function of time (since no heat 

is lost from the crystal unit), so that E tends to increase. 

So (since Z>P6E  =I>0) the effect of the field set up is 
to polarize rather than depolarize the unit. 

Since field tends to polarize an already polarised 
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orystal(by initial application of a DC field the polarization 

when the unit returns to room temperature will be the same 

as originally (if on reversible part of hysteresis loop and 

'may ageing effect is zero - see §4.2). This enables consistent 

results to be obtained, since the forroeleotrio is polarised 

to same extent. 

If there should be a stray depolarizing field it should 

be small compared with the coercive field (typically about 

1 Kv/on at 50 c.p.$), so that there will be no appreciable 

change from parallel to antiparallel domains. The change 

in polnrisation i due to change in polarisation due to ohange 

of configuration caused by low depolarizing field will be 

related to the switching tine in low fields (Ref.19) (the 

tine req.ired to reverse the direction of polarisation), and 

this is an exponential relationship in time (Ref.34. 

1:1 2.Psexpt-A(t)Ail , for constant E) and this tgmais 

negligible for tines of about 104sec. if the field is about 

1/5th of the coercive field at 50 o.p.s. (Ref.19). At high 

fields, switching is very rapid (i.e. for crystal 0.07 nn, 

5 Kv/om will switch in lysec. Ref.19). 

All difficulties due to depolarizing fields nay be 

overcome by using a large enough constant D.0 biasing field. 

It can be concluded that the field due to tht polaris- 

ation change will tend to polarise the crystal, and this will 

involve change of polarisation within the domains. In the 
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sane way depends on the polarisation, and Fig. 4.5 
indicates that frequency response is very high, since no 

relaxation of Euntil very high frequencies. 

If change in E with E is snail, any effects due to 

notion of domain boundaries will be negligible (since these 

will be included in change of 4i with E). 

Besides,, ;N. (b  Ps  is also a function of E, however 
T 

dP s  = dPs dE so that ohange in\  will be the same 
dT dE dT 

order as the change in 6 

For a single crystal of barium titanate, change of E.  

with E for a polarised crystal is very small (Ref.20 Fig.4.7), 

since the crystal in fact is a single domain. Thus E 

for a single crystal will be the breakdown strength i.e. 

E x  = 30 kV/okV/cry(for single crystal) 	(4.106) ma 

For a oeranic specimen the field will cause some change 

in orientation from antiparallel to parallel domains, and 

here . changes with E. 

Fig. 4.8 shows that Se /6. md 1.4% per kV/cm for a 

polarised crystal. 

So that, if error is to be less than 5%, 	
3kV/°3:1 

(4.107) 

There are several oases to be considered:— 

(a) Measurement at constant D for face...electrode unit. 

D = 0 6 Ex  + 4rEPxs  = 0 
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So for changes in temperature, (P xs)max = X 
0m where 0  is the 

maximum permitted temperature 

so that Om = -(Ex)nax  W)0 	(4.108) 
4rs- 	for units in e.s.u. 

But here'  7\, =15E/ 	i.e. independent of P(E), so that 

for a ceramic (4.107) is relaxed so that E ax  is again the 

breakdown strength (about 30 kV/cm). 

(b) Constant D, edge-electrode unit. 

)N Output again depends on f , c, so in this case Enax  must be 

such that the breakdown strength of the crystal is not 

exceeded. So that, since electrodes are at the same 

potential, V .4:E 	(c=dimension between electrodes o max/c 	(4.109) 

(a) When measured with small R (effectively at constant 

E - equations (4.32) and (4.44) i.e. (4.45)), the output 

does not depend one. If e is distancebetween electrodes 

(for either face or edge=electrode unit), 

Vo < Enave  where E x  is given by (4.106) or (4.107) Zfa 

	(4.110) 

(p4.9) Values of constants for barium titanate. 

In order to evaluate the values for the outputs (when 

effects due to resonances are small, as given in (64.4.1) 

and (§4.4.2)) the values of the required constants for 

barium titanate - both ceramic and single crystal - are 

tabulated. The coefficients ?,SJC etc are generally 

measured at constant Et  but well away from the Curie point 
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the difference between constant D and E is small. 

(§4.9.1) Values for single crystal. 

These values are taken at constant stress (see §4.5 and §4.6) 

(a) Curie Point. Tote110°C 

(b) For range of 20°  to 60°C 	-5.2.10-8  coulombs cm-2  
oC-1, with an error of less than 5% (increase) in this 

temperature range. (See Fig. 4,2). 

1-Compare Chynowethts value of 2.10-8 Ref.14 . Since a 
single domain crystal is considered S-= 1 and Pr-Ps   

(Equation 4.1). If rise in temperature is about 5°C error 

fron this value will only be about 1%] 

(c) For polarised specimen ec = 200 and error for 

temperature rise of 20°  to 60°C is negligible.(Ref.4.6 and 

4.7) 

(d)f) = 6.0 gn cm-3  (Ref.14) 	Error less 
than 5% fos 

(e) S = 0.12 gm lcal °C -1  (Ref.14 and Ref.22 20°C to 60 C 
P.310) (away fron 

Curie point) 

(f) Thermal conductivity K a3.2.10-3  cal cm-1°C -lase -1  

for 20C to 6d)C 	(Ref.35)  

(g) Conductivity at room tenp.ft,10 -1°  (cf. 3.10-9  

mho cn-1  at Curie Point Ref. 36) 

Now, 1 e.s.0 of capacitance = 1.1124 pF 

J = 4.2 joules/cal. 

Equation (4.30) for face electrode unit. 

1 = 101240  Vocl 	 tF(C)dt,-980 OF(v)dr. volts (for F(t) in 
1.11 JpS 	at 20°C 

watts/sq.cn) ..(4.111) 
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For rise in temperature of 40°C (to 60°C) the change in 

any individual constant is less than 5% (and about 1% error 

if limited to 5°C). In fact however )+,S and? all tend to 

increase, so that 5% error 	will not be exceeded 

until a slightly larger rise in temperature (by comparison 

of Figs. 4.2 and 4.6 )V roughly constant for rise from 20°C 

to 80°C). 

(§4.9.2) Values for a barium titanate ceramic - there is 

marked variation between specimens depending on state of 

polarisation. Values for a good specimen will be taken. 

Values will be taken from Ref.37 unless otherwise stated. 

(a) Curie temperature To  N 105°C 

(b) For polarised specimen > = -2.2.10-8  coulombs cm-2 °C-1  

(Fig. 4.4. Ref.17). Comparison with above shows that 

(4.1) (28- -1 = 2.2/5.2) ()1 nay be as low as 10-9  for some 

specimens). 

(0)(E Q 1000 at 20°C (Temperature coefficient at 20°C is 

0.2% °C-1  and< 0.01% for 30i:but for 20°  to 80°C the 

change is less than 5%) 

(d) jo 	5.7 gm cm-3  

(e) S = 0.12 cal. en- 1 u-1 (Ref. 22. Page 310) 

(f) Thermal conductivity K.v1.6.10-2  cal.cm 2 °C -isec -1  

(Estimated for a ceramic material) 

(g) Conductivity ery 3.10-11  mhos. om -1  

(h) Breakdown strength AN,  30 kV on 
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4rx,  dt 
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Equation (4.30) for face electrode unit gives 

Vocl .0 87 j Fec)dc,volts (at 20°C)(for F(t) in watts 

(4.112) cm72) . 	 

<This may however be as low as 41 F(c)dcfor some specimens) 

If temper-ture rise is limited to about 40°C to 50°C 

rise above room temperature at every point in the unit (since 

the properties are anomalous at the Curie point), at any 

point therefore the constant in (4.30) changes loss than 
-1%  

5% (especially since 	tends to be constant). Thus the 

error in determining S F(t)dt will be much less than 5%. 

Also, since 0 increases with t, the initial error is very 

much less than the final error. 

Here, Joule heating is absolutely negligible since the 

conductivity is very low, the error in determining F(t) is 

due to the variation of the constants due to the change in 

temperature (the error is thus limited by rise in temperature 

(cf. Chap. 3), provided conditions for Enax  are not 

exceeded (§ 4.8)). (4.111) & (4.112) will hold when the unit 

is pol.rised to sane extent. 

(54.9.3) T,ir,itations on flux and on thickness of unit. 

Since this is basically a 'thick film' method, the 

following equations have to be satisfied (i) Equation (2.55) 

et,  > 5 3F,1-7, 	(4.113) 

(ii) Equation (2.64), surface temperature ofOnax is not 
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or since F(t)=JeS111 (4.24) 

F(t) 4 0,..4T4Kts. Jt-72 	(4.114a) 

Integrate from t=0 to 

.~ tP(t)d.t 4: 0 erKicpS,Jr 	(4.114) 

From (54.9.1) *single crystal)=4.5.10- so that for 

Cin=100)Psec 	& (p4.9.2) It(ceranic)=2.3.10-2 

requiring thata>„7.6.10-3m. 

So that in general even for a single crystal (typical 

thickness about 0.07 mm) the response is as a 'thick' film, 

and the requirement for 'a' is easily not. 

From (84.9.1) FITS = 4.8.10-2 for a single crystal, and from 

(84.9.2) 	= 0.105 for ceramic. Variation of the constant 

with temperature (rather than the considerations of §4.8 

concerning the maximum fields) require that for error less 

than about 5%, Om 

for single crystal 
.t 

& 	F(c)dr-c0.39 joules/sq.cm 
for oeramio 

	(4.115) 

These correspond to constant fluxes of 1.8kV/sq.cn and 

3.9kW/sq.cm respectively for 10-4sec. For 1% error, since 

error depends on 0max the above estimates must be reduced 

by 1/5th.1For t =I:ni, = 10-6 sec, for 5% error (0 =50°C) 

F(t)4:90kW/sq.cm and 200 kW/sq.cri--(4.115a) 

0m is also effectively limited by the maximum permitted 

field in the crystal. Thus, for face electrode unit, at 

t 
Hence, from (4.114) fort:n=10-4sec,1 F(t)dt (.0.180 joules/sq.= 
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constant D (4.108) gives (a) for single crystal Om=10°C from 

(§4.9.1)(using correct units) 

(b) for ceramic 0m=118°C from(§4.9.2) 

For single crystal the value for Om  is less than the 

value for 0n for 5% error, the value of 0n is reduced by 

1/5th, so that the value of 1 F(r)dc <0.036 joules/mq.on for 

single crystal. (Up to this breakdown field the error due to 

variation of constants will only be about 1%). 

(§4.9.4). Maximum output voltages. 

If a very large flux of energy were available, there 

would be a maximum output voltage of the unit for the error 

required for determining the flux. For face electrode unit 

V0) =34 volts for ceramic (5% error) 

For an edge electrode unit this output can be increased by 

the value of (c/a) (Equation 4.43). However, this is not a 

convenient technique for single crystals since the '0 

direction is perpendicular to the plate of the crystal, but 

for a ceramic block the value of 'a' (for the electrodes) 

could be made as snall ns 0.1 mm (consistent with the require-

ments of (4.113)), so that a ratio of (c/a) up to 100 could 

(at constant D i.e. R (,)>17,),maximun output is given by 
t" 

(4.111) and (4.112) when S F(T)OX is maximum (see §4.9.3) 

Thus, for face electrode (const.D) 

(iYV0)m=35 volts for single crystal ilinited by break- 
down field (1% error) 

....(4.116) 
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be expected (for 0=1 cm). Note, stray capacity will in fadt 

effectively limit c/a to about 10 (64.10.2) J Of course (2 will 
decrease by 104  and the noise level will also increase/. 

Thus, for an edge—electrode ceramic unit (at const D) 
For 0/a=1001  (6V0)m=3.4kV (for 5% error) and 680 volts 

(1% error) ..(4.117) 
and for c/a=10 ((V o) =340 volts (for 5% error) and 68 volts 
(1(),f; error) (4.117) also obeys the condition of (4.109). 

For processes at constant E, it is required for a tine 
resolution of 10-6sec, that R C = 10-6sec, by comparison 

with (4.30) and (4.111) (4.112), (4.31) becomes, for a face— 

electrode unit 

V.0 = 9.80.10
-4 F(t) volts for single crystal 

and Vo = 8.7.10
-5 F(t) volts for ceramic 

When the maximum permitted energy arrives in liasec, .F(t). 11ax  

is given by (4.115a), so that for face electrode unit at 

constant E 

il  

(61/0)In  = 90 volts for single crystal 
(for 5% error. .(4.1184 

OS.VAI  = 17 volts for ceramic 

-6 and for ceramic edge electrode unit (c/a = 100, R 0=10 sec) 

at constant E 
(AV0)10.  = 1700 volts (5$ error) 	(4.119) 

For c=1 and the values of 'a' given in (p4 	9.3), the 

above output voltr,ges do not give fields sufficient to 

exceed Enax  in (64.8). For both 1% and 5% error criteria, 

....(4.117) 
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the output is adequate for a flexible measuring instrument 

(see §4.15) 

(44.9.5) Sensitivity of units. 

More precisely the responsivity (or output per watts 

cm-2) will be calculated. The actual sensitivity will depend 

on the noise in the receiver. This will be discussed in 

(§4.10.3), but by using large values of R thermal noise can 

be made negligible, and overall circuit noise :mall or at 

least comparable with resistive film devices (See Chap. 3). 

Responsivity at constant E is equal approximately to that of 

oonstant D differentiated with time constant of 10-6  sec. 

(a) For single crystal. 

(4.111) Face-electrode unit(const.D),sensitivity (at 20°C) 
=980 volts/joule/sq.cm 

(4.117) Face-electrode unit(const.E),sensitivity (at 2eC) 
=980,0V/watt/sq.cm 

°error 

(b) For ceramic. 

(4.112) Face-electrode unit(const D),sensitivity(at 20°C) 
=87 volts/joule/sq.om 

(4.117) Face-electrode unit(const.E),sensitivity(at 20°C) 
=87,31T/joule/sq.cm 

For c/a = 100, 

Edge-electrode unit (const.D),sensitivity(at 20°C) 
= 8.7kV/joule/sq.cm 

Edge-electrode unit(const E),sensitivity(at 20°C) 
= 8.71V/watt/sq.= 

In fact, if c/a is limited to 10 by stray capacitive effects 

(4.10.2), the sensitivity for edge-electrode unit is 

error 

rror 
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comparable with the single crystal face-electrode unit. 

The constant E values are for a tine constant of 1psec, 

but the sane sensitivity would be obtained by electronically 

differentiating the output at constant D with the sane 

differentiating tine constant. 

The above values should be colipared with the approxinste 

sensitivities obtained for resistive film devices with 

comparable tine constants (see §3.14). It is seen that, 

especially for edge-electrode ceramic unit or face-electrode 

crystal unit, the sensitivity is even much better than the 

best semi-conductor device, but in this case there are no 

complications due to current supply. And in the case of a 

single crystal the error is only Ailfo. 

It should be noticed that ,k increaEos rapidly near 

the Curie point, so that, for constant E, the sensitivity 

can be increased at least by a factor of 10 (See Ref.14). 

(§4.10) Effect of the unit in an electrical circuit. 

Before being able to determine whether the unit will 

have adequate signal to noise ratio to be used effectively 

as an instrument it is first necessary to consider the 

effects when it is used in an electrical circuit. 

(§4.10.1) Values of resistance R for effective output at  
oonstant D. 

For effective output to be at constant D for tines up 

tor 
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t/ 

require that (from 64.4.1 and. 2) R C >r n  
i.e. RA C ev 5C 	or R R C = 5•C 	 (4.120) 

R + 

Now RI = aiur  and C = 1.11.10-12e A/411 a 

so that RI  C = 1.11.10-12  £1 = 0.18 sec. for single crystal 
4 rr 	 (64.9.1) 

= 3 sec. for ceramic (64.9.2) 

This gives the maximum possible integration time since it 

is the tine for the charge to leak away inside the crystal 

unit . 

Thus, for a pulse length of 10-4  sec, from (4.120) 

(1) for single crystal R., R1 2.8.10-3  = 2.8.107a/f (4.121) 

For face-electrode unit typically A=lcn2  and a=0.07mm 

(consistent with 04.9.3) 

Thus R > 200KcL(this increases as 'a' increases and 

as A decreases). 

R = 70M11.... 	and C 	2,500,P AF. 

(ii) for ceranic R) 1.7.10-4 R = 5.7.106a/A 	 (4.122) 

For face-electrode unit, typically A=lcm.2  and a=0.1au 

(ceramic unit nuch thinner would be difficult to prepare 

rind very delicate). 

Thus R V 5710- 

R = 330MSL. and. C 9,000tvAF = (90 c/a) 	(4.123) 

and. for edge-electrode unit, with b ,=c1 =lon2 a'=0.1ram, so 

that (a/A) = C/bn  

R >570 MSi, 

R I  = 3.3.10125L and C-4 0.9)AyF = (90 Ve) 	(4.124) 
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In fact with respect to face-electrode unit the 

capacitance is reduced by a factor of (c/ a)
2 

If a differentiating time constant of 10-6 sec. is 

required, R C -JRC=10-6sec for constant E approTination; the 

values of C will remain the see if dimensions are the same 

as above, so that, R4. 4004. for f^ceelectrode single crystal 

unit 

R4 11011 for face electrode ceramic unit 

R t 1.1M.S1 for edge-electrode ceranic unit 

.10 4  -6 4. 	 5 Resistance with respect to above reduced by 	/10 

i.e. 5001 . 

(4.10.2) Effects due to added capacitance. 

In general R (CR
( 
(see §4.10.1), so that to a high 

order of approximation the unit acts as an open circuit 

voltage source in series with the bulk cap noityC of the 

crystal (4.4). 

If R is shunted by a capacity L., the equivalent circuit 

is as Fig.(4.12) 

r 

   

If i is the current through R, 

Rdi 	i 	= C .dVo ..(4.125) 
717ETE7-C1) C47F1  

    

 

    

Fig 4-.I 
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Thus the output voltage is reduced by factor of C/c4.ci. In 

order to insure that the gain is not altered to a large extent, 

it is required that C <G  C. For an edge-electrode unit, C 

is very low, so that the leads to the first stage of 

amplification will have to be kept short so that the input 

capacityC•(= Cr) should be as low as possible. In fact 

for a typical valve C I will be about 51.),./F, and so for edge- 
/ 	 ; 

electrode unit C, f C (see §4.10.1). In fact C C when 

c/, r,,18 (Equation 4.124), so that, when stray capacities are 

allowed for the estima!-,es of (SV0)nax  (§4.9.4) and 

sensitivity (p4.9.5) will have to be reduced by a factor of 

about 10, corresponding for a 7.2aximu:a c/a of about 10. 

g 4-13 

If a series capacitor C.  is 
considered (fig. 4.13) 
Rdi + i(1 '+ 1) = dV0  ....(4.126) 

The effective capacity becories C 
fl 	I 

= CC ,a,s0 that 
CCi  

(i.e. larger value of R effective integration is reduced 

will be required for constant D).  
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(S4.10.3) Electrical noise due to unit. 

The unit is capacitive and the output is measured across 

a resistance so that with respect to noise it will be 

equivalent to a nuclear counter (See Refs. 38 and 39). 

(a) jorrn;A.5 circ.c6ts 
iff‘on•;rter4crovi er R>> RI) 

Fig. 4.14 

The amplifier will contain circuits which limit its 

frequency response at high and low frequencies. The 

differentiating circuit (T1= R101) deterlanes the low 

frequency response and the integrating circuit (T2= R202) 

determines the high frequency response (See Fig.4.14). 

If T1= T2  the output of nmplifier, with the above 

circuits limiting frequency response, to a step input Vo  

is given by V = Vot e —t/T1 	(4.127).(Ref.38 Page 66) 

T1 

This is shown in Fig. 4.15. 

Thus there is effective differentiation in the amplifier 

with tine constant T:(=T1=T2
) so that F(t) can be obtained 

electronically by differentiating the output at constant D 
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kCIA.Ve, xrop %rude, 

0 

Fig. 4.15  a'5 

t 
(proportional to F(y)di,), Cbeing the resolution tine. 

The following sourceFi of noise are now considered:- 

(a) Thermal noise. 

If the capacitor C is shunted by a resistor R, spectral 

density of the noise voltage appearing across the resistor 

is ET
2  = 4kTR.df 	(4.128) 

ITTaC)2  

Total r.n.s noise (for all frequencies) isE2=kTic, so that 

for a united bandwidth 7,1,2 
 4: 1"/C 	

(4.129) 

As R is nade large, all the noise is concentrated in the 

low frequency range, so that if the low frequency gain of 

the amplifier is restricted, by making R large enough the 

thermal noise can be nade negligible. 

When an ou tput at constant D is considered, 21 RC1.1,1 

Pm. 
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for any v,lue of thefrequency S" in the range of the amplifier 

(since RC..)) 7D, and when frequency response of amplifier is 

limited by RC networks, thermal noise is:- 

2 	2 ET 1 	(4.130) 
(T1+T2) 

Now, R cannot be made larger than the leakage resistance RI  

of the condenser (see -§4.4). From (4.45a), the output 

voltage is proportional to A /aC where A = area of electrodes 

so that, when R = R'3 , the signal to noise ratio is the same 

for face - and edge-electrode units with equivalent 

dimensions. 

If differentiation is done at the input (RC small for 

constant E), then 24i RC C< for frequency range considered, 

so that 

2 E T  = kTR 	T1  	(4.131) 

T2  717T2) 

From (4.45), signal to noise ratio is now proportional 

to RR, so that, by (54.10.1) this is best for edge-electrode 

unit. 

(b) Anode shot noise. 

Anode shot noise depends only on the valve used and is 

given by: 

= 4kT.Regd 	(4.132) 

where Req is the equivalent noise resistance (approximately 

2.5/gm  for a triode). Allowing for the effect of the RC 

circuits, this becomes Est  = kT.Req 	T1 
12  717T2) 

(4.133) 
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This depends only on the valve used, so signal to noise 

will be best for edge-electrode unit for which sensitivity 

(144.9.5) is best. 

(o) Grid Current Noise. 

If ig is the grid current flowing, and Cis the input 

0.paeity, the noise is given by 

IF  2
g  

e = Electronic charge. 

If RC is large compared with the differentiating tine constant 

of the amplifier i.e. WRC>1 for all frequencies in the 

pass band, then allowing for RC circuits in the amplifier, 

for constant D, output at unit E = ei 	T12 	...(4.135) 
g2 —g2 7-- 2C kT1+T2/  

(4.135) is independent of R. From (4.45a), output voltage 

is proportional to A /aC'  so that, since A is largest for 

face-electrode unit, signal to noise at constant D is best 

for face-electrode unit. 

If differentiation at input to give F(t), 2 14RC .c.e.  I 

for frequency range considered so thnt 

f 2  = ei R2. 	T1 	(4.136) 

1777T ) 2 1 2 

From (4.45), signal to noise for constant E is independent 

of type of unit. 

(d) Flicker noise (referred to grid). 

Spectral density of the flicker noise is given 

approximately by E2  F = 1013 df (for Ep  in volts)...(4.137) 

2ei df 

1+44/C) 	2  

 

(1%134) 
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(Flicker noise is always insignificant compared with shot 

noise above 50Kc/s). Allowing for effects of RC circuits in 

amplifier F2  = 10-13 	T 2  1  .1u3 Ti/T  
2 

1 T 2-T2
2 

	(4.138) 

If T1=T2, EF=0.22))V and this value is constant for all 

... 
values of TI  within valid range of equation (4.137) Measured 

values down to 0.1/.07 are obtained 

As with anode shot noise this depends only on the 

valve, so signal to noise is best for edge-electrode unit. 

(e) Thermal noise in anode load of first valve. 
Shot noise voltage/ 'Thermal noise 

to grid of lst valve = L2..ga RalY2  -D.  

If valve is giving any worthwhile gain 

noise effect is negligible. 

(f) Current noise in resistor R when used as 

is found to be negligible (Ref.38. Page 47). 

(g) If the change in polarisation involves the 

domain boundaries (rather than change of polarisation within 

domain), there will be an additional noise siiilar to 

Barkhausen noise in ferromagnetic, but in general (especially 

if single domain crystals are used) this will be small 

(or zero). 

(h) There will be thermal fluctuations in the radiation 

flux, which will give rise to equivalent voltage fluctuations 

(Ref.9. Page 207 ), but in this case the noise will be quite 

small. 

voltage referred 

guRECN> I  , s that this 

a grid leak 

movement of 
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The noise values will now be calculated, using values as 

given in (04.10.1) for face-electrode units, but for edge-

electrode unit (S4.10.2) shows 0/1  not grePterthan about 

10, so for constant D (R I -_-_ 	lona = 51ma,c= 904-) 
and for constant E(R=110K11.1  C=90.,F). 

When integrated output is required upperfrequency 

response of a few Mc/sec is required (for 10-6 lower time 

resolution), and for pulse length of 10-4 sec, require a 

low frequency response below 101c/s. 

Thus, for integrated output T2  = 10-6sec and T1  = 10-4  

sec (typically). 

For differentiation in the amplifier T1=T2=10
6. This 

effectively reduces the bandwidth and thus the effective 

noise will be decreased . 

For differentiation at input (constant E), for a time 

solution of 10-6 sec a high frequency response of a few 

Mc/sec is required, i.e. put T2  = 10-6 Loo. 

For the following values:-

V.R.F Pentode EF 95 (M8100) Req 

Electrometer 	ME 1400 	Req 

= 2K11. i =10 -10,-or ki good 
g *MA? valve) 

= 1041E =5.10-12amp 

e = 1.6.10-19 coulomb; kT=4.10-21. aoules 
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(t 
(a) Constant D output, proportional to 3 F(t)dt 

TABLE 4.1 

Face- 
electrode 

(Crystal) 

Face- 
electrode 

Ceramic 

Edge- 
electrode 
Ceramic 
c/ 	10 

Thermal noise ET (for R=R') 
3.10-8V 4.10-9V 0.12/..)V 

Shot noise 	Es  (for EF95) 2.8FIT 2.8r 2.81JV 

Es  (for ME1400) 6.31.JV 6.311V 6.3,1V 

Grid current noise 
Eg (for EF95) 1.1.10-8V 3.10-9V 3i, V 

(for ME1400)' 2.8.10-9V 6.7.10-10V 0.7/1V 

Flicker noise EF 0.8pV 0.8i., V 0.8.;V 

Total noise (for EF95)Ep 3.6,4)V 3.6pV 6.51LIV 

Max.signalinoise(with<orror) 9.8.106  
(1%) 

9.5.106  
(5%) 5.M7  

Sensitivityinoise(r(64.9.5) 2.7.108  
i 

2.4.107  1.3.108  

(b) Output at constant D. signal differentiated in amplifier 

to give an output proportional to F(t). 

When signal is referred to the input, with differentiating 

tine constant of 10-6  sec, the signal is numerically equal 

to that at constant E with RC=10-6  sec, since e  and S do 

not differ appreciably for constant D and E (when temperature 

well away from Curie point) (See 64.4.2). The maximum 

signals in this case are thus the values for constant D 

when all the energy arrives within the differentiating time 

constant (in fact, divide by 2 to allow for tine oonstant, so 

that for ceramic, the values are the sa:le as those for constant 

2). 
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TABLE 4.2 

'Face- 
electrode 

(Crystal) 

Face- 
electrode 
Cera:ic 

Edge-
electrode 
Ceramic 
c/rt=10 

Thermal noise ET (for R=R
i
) 

 
2.10-9V 

it
2.8.10-10V 10-8V 

Shot noise Es (EF95) 2.0
1
, V 	' 2.0t,  V 2.0/4V 

(ME 1400) I 4.51/V 4.5t,V 4.5faV 

Grid noise Eg  (EF95) 10-9V -10  2.10 	V 2 'UV 

(ME 1400) 2.10-10V 5.10-11V 0.05f/V 

Flicker noise EF  0.22f  V 0.221.) V 0.22f/V 

Total noise (for EF 95) EN  2.2p V 2.21.! V 4.3/i V 

Mmx. signal (from §4.9.4) 17.5 (1%) 17 (5%) 170 (5%) 

Max. signal/noise (with error) 8.0.106(1%) 7.7.106(52,1) 4.107(50 

Sensitivity/noise (s') 
(for const.E) 450 40 200 

(c) Constant E output proportional to F(t) (Differentiated 
 	at input) 
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TABLE 4.3 

i 

Fam+rle  
Orysiai 

Fteintrode 
Cerpmio 

pag ......iTode 
o/a = 10a"1  

Thermal noise ET  
(R as §4.10.1) 1.2tiV 0.66 tJV 21 NV 

Shot noise Es (EF 95) 
2.01.1 V 2.0t)V 2.0p V 

(ME 1400) 4.5pV 4.5p V 4.5/JV 

Grid noise E
g 
 (EF 95) Negligible 0.44p1 V 

(ME 1400) Negligible 

Flicker noise EF  0.22f) V 0.22p, V 0.22/../V 

Total noise EN  (for EF 95) 3.41,1V 2.9/./ V 231) V 

Max.signal/noise 27.106  6.106  
7lie (with error) (1%) (5%) 

Sensitivity/noise (1) 290 30 38 
(§4.9.5) 

From the results (tables 4.1 to 4.3) the following observations 

can be nade:- 

(i) For constant D output thermal noise is negligible and 

the noise output depends only on the valve used (since R
f 
 is 

large) 

(ii) Best noise output is obtained for high slope valves 

(with small Es) provided grid noise is small. 

(iii) Noise, at constant D is less when differentiated in the 
amplifier since effective bandwidth is reduced. 

(iv) For equivalent materials (i.e. for ceramic) signal to 

noise is better for edge-electrode unit, however, optimum 

signal/noise is better for single crystal rather than oeranic 

unit.  
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(v) To obtain (maximum signal/noise) for 1% error, divide 

5% error value by 5. 

(vi) Noise is much less when constant D output is 

differentiated in amplifier rather than when F(t) is found 

at constant E, because thermal noise at constant E is no 

longer negligible. Thus it can be secn that it is best to 

differentiate electronically to find F(t). 

(vii) When signals of much less than the maximum values 

are obtained, the sensitivity/noise ratio shows which 

instrument will have the best properties - this indicates 

that the face-electrode single crystal unit is most 

sensitive. 

(§4.1l) Minimum detectable flux for 34-,  sec time constant. 

Optimum sensitivity/noise ratio (1) is obtained when 

constant D output is differentiated electronically. Minimum 

detectable flux will be the value of F(.) for which signal/ 

nois4 Signal = Sensitivity x F(E)1 is unity i.e. F . = 

Thus, for face-electrode, single crystal unit 

Fain  = 2.2nW/sq.cn  (1% error) 

face-electrodel ceralie F . = 0.125W cm-2(1%) & 25mWcm-2  
(5;) 

edge-electrode,oeranic Fn  . = 25nlbm 2(1%) & 5nWom 2(5%) 

(§4.12) Edge effects. 

The properties, such as a temperature distribution, 

have been assumed to depend only on the x coordinate. At the 

edges of the unit due to conduction sideways and due to 
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variation of the heating effects etc., there will be edge 

effects set up. These will be examined, but first, the 

effect of the size of the particles in ceramic material will 

be considered. 

(S4.12.1) Effect of particle size in ceramic  

The material nay be considered as uniform if spontaneous 

polarisation occurs in particles which are small in size with 

respect to the mirinum diffusion length. Characteristic 

tine for differentiation t:min = 10
-6sec. 

Thus >‘ 	OZ-1 
run 	min 

 

(4.139) 

 

= 1.5g 	for ceramic from (§4.9.2) (compare 

0.7? for single crystal). 

However, particles of size less than 0.5p behave in 

all respects like ferroelectrics (and in general dimensions 

less than 0.1p to 0.3/J behavo as single domain particles) 

(Ref.23). Thus the ceramic nay be considered as uniform. 

(64.12.2) Thermal effect of electrodes and  surface black. 

If the thickness of the electrodes is 4; for error to 

b© leas than' %, (2.68b) requires that 

'7?10  -2 	Kl  1Sl r, 	 ror  	(4.140) 

(32 S2  

wheref 1S1E1  are the density, specific heat and thermal 

conductivity of the barium titanate, anclf 2  S2  are the 

density and specific heat of the absorbing black (and 

electrode). 
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(4.140) may be deduced more physically as follows. For 

the effect of black to be negligible it is required that the 

thermal mass of the black is much less than that .of the 

barium titanate. Consider unit area of barium titanate 

(per-pendicular to x direction). 

Diffusion distance in barium titanate 	S 

Thus, thermal mass of barium titanate is about XII; sp1S1  

Thus, minimum thermal mass of barium titanate 

	(4.141) 

Thermal mass  of -- black2S2= MT 

For thermal masr,  of black to be % of the mininum thermal 

mass of barium titanate (for error less than V),kreuire 

that 

MT = (q)  2s2) 
	

-2 '1? 1 1 k" min 
 	(4.142) 

(4.142) is identical to (4.140). 

Now, from (S4.9.1 & 2) (Eip151) 	4.8.10-2  (cals.etc.) 

So that, for tine resolution of 1 rpec, MT< 4.8.10-7  for 

error less than 1% ..(4.142) 

MT  c2.4.10-6(cal. °C-lcm.-2) for less than 5% 

Fig. (4.16) shows a graph of the thermal mass MT  required 

for a given resolution tine (for 5% error). Thermal mass of 

a good gold black with 90% absorbtion at 151J wavelength is 

1.7x10-6  cal °C-1  cm-2  (Ref.3). These blacks absorb a 

considerable fraction of infra-red and absorbtion is 

practically independent of wavelength up to about 15p; the 

1/2. 

- 	s 	r,-;  
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absorption is practically uniform in the visible region 

(where reflection coefficient is very low) (Ref. 40). A 

value of MT  = 1.7.10-6 in fact corresponds to an error of 

about 3.5$ for a le sec resolution tine. 

A thernal mass of 2.4.10-6 corresponds to a deposite of 

70Vgran am-2  which gives a black body absorption of greater 

than 95% and reflectance of less than 1% (ideally energy is 

absorbed independent of the spectral distribution). 

Electrical conductivity of gold bl,,ck deposits can be 

up to 10-5  of bulk conductivity so that when a surface black 

is also used as an electrode its resistance nay be quite high 

(compare §3.10.2 for resistance of thin films) and the 

electrical contact will not be as good as in an edge-electrode 

unit (however it is only required that the resistance sho#1d 

be much less than the resistance R, so that little of the 
output is shunted). In order that the analysis of Chapter 2 

should apply, it is necessary that there should be good 

thermal contact between the black and the barium titanate 

(§2.4 for no thernal contact resistance). 

(S4.12.3) Thermal edge-.effects. 

If the black only extends for an area A(=bc) over the 

surface of the barium titanate, only this region will be 

heated, and so conduction will occur laterally. Distance 

conducted is approxivately equal to the diffusion depth 

)3:), so that the extra volume heated is about (b+c))f) 



Fig.4.16 Thermal mass MT  for a given resolution time. 

for 5/1", error) 

MT  X 106 cal00-1cm-2 
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compared with bc%. This edge effect is approximately 

2) D/0  (if b=c), which is less than 2a/0  since a is the 

maximum value for D, Since no heat is conducted from the 
unit, tat is given by (p4.9.3) i.e. edge effect is less than 

0.7% for single crystal and less than 1.5% for ceramics 

(when c = lcm). 

In calculating the above edge effect it has been assumed 

that conduction occured sideways; however, for a face- 

electrode unit (where the output does not depend upon A), 

the complete front surface may be covered by an absorbing 

electrode. If the rear is then sup-dorted (the thickness of 

the crystal being greater than the diffusion distance) the 

lateral heat flow is due to radiation from the sides. But 

by Chapter 2, re-radiation is very small so that here the 

thermal edge effect will be very small (Much less than 2a/c). 

This re-radiation could still further be reduced by 

placing an additional piece of identical material having 

also a surface black around the actual unit (Fig. 4.17). In 

this way at any point x in the gap the teaperature of the 

unit and the surrounding material would be the same, so that 

there would be no lateral heat flow from the unit. 

In fact if heat conducted to electrodes in edge-electrode 

unit is very small, the edge effect will be very small, since 

output is proportional to the energy absorbed into the  

crystal between the electrodes. 

Since heating is non-uniform, the strains at the edges 

of the crystal are non-uniform. Due to Saint Venants 

hypothesis 04.5.2), the dimensions of this region are 
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approximately 'a' (since the increase in stress is local in 

character and decreases rapidly with distance). The size 

of this region is thus about a2(b+c), so that relative size 

is about 2a/c if b=c. However although there are strain 

patterns at the edges of the crystal, for frequencies less 

than a resonance frequency, the condition for equilibrium 

implies that Xdx is zero, so that there will be no 

tertiary pyroelectric effect. 

It is thus seen that the thermal edge-effect nay be 

made very maall so that the area A nay be reduced, (this 

does not change the output for a face-electrode unit) - the 

output still being proportional to tile incident energy. 

Edge effects nay thus be limited to heat conduction in the 

lead from the front surface, since this is the only way that 



% (independent ofc;) 

1? .10-2  ti icirz.  lsl 

41%10333 

	(4.143) 
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energy can be lost from the unit. 

(g4.12.4) Effects due to leads. 

If a lead is brought from the front black (being used 

as an electrode) it is required that the thermal mass of the 

lead is much less than the total thermal mass (and comparable 

to or less than that of the black). If A is the area of 

barium titanate being heated and 0( is the cross-sectional 

area of the leads, then, since heat is conducted down the 

leads, 

thermal mass of barium titanate = A 4Kl 1S1  L (ef 4.141) 

and similarly thermal nass of leads .)e,rfc(3S3T..7 where 

subscript 3 refers to lends. Thus, for error of less than 

ti 6.10-47  for copper. 

For A r4lon 2 , for 1 = 1% diameter of wire is 0.28am ( i.e. 

32 SWG), so that for thinner wire the therLal mass of the 

leads will be negligible with respect to thnt of the black. 

For 5% error and 50 S.W.G. A > 1.7.10-301.22, so that 
na 

b may be as small as 4.10-2cm. for a face-electrode unit. 

(§4.13) Points not included in theory. 

(i) Thermoelectric and bolonetric mechanisms are ruled 

out, since, in these cases, (for constant E) the current is 

proportional to the rise in temperature, dT, and rises 
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therefore gradually from zero with the thermal relaxation 

time - the current however reaches its final value in a time 

short compared to the thermal relaxation time, so that the 

current ( proportional to dT/a) is pyroelectric (Ref.14). 

(ii) In the infra-red there is (for 0.6y to 8y ) no 

particular wavelength selectivity and thus photoconduction 

is small (excitation from discrete levels as a source of 

current carriers). Mechanism is thus due to heat conduction 

in the unit (Ref.14). 

(iii) There is a photovoltaic current due tocarriers 

freed by light becoming trapped at the surface of the crystal 

so as to set up an opposing space charge field. This 

barrier layer at the surface of a crystal is abut 0.31) 

thick, and does not change appreciably with temperature. 

The photovoltaic current in m crystal is very snail compared 

with pyroelectric currents (Ref. 36). 

The absorbtion edge for barium titannte occurs mt 
0 

4100 A, so that if the 'black' is efficient at changing 

r-'diction into heat, then liberation of carriers will be 

neglicdble, so that all photoinduced processes will be small 

(Maximum absorption at room tenperature is at 15p for 

barium. titanato). 

(iv) Boundary layers will give a space-change field 

throughout the crystal (and will in fact cause polarisation 

above the Curie point), but below the Curie point the change 

of ;N (....p./T) due to these fields will be negligible, so 
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that there will be negligible change inpyroolectric effect 

due to these ( (E) in fact is considered in 04.8) 

If the black is efficient no photo-carriers will be 

released, so in fact the space-charge layers will not form. 

1
.Effect of any layer is included to some extent in (4.11)1. 

(v) Interactions between various parts of the crystal 

for non-uniform heating will be due only to piezoelectric 

effects cused by thermal stresses (§4.5) and to first order 

at least, there will be no other coupling. 

(vi) There is no information on the variation of the 

pyroelectric effect with magnetic field B, but it is likely 

to be negligible, since in general the electrical energy 

density in the ferroelectric is much greater than the magnetic 

energy density. 

(vii) In the analysis carried out band c have been taken 

as typically lcm. If however, b is approximately equ-,1 to 

c the modes of vibration normally assigned to these dimensions 

will combine in a complex pattern, and, if these resonances 

are excited, there will be an output at the heat frequency. 

To prevent any possibility of a beat frequency output b 

should be made different from c (this does not however change 

the previous theory). 

(04.14) Comparison between edge- and face-electrode units.  

The following points in comparison between the units 

may be mentioned again:- 

(i) In the edge-electrode unit the surface black does not 
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have to carry current, and so good electrical contact can 

be made. 

(ii) Since c( 3  <0, tertiary pyroelectric effect due to 

any clamping willbe smaller for edge-electrode unit (§4.5.2). 

(iii) Responsivity for edge-electrode unit increases as 

04 for unit of same materials (§4.9.5). 

(iv) Signal to noise raiGio is better for edge-electrode 

device of the same material (§4.10.3). 

(v) Since electrodes are at the same potential, the 

linitrtions on output due to field are not so stringent for 

edge-electrode unit (§4.8). 

(vi) No leads from the 'black' in an edge-electrode unit. 

(vii) The value of 0/, is limited by stray capacities for 

edge-electrode unit. (4.10.2) 

(viii) Due to the growth of single crystal barium titanate 

crystals in plate-like form it is not convenient to use them 

as edge-electrode devices. The sensitivity of the single 

crystal unit is in fact better than that of the edge-

electrode ceramic unit (§4.11) 

(ix) Theory of edge-electrode unit is slightly more 

complicated (§4.4.2), and the output is more likely to be 

effected by edge effects (due to the positioning of the 

electrodes). 

(x) Since area of electrodes in edge-electrode unit is 

smiler than for face-electrode unit, any effects due to 

space-charge layers at surface is likely to be smaller. 
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(xi) Since electrodes are on the faces, the conduction 

from face-electrode unit supported from rear is only due to 

lead on f-ce (see 54.12.5), so that thermal edge effects in 

face-electrodes are very silall. 

(xii) Face unit value does not depend upon A or a. 

(64.15) Theoretical conclusions on the pyroelectric detector. 

The above theory shows that the effect due to electrodes 

is less than 50, and so are the edge-effects when an instrument 

having a maximum pulse length of 100V sec and resolution tine 

of 1 rec. is considered. Theoretically the error of this 

output, as given in (54.9.4) is less than 5,0. In order that 

it should however make an adequate instrument, the signal-

noise ratio must be considered ( compare 53.1). For a 50 

error, on an average ( over the 1001) sec) the signal/noise 

should be at least 20 to 1 for the resolution tine of lj) sec 

sothat if integrated output is considered this implies that 

at the end of the pulse, the signal/noise ratio should be 

at least 2000 to 1. For a practical instrument it would be 

hoped that it could work down at least 1/20th to 1/100th of 

the maximum it could measure (assuming a large enough flux 

available to be able to give a maximum reading), thus for an 

adequate instrument an integrated signal to noise ratio of 

at least 4.104  to 1 would be required (for 50). 

In fact, maximum signal to noise ratios of greater than 

106 to 1 are obtained with all types of unit (see §4.10.3), 

so that this type of pyroelectri6 detector will provide a 
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very flexible instrument. 

However, it is required that the output due to 

resonances (see §4.5.4) with a frequency if less than 

1 Mc/sec, is also not more than 5% of the required signal, 

or else no detail of the output can be obtained for 

resolution tines less than about i2  where 	is the 

frequency of the resonances. This output depends on the 

amount of excitation of the resonance (see §4.7) and has to 

be determined experimentally (Chapter 5). 

If e is the dimension of crystal, 	= -s`-r/.e where 

v = velocity of sound in material or for barium titanate 

2.105/e (c.,) 

1 
Length 	lcm corresponds to about 200 kc/s so that if 

o = lem there is a possibility of background oscillations 

due to length nodes (which of course would be hoped to be 
less than 5% of the required signal). The black would 

cause some damping of this mode. 

(§4.12.4) shows that by using a thin lead from the 

front face energy losses can be made small, so that a crystal 

with area as snail as 1=12  with resonant frequency greater 

than 2 Mc/s (and higher for smaller lead) can be used, so 

that adequate tine response of 1 vsoc could be obtained. 

In fact brie = 4.10-2012 corresponds to S.7.-  5Mc/s . 	Noise 

value for §4.10.3 is not altered since change in A only 

effects ET and Eg 
 which are still negligible . 

Trinit  is thus set by quality of surface black, sothat 
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maximum theoretical response is about %roc (fig. 4.16). 

(54.15.1) Comparison with other types of bolometer and 

thernecouples. 

When used at long time constants the sensitivity is comparable 

with the best types of thermal receivers (see Appendix A), 

With resolution time constants long compared with 14 

( being the frequency of the lowest major resonance) the 

effect of background piezoelectric output would be negligible 

these time constants (i, Ne5psec for S',,. 200 ko/s) are still 

shorter than any available by other methods (cf.50p sec, 

Ref: 6). 

The output (proportional to r(t) depends on the 

resolution time r(see 4.31) so that as tLincreases the 

minimum detectable flux increases since noise stays roughly 

constant, and when compared with conventional bolometer 

at the sane time constant the signal to noise ratio is much 

higher (§4.9.4) f The low frequency tine constant for constant 
b. 

D operation\is limited by R'C 1.§4.10.11 to about 0.2sec 

single crystal; the thermal time constant is greater than 

this when mounted in vacuum:1 . 

(54.15.2) Advantages and disadvantages of a pyroelectric  

detector. 

Advantages:- 

(a) Although responsivity decreases al, the time constant?  

it can be conveniently used where large, short duration 

radiation fluxes are available i.e. in shock tubes and 

discharge devices. 

(b) No joule heating and no complicated eleatronics or 

current supply 
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t 
(c) Ouput rending directly proportional to j F(c)a.r or 

F(t). 

(d) Simple to use and manufacture 

(e) Minimum detectable flux depends only on valtle since 

Johnson noise can be nade negligible when short tine constants 

are considered (§4.10.3) [(f) Appendix A shows that (i) high 

sensitivity close to Curie point (ii) theoretically uinimun 

detectable flux limited by thermal fluctuationsl 

(g) Even when the tine constants are made large so that 

the effect of background vibrations is negligible, the tine 

constants available are still short compared with other 

instruments. 

(h) At comparable time constants the output is better 

than other instruments, since Johnson noise is made 

negligible by using a large value of R. 

Disadvantages:- 

(a) Depends on quality of crystal 

(b) The material has to be repolarised if depolarised by 

a transient external field (these fields are however very 

high) or if heated above its Curie point. 

(o) Unit is piezoelectric and will thus have to be 

shielded from piezoelectric pickup. 

(d) At high frequency (small tine constants) the output 

is complicated by natural resonances of unit giving a 

piezoelectric output. 

(04.15.3) Note on reproducibility and calibration. 

The reproducibility of the device (between instruments) 
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will depend upon the reproducibility of the forroelectric 

material, and also on the efficiency of the surface black. 

If the black is 'good', radiation will be absorbed uniformly 

on it and the energy will be transmitted as heat to the 

crystal (or ceramic, of course) so that the output will not 

depend upon the optical properties of the crystal. The 

crystal on cooling returns to its original state of 

polarisation (especially if maintained in a biasing field), 

and since it has been shown that the change in constants due 

to small temperature changes about room temperature will 

lead only to minor errors, each individual instrument will 

give a reproducible signal to every input flux. 

Since this is essentially a short time constant device 

to be used under pulsed conditions (before heat is conducted 

from the unit), the calibration would preferably be with a 

pulsed standard light source. Integrated outputs could 

of course be compared with slower bolometers and thermo—

couples . If the ferroelectric were reproducible the 

constants could be evaluated and the calibration calculated. 

At the moment no pulsed standard light source is 

available although it is hoped that a flash tube will 

eventually provide secondary standard. Such a device is 

being developed by Dr. Garton at Imperial College (Ref.50). 



Appendix A. (This appendix forms the basis of a paper by the 

author which has been accepted for publication, Ref. 49). 

Minimum detectable power of a. pyroelectric thetrial receiver. 

For a ferroelectric crystal, the rate of change of 

polarisation with temperature is large especially close to 

the Curie point where a phase transition occurs. Thus a 

change of polatisation due to an incident radiation flux 

gives rise to a large pyroelectric voltage output. The 

"minimum detectable power" Wm 
is calculated . For barium 

titanate, the value of WEI  thus obtained is found to be much 

better than uncooled thermal receivers and comparable with 

a superconducting boloneter if dielectric noise at the 

transition is small. In certain cases Wm is linited only by 

thermal fluctuations, so that the receiver may be thought of 

as a true thermal receiver. 

For a ferroelectric material, such as Barium Titanate, 

the rate of change of spontaneous polarisation with 

temperature is very large. This is especially true close 

to the Curie temperature where the transition between 

ferroelectric and non—ferroelectric phases is very sharp — 

it is a first order transition for barium titanate, and a 

second order transition for some other ferroelectrics e.g. 

KDP. 

If the polarisation is Ps  the surface charge on the 

ferroelectric will be AP for an electrode of area A. If 

Igo 
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electrodes are evaporated on opposite faces of a polarised 

crystal, the change in temperature due to an incident 

radiation flux absorbed on one of these electrodes will cause 

a pyroelectric current to be set up. /Experimentally the 

value of pyroelectric current for barium titanate near the 

Curie point is about 20 times larger than at room temperature 

(Refs. 14 and 36) Any photovoltaic effect will be negligible 

if the radiation is absorbed in the electrode since barium 
0 

titanate has an absorption edr';e at 41001 (Ref. 36). 

It should be noted that any fields will cause a shift 

of the Curie point, and any space-charge fields (due to 

released of photo-induced carriers - small for an efficient 

'black') will cause some polarisation above the Curie point, 

so that this will effectively spread the transition over a 

range of temperature. If the crystal is heated above its 

Curie point, it can easily be repolarised on cooling by the 

application of a D.C. field. 

The pyroelectric output is measured across a resistance 

R. This type of detector has close similPrities to the 

dielectric boloueter of Hanel (Ref. 48), however in the case 

of the dielectric boloneter the change of capacity close to 

the Curie point is measured, rather than obtaining an output 

due to the change in polarisation. 

If 	= thermal capacitance of element 

average thermal conductance 

Change in temperature AT for incident radiation Wiq is 



given by:- 

d 	+
4
61 AT = eb.14 	(A.1) 

cit 

where e is the effective emissivity of the absorbing 

electrode. Electrically the change in polarisation is 

equivalent to a voltage source Vo  in series with the bulk 

capacitance C of the crystal, the whole being shunted by the 

leakage resistance R of the crystal (See 64.4.1 equation 

(4.21) . This is shown in Fig. A.1 with resistance R and 

biasing voltage Vo  (tending to increase the polarization) 

in the external circuit. 

If tas  is the change of polrisation, then the change 

in voltage Vo  is 

LSV0  = AiSPs  = A)`bT 	(A.2) 
C C 

where >k= p5 P5}= rate of change of polarisation with 

aT ) 
temperature at constant stress. 



For AW a periodic function of radian frequency (=2(1- f ) then 

(A.1) becomes .AT() e+ 5) = e6.14* . ......... ..,...(A.3) 

If heating is non-uniform equation (A.1) is replaced by 

a summation fron the various regions which are at different 

temperatures; if then the average te_lperature change is used 

in equations (A.1,2 & 3) they reaqin unchanged. 

The output voltagebi= RAi from the crystal for 

changes in Ps and C is given by (from (4.21)) 

+ 	f 	W C) =314 A Ps  + (Ve- 	C 	(A.4) 

Put 1 + 1 = 0  R 

In this case we are concerned primarily with polarisation, 

so put Ve  = 0 and in steady state 1r = 0, so that, from 

(A.3) 
Av- (1 	RC) =i Lt.) A.11f 4T 	 (A.5) 

So that responsivity 

Qv( 1./ 	-  It AN 	e  	(A.6) 
VA WA 	(2.÷ to  2R" .62 ) Y2(  je  2+52)  X 

If a = thickness of crystal 

p = density, S = specific heat (at constant stress), 

J = joules equivalent 

Then e 	Jp SaA 	(A.7) 

If we)) 1 	(A.8) 

for e=1 f = R N/a(J s) (1+ j2e2c2)Y2  

113 

(A.9) 



Now if F(t) is the radiation flux F(t)A=W and hF(L) dr I =W/,1.11  

if 
From these values (i) if R C<,(1 	= R > A  F(t) . Compare 

aJp S 

(4.32) for const. E 

C ).) 1 A-141- = 	A 	3 F(v)dp Compare (4.30) for 
aJpSC 

const.D 

The change in outpA due to thepyroelectric effect compared 

with that due to change in capacitance is ? (compare Hanel-

ref. 48) 

where 17 -V.6C/c  =  	where = temperature 
A cs Ps 	AL 

C 

= E .E p
/
±1 

° T 

E. 
ol

11.=./=Iro-t.r;IT.is the voltage developed across the I/a a 
crystal and Eoi  must be less than the breakdown stress of the 

crystal Eb  (about 300cm). 

When a constant current equivalent circuit is considered 

(Ref.48), the loss resistance is equal to (242 2R  i) for R & RI  C  

large (WR Cy1). The change in cap,,citance due to bias 

voltage is the same as Hanel's since 

aor = 	= -Q6C and Q = ic/ 	for constant C 	C2 	i°  
current. 

For a first order transition there will be a discontinuity 

in the entropy g so that there will be a latent heat at the 

Curie temperature To  given by 

ic+ 

coefficient of dielectric 

constant 	(A.10) 

(4.28b)) or -1.1.10-126(V./ a) 4fr 	•.)i 	1 a  



L = Teel 	
f T e(+) (IT  
	(A.11) 

To(-) 
since $ = Tig/?‘  

However slight strains eta, will distribute the transition 

temperature slightly so that a gradual transition having a 

finite width high peak in the specific heat will occur, and 

the latent heat nay be taken into account by including this 

a.nonalously large specific heat. 

However the effect of the latent heat at the Curie point 

c,n be seen as follows:- 

Equation (L.1) becones J.d (pLaA) = etiW 
dt 

or J.f)Aa Ted(l) = 01 W 	(A.12) e,St#5(   

and (A.4) for Ve=0 

Ali(1 4.:juseC) = :p.tieAlsPs  AP for change6Psat transition. 

Thus r = 	R 

	

1/ 	
.GPs 	(A.13) 

aj.i) (2.+40  2F/12c2)Y2,10 is  

Comparison of (A.13) with (A.9) shows that at Curie point 

1/6  = 1 ,)P becones A P 	where Q Ps and Al: are 
T 	

Tots/51 

changes of polarization and entropy at the Curie Point To. 

If there is a noise voltage ',TN, the equivalent power 

fluctuation is given by r-3-11N. Thermal fluctuations will 
* 

give rise to a fluctuation ofL6W,T211/2  so that the rininum 

detectable power Wn  is given by (Ref. 9. P.213). 

2 ---2 -2 2 

	

Wn = 6WT 	r 
	(A.14) 

195 
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i.e. Wm is equal to thepower clue to random fluctuations 

(i.e. noise) 

The noise output is taken at unit bandwidth. 

The following noise in the receiver is important (Ref.38). 

(i) Johnson noise, use R since R and R are effectively 

in parallel at the output. 

- 2 4kTR f 	(A.15) 
1+4./ R"'C") 

Ifoa R 	and R is large this becomes Irj2=4kTdf(  1  	) 
((5C2111  ) 

which is equivalent to the constant current value (Ref.48). 

(ii) Grid shot noise ‘c = 2ti R02df 	(A.16) 

(1+4Q2R"2C2) 

where ig  = grid current and 	= electronic charge 	 

(iii) Anode shot noise xv2A=4kTR emdf 	
(A.17) 

where Req "Y 2.5/ 	for triode connection 
gn  

(iv) Flicker noiseV 1,2„ l0-13df/f  (forAlin volts)..(A18) 

(v) If the crystal were a single douain the change of 

polarisation would be within the single domain, so that there 

would be no notion of domain boundries and hence in this case 

no noise equivalent to the Barkhausen noise in ferromagnetic 

nnterials. This would also be true for polydomain crystals 

away from the Curie point where changes of polarization is 

within the domains. For a material exhibiting a first order 

transition, the change between polarised and unpolnrised 
dis- 

states is ideallykcontinuous, so that "Barkhausen jumps" 
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will occur for a polydonain crystal when a domain spontancousTy 

depolarises or polarises and statistical fluotuations of these 

would lead to a dielectric noise. k,For a second order 

transition (eg,. EDP) the chance in polarisation is continuous 

so this will not occur . 

The Curie point is highly sensitive to stress,(thermal 

stresses if temperature is non-uni form or due to dis-

continuous change in volume at first order transition), so 

that the transition will occur over a range of temperatures 

with the crystal being divided into many domains. Each 

individual discontinuity will give rise to a voltage pulse 

which should be much less than the noise voltage, so that the 

dielectric noise night be small. Alternatively it is required 

that the minimum energy per cycle to cause the depolarisation 

of a domain is much loss than. Wm 
(so that signal is due to 

many Barkhausen jurips). If ya  is the nininum volume of domain 

since latent heat is Tcoifi, heat required to depolarize 

domain is SAW.dt = pViatiTong 	 (A.19) 

1111 = 4,9(AiVia  for BaTi0 (wit* 
.5 

Since transition occurs at a constant temperature g = 0 

(A.12) so there is no restriction on CU (as A08) i.e. 

As (A)-40.  1WI -s• 0, so that tW141Wal. 

Particles of dimensions less than 0.3 fi behave as a 

single domain particle (Ref. 23) so that Ira(3.10-14cm3, 

(corresponding to 1W1 = 1.5.100 It is therefore possible 
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that if crystal has a fine texture, 1 WItANII, so that 

Barkhcoasen junps will be small (especially at low fruquenoy).-

this could also apply to a ceramic. material. 

Thus, although dielectric noise could be important for 

the first order transition, there is no experimental 

evidence available at the moment. In this treatment it is 

assumed to be small. 

(7i) The current which flows is clue to change of 

polarization and since no mean direct current flows through 

the crystal, current noise is zero (Ref.9. P.193). 

Thus, taking e = 1 and thernal time constant 	=e/a  

_v.-2 2 = 4kTa2 (3.? s)2 (1+4.12 T2) 
1-17T% 	 1.02C 2 

4kTa2  (J 135)2  as 101:-.>>1 	(4.20) 
R" 2  

In this case Johnson noise contribution is a mirinum when 

>> 1 i.e. when we ,› G 	(A.21) 

[At Burie point where latent heat 9 = 0 so that no 

restriction on L.01 

Johnson noise •and grid shot noise are independent of 

frequency if (A.21) obeyed. 

-2 	. g  r Ar 2 = 2 Va. a 	 S)2kJf 	(A.22) 

.),N2 

v. r-2( 	2, is a mirinum when R t(1+8kTR 	)=1 N A2 Fj 
2x 2-13 	,A)--2 

so that, since in general 4kTReqs< 2FN 10-13, the minim:an 
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value is given by 1_,:) R C = 1 
ri 

Thus for R C large 

-2i , 	, 2\  
r 	N,  L 	F 	2a2(J P S) 2C 2 Vi- 10-13 	 

R i‘2  

It is thus seen that for optimum frequency (given by 

(A.23) 

w R
H 
C = 1) flicker noise dominates anode shot noise. For 

large R C the condition for optimum frequency requires that 

(A.1 be quite small. 1)  is in fact limited by (A.21). 

For higher frequencies the contribution from anode shot 

noise increases and .a maximum working frequency will be when 

this is equal to Johnson noise 

i.e. when LA.: = 1/ 0 
R ReqC if uOR C ">*? 1 	(A.24) 

Now R
u 
 cannot be greater than the leakage resistance of 

u 	.--.1 
. tfa/A  where ? = the crystal (S4.4.1) so that R max . K  

resistivity ....(A.25) and C = 1.1.10-12 6 A where  
r a 

E = dielectric constant 	(A.26) 

Typical values of the constants and resultant r-2  N
2 are 

given in table A.1. Since minimum power for thermal 

detectors is quoted for a receiver area of lmm2, this is the 

value taken for A. 

3 max  can be increased if a lower Reg  is used but this 

generally increases 	. In fact if an ME 1400 electro-

meter valve (with ire < 10-13 amp) is used, f max nay be 

increased by a factor of about 5. 

When working at low frequency it may be seen that the 
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major fluctuations are caused by Johnson noise (but this 

contribution to Wm  is independent of frequency) 

In generalE 	are anomalous at the Curie point 
and depend on the type of transition. The behaviour of these 

constants can be examined by means of the phenomenological 

theory of ferroelectrics (Ref,15). In this theory, the free 

enor-7 F is expressed as a quadratic function of the 

polarisation P (so that ()F/13)1,=0 at equilibrium and 
E = (?!F/bP)T  and #5/ = -(?/F/ T)p). 

For first order transition, when susceptibility is 
expressed as 	= C/T-To at the transition it is found that 
(S/1)2 -7  AO Constant and also Six--> Constant. so  that all 

noise power fluctuations tend to a constant value (see A.20, 

22,23). 

For second order transition S/A:-. 0 and (VA  )2.e -,constant 
so that here Johnson noise contribution tends to zero arid 

other valve noise to a constant value. 
This theory of course gives the ideal case, where it is 

assumed that fields due to pyroelectric charges are 
insufficient to alter To  to any extent so that thermal 

hysteresis would be small (Ref. 36)1 

Also on the phenomenological theory, ratio between 
capacitive and pyroelectric outputs at T=Te  becomes 

9 E.- (T0)F 0E01 	10-4E 

GPs 1 

BaTiO3 	since € (T)—* 

s  T=To  

Constant l- 
and 0( —*(T0)13 where 3 = Curie constant =‘';' 

3T 
 
\E 

I and ot. tend. to infinity for a second order transition 

since 6 (To) .--hoc; 



=381°K T=300°K 

Specific heat S cal 
S/N 

-2 2 r
-2

U.J2 
(A.20) 

✓ (A.22) 
2(,, ✓ +̀)F2)min (A.23) 

opt = 1/2  it 	C c.p.s 
fmax eq. (A.24) 
✓ ti watt -2 2 

N 
9r=41.edT'(forQ =1)watt °K-1  

(A.28) 

Jilin 
c.p.s (A.29) 

icw
T
2 	(A.30) 

Wm 	(A.14) 

N 
	

(A.31) 

(A.10 for E = Eh  0i, 	A-1  

-5.2.10 

200 
6.0 

1010  

0.12 
-2.3.106  

1.1.10-19  

1.4.10-24 

8.1.10-22 

0.9 
80 

1.1.10-19 

0.625.10-5  

0.02 

3.1.10-23  

3.3.10-10  

58 

4" 

10-3  

V '6135/ - 	yraoulombs cm-2 °K- 
Dielectric constant € 
Densi-by p gn cm-5  
Resistivity P1  ohmcm 

ox lgn.-1 

— -10-s 

109 
0,16 
-1.1.104(Note 1) 
2.8.10-23  

2.6.10-28  

7.5.10-25  

0.18 

10 
2.8.10-23  

1.25610-5 
0.025 

1.2.10-22  
1.2.10-11  

1.1 

ni0.2(cf.0.03 ref.48) 

ti 0.27 
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TABLE A,I 

Typical  values of the constants for barium titanate crystal close 
to its Curie point (T=381°K) ..nd at room temperature (T=300°K) 
General Ref.24) 

A=Imm2  =10-2aa a=2.10-3cm for quite thin  crystal (Ref.14) 
Req 	205/g117  2.5.105ohns, 	tgr3.10-15amps for ME1403 valve 
J=4.2joules cal-1  k=1.4.10-23joule °Wit=1.6.10-192coulombs2  

07=5.67.10-  watt.cm7 °K-r  

Note 1, Calculated from .•. /c  -IT  LP. where APs  = 18.10-6  

61:; coulombs cm 2  Re 

n) & 	0.06R (a const. for transitio 
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In the ideal case a large biassing field could increase the 

output at T = T
c by a factor of 5 or 6 for BaTiO3  (not 

however at room temperature since there 0( is small). For 

1p 1 however it is required to have Eoi> 104volts/cm, 

fluctuations in the bias field must not be greater than other 

noise voltages, so that when AVoi 4.1.rj, this implies a 

stability of 1 in 108  and hence it would be difficult to 

obtain a capacitive output of appreciable magnitude. (If 

this type of stability problem could be overcome the capacitive 

output at the Curie point would have definite advantages). 

If the ferroelectric crystal is suspended in vacuum by 

fine leads, then e= eo+ ec e %thermal capacity due to 
C 

conduction in leads and (7o=thermal capacity of crystal and 

absorbing electrodes. 

9=qrle  where qr=thermal conductance due to radiation and 

aethernal conductance due to leads. 

Now, for long leads (Ref.9 p.55)/A4 c JQo e = =K A jW/2Xf  (A.27) 

for length of leads 	> 2 j 2 Kfic,j  

where A = total area of leads, Ke  = thermal conductivity 

and )f= therpal diffusivity. Resistance of leads for 

much greater than the value of (A.27) Ire still much lees 

than R so that the output is not appreciably shunted by the 

lends. 

Now 	ar  = 4A e T3  	 (A.28) 

Values for 9rare given in table A.I. It is seen that by 

using thin leads for low frequencies sr)> go  so that 
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radiation ccoling prodonintos. 

Now (A.21) requires that :fir. tha z.inimun 

frequency is given by 	2 ri.S- nin  e = a 

or 2 TrL.Ta  eo  ar 	(A.29) 

e0= 	e .S141where 	allows for thernal capacity of 

electrodes 	1). Values for S min  are given in table A.I 

(Note that ,I,ropt  )* 

Now, thernal fluctuations are given by (Ref.9.p.207) 

LINT2  = 4 T29di for e =1 	(A.30) 

Values for unit bandwidth, when G=Gr  are given in table A.I. j 

This enables VIM to be calculated since, by (A.14) 

2  -- 2 	-2 2 W 	=tiWT + r 

The noise factor N is also calculated,which is the ratio 

between the total noise andthe essential thermal noise i.e. 

N is given by 

W 2  = 4kT2,1  N2c1- with di = 1 c.p.s 	(A.31) 
jr 

For comparison the values A = lmn
2 for the best thernal 

detectors of other types are given in table A.II (Ref.9.p.279) 

The values for thepyroelectric detector in table A.Irare 

calculated for a good typical crystal. Fron (A.20) if a 
were reduced, Johnson noise would become even less important--

crystals down to 1„51) have been reported (Ref.41) 

corresponding to a decrease in Johnson noise of about 1/169. 

Fron the values in the table it is seen that the 

nininun detectable power is at least comparable with that 

of the superconducting boloneter, and the noise factor, when 
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Table AII. Comparison of thermal detectors with pyroelectrio 
detector. 

Detector lin(watts) N c.p.s 

Uncooled thermocouple 

Semiconducting boloneter 

Metal boloneter 

Superconducting boloneter 
(T=14.3°k) 

Pyroelectrio detector 
(T0=381°K, optinumi ) 

5.1.0-11  

2.5.10-10  

3.3.10-9  

2.1.10-11 

1.2.10-1 

1.4.10-11  

4.8.10-10  

7.1 

46 

245 

-4 8500 

1.1 

1.3 

82 

a 5 

15 

30 

360 

0.36 

10 

80  

Pyroelsc#ic detector 
(for J=11 Te=381'10 

Pyroelectrio detector 
(for irj2=VA2  12=300°K) 

I 

operated close to the Curie point, is superior to other 

uncooled theLual receivers. In fact, if a good crystal were 

obtained, the detector would closely approach a true thermal 

detector, Wm 
being limited by temperature or thermal noise 

rather than instrument noise. All other, noise except 

Johnson noise, can be reduced by using a good valve. 

Much superior values of ncould possibly be obtained 

by using a ferroelectric with a much lower Curie point 

(possibly HDP,T0=122°K) since this would reduce /iWT2  

It should be noted that this type of receiver requires 

no additional current suppler. 

The above theoretioal treatment suggests quite strongly 
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that the usefulness of a pyroolootric receiver nay well be 

in giving an uncooled detector of very high sensitivity, 

especially if dielectric noise close to the Curie point is 

found to be unimportant. This would be especially true for 

a second order transition where change of polPrisation at 

Tc is continuous and where, theoretically, the effect of 

Johnson noise becones zero. 

Away fron the transition region it acts as a fairly 

sensitive detector (especially) for high frequencies since 

Johnson noise fluctuations do not depend on frequency (and 

here there is no transition noise, the changes in 

polorisation being within a domain). 
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Chapter V. Experimental work on pyroelectric detector. 

The experimental program was carried out in order to 

investigate the feasibility of the pyroelectric detector and 

the theoretical conclusions for the device obtained in 

Chapter 4., 

05.1) Preliminary experiments. 

These were to investigate the pyroelectric activity of 

single crystal and ceramic tapecimens, and also to investigate 

the magnitude of any tertiary piezoelectric effect. 

Electrodes of an electric-lly conducting coating of 

"Aquadagn (colloidal graphite in water) wore painted onto 

single crystals of barium titanate (about Oe5cm2 x 0.05mm in 

dimensions) and also on thin (inn) plates of barium titanate 

ceranic. These were polarised in a direction between the 

electrodes by the application of a D.C. field of about 

20 kV/en. Those units wore then connected across a large 

resistance R forming the input impedance of an electrometer 

valve, in such a way that the grid-bias voltage developed 

across thou tended to inorease the polarisation (i.e. the 

field due to grid bins voltage was in the sale direction as 

the original applied D.C. field). The output from the 

electrometer circuit 1.r:s taken to an oscilloscope. (In all 

these investigations a Tektronix Type 545 was used). 

Light from a 300 watt tungsten lamp was focussed through 

a shutter onto the single crystal or ceramic unit, the 
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pyroelectric output being =ensured for various shutter speeds 

and shunting resistors R. The results obtained are summarized 

in Fig. (5.1). It is seen that when RC of the input circuit is 

large, the output is effectively proportional to the integrated 

light intensity. In this set of experiments, light pulses of 

duration as short as 3mseo. were used without any detectable 

change of oscilloscope outputs from a straight line for large 

RC ( i.e. integration of a square light pulse) and in 

particular the initial rate of rise is independent of R - 

this is incomplete agreement with theory (Equation 4.29). 

Variation of output with R confirms the equivalent circuit for 

the unit (see Fig. 4.11). .is was expected, since the crystals 

and cer-,,mic were piezoelectric, care had to be taken to 

shield out acoustic disturbances, pick-up being obtained due 

to the noise of the shutter. 

The output from the ceramic specimen was found to be 

about 10$ of that of the single crystal (compared equations 

4.111 and 4.112) - the actual output being independent of 

area for a given flux on a face electrode unit (Equation 

4.29). However, the single crystals obtained were only a 

few tenths of a millimetre in thickness and area (triangular) 

of not more than 0.5=2; and these were very brittle and 

difficult to cut. On the other hand, the ceranic material 

could be obtained in blocks of any desired size which could 

(with care) be machined. Since the flux to be measured was 

very large (in fact sufficient to boil off silicon from the 
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glass for certain discharge voltages) the required sensitivity 

for the device is not very large, so that for convenience of 

manufacture the ceramic unit was chosen for further 

experiments. 

In order to investigate the tertiry piezoelectric effect 

(theoretically zero for a unit free to expand in mechanical 

equilibrium from 64.5.2), a flat disc of quartz, which is 

piezoelefitric but not pyroelectric, with its optic axis 

perpendicular to the plane of the disc, was nounted from the 

rear, to leave the edges free to expand. The unit was then 

put in the place of the pyroelectric crystal (see Fig. 5.1) 

and the face remote from the support was bl,okened and 

exposed to the radiation, No detestable output was obtained 

by this me,,ns, indicating that the tertiary effect is in fact 

small (the piezoelectric coefficients of quartz are quite 

large, and if partial clamping had occured the output would 

have been easily detected). 

(p5.2) Experimental work carried out on pinched discharr,e. 

Since it was hoped to use this pyroelectric device as a 

total-radiation detector for experiments such as a linear 

pinched discharge for which the required time resolution is 

much less than that which can be obtained with a mechanical 

shutter, it was necessary that the device should be tested on 

such apparatus, 

(§5.2.1) Brief description of dinchar;le equipment. 

The discharge equipment was the main capacitor bank at 
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Imperinl College, which has already been described by Curzon 

(Refs, 43 and 44). 

The capacitor bank is made up of 720 units, each of 

271)F capacity and 5kV working voltage, arran7ed in ten 

layers. In these experiments a single layer, consisting of 

72 capacitors (1900r la), connected in parallel by low 

inductance leads manufactured fro::. thin copier strips 

separated by polythene insulation, was used. This layer 

had its own three electrode control gap (triggered frau a 

hydrogen thyratron unit) with a lead to the concentric line 

pillar which supported the discharge vessel. The actual 

discharge vessel consisted of a Pyrex Cylinder, 50cm long, 

by 15 on internal diameter, and 0.6cn wall thickness with 

plane copper electrodes. The return conductor was a tube 

la,de of copper gauze (of about 8 squares per cm2  ) surrounding 

the discharge tube and about lcn. from it. 

This capacitor bank then produced a linear pinched 

discharge in argon at pressures between 100/) and 1000ii 

of mercury. 

When operated at these pressures and with voltages on 

the bank between 1.5kV and 5kV the discharge pinched In 

times ranging from 5 to 25t) sec. after liniiation of the 

discharge, and the total duration of current wasabout 120t/ sec. 

Between the first and seoond bounces of plasma shell currents 

of 35 to 150kA are typical. Current and voltage waveforms 

are obtained for each discharge as part of the standard 

diagnostic record. 
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It has been shown that for the Imperial College 

arrangements only about 40% of the stored energy goes into 

the discharge tube (Ref. 45), part of this energy will be 

dissipated as heat to the electrodes and part will be emitted 

as radiation;  however the radiation will be partially absorbed 

by the glass tube, and the copper return conductor. 

As an order of magnitude let us assume that 	of the 

stored energy is radiated from the tube. If the radiation 

is uniform down the tube, then the rndiated energy ( per 

square cm.) at distance r from the axis of the tube will be 

given approximately by 

E 	XCV2  x ito  where e = length of discharge 

tube (50cm) ....(5.1) 

Using typical values for V = 2.5kV, and r = 17.5cm (i.e. at 

distance 10cm from discharge tube) En1 0.01 joules/sq.cm. 

Now, from (§4,9.5);  the sensitivity of the face-electrode 

ceramic unit is about 90 volts/joule/sq.cm., so that under 

these conditions a. total ou tput from the device, with a 

large RC time, would be about 1 volt. In designing the 

apparatus therefore it was thought necessary to place it in 

the vicinity of the discharge. Due to the large currents 

flawing and also to the very large rate of change of current;  

the electrical and magnetic disturbances near the discharge 

tube will be extreely large, so that when the device is 

placed close the discharge tube it must be heavily screened. 

At the tine of coy lencing these experiments, no work had been 

done on the amount of electrical pick-up which would be 

r 
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experienced by apparatus clbse to the discharge, so that the 

design was to make the screening as effective as possible. 

(0.2.2) Design of pyroelectric units. 

Two units were designed to have maximum screening:- 

(i) Face-electrode unit  

The original face-electrode unit was constructed as shown in 

Fig. 5.2. Two ceramic blocks of approximately 1.0cm x 0.7cm 

x 0.1cm were cut from the sane circular barium titanate disc. 

These two blocks each had one face silvered and the other was 

coated with Aquadag (colloidal graphite) to give a conducting 

surface which wpuld absorb the incident radiation. These two 

blocks were mounted in a 2" Edwards Vacuum Union (as shown 

Fig. 5.2), to shield then fron electrostatic disturbances, 

and in front of the blocks was a half-closed copper cylinder 

which could prevent radiation fron reaching one of the blocks. 

Leads fron the electrodes of each block led to a difference 

amplifier, so that, since both blocks would receive 

approximately the same electrostatic disturbances but only 

one has a signal due to radiation, the output fron the 

difference amplifier will be proportional to the required 

pyroelectrie output ( i.e. con_on node rejection of electro- 

static pick-up). The blocks were mounted against rubber and 

the whole unit was made as massive as possiblc to avoid high 

frequency acoustic disturbances. To avoid reflections, all 

surfaces exposed to the radiation wore blackened. The blocks 

were supported fro: the rear so that, the front surface 

Should be free '116 expand (to avoid any tertiary piezoelectric 
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effect - see 4n5c2), and sothat heat conducted to the supports 

during the radiation pulse should be negligible. 

Each oeranic block was polarised in the same direction 

by applying a field of about 20kV/612 (i.e. 200V D.C. across 

electrodes). 

(ii) Edge-electrode unit  

The edge-electrode unit was as shown in Fig. 5.3. As in 

the face-electrode signals fron two adjacent units, one of 

which was screened from the incident light radiation, was 

fed into the difference amplifier via a 3 pin Plessey Plug. 

The mounting to prevent accoustio pick up was more efficient 

in this case, foam rubber being; used. The actual ceramic 

unit was made of two Bariu4 Titanate plates ( obtained fron 

Technical Ceramics Ltd., Towcoster, Northants ) which were 

ion x len x 1.25mm with silver on ion x 1.25an faces (giving 

C /a  = 8). These were supplied already polarised. 

As shown in Figs. 5.2(a) and (b), these were held in the 

head unit by phosphor-bronze springs, which also provided 

electrical contact. These springs were placed at the rear 

of the blocks in such a way that the front surface was free 

to expand (see §4.5).  The units were blackened with a thin 

deposite of lamp black to absorb the radiation, and the 

inside of the unit was painted a matt-black to prevent 

reflection of light. 

(§5.2.3) Difference amplifier. (Fig.5.4) 

The output frml the head unit is fed directly into two 
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oathode follower input oircuits (input impedance Rg). The 

input leads are kept as short as possible to prevent loss of 

output due to shunt capacitance (§4.10.2), and high resistances 

(100MAN.) are in the inputs, so that effedtive output at 

constant D is obtained, with RC tine large compared with the 

experimenting time of about 120p see. The signals fron the 

oathode followers are than fed into a difference amplifier 

using a constant current tube and hence via an output cathode 

follower to the oscilloscope (or differentiating ciroait). 

So that the leads fro:a the head unit could be kept as 
assembil  

short as possible, the whole electroniclwas built to fit 

into a 2" copper tube (for screening) which fitted directly 

onto the 2" union in which the head unit was constructed. 

The input valves were special quality V.R.F pentodes (18100), 

which were used because of the low input capacity (less than 

4pF) and low grid-current, and also the noise due to these 

valves is low (Ref. 38 and §4.10.3). An input resistance of 

1001111. was used. The bias voltage on the grids of the input 

valves was such that it tended to increase the polarisation 

of the specimens. 

In order to prevent pick-up at mains frequency, D.C. 

heaters on all valves in the unit were used, the D.C. being 

supplied fro:: batteries in an earthed box; with this system 

output pick-up of much less than 1,aV. at 50c/s was obtained. 

To prevent pick-up due to earth loops the power pack and 

oscilloscopes were fed fron separate isolation transformers. 
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With 6.3 Volts on the heaters gain of the amplifier as a 

whole was 9.5, but this depended critically upon heater volts, 

and the differencing of the difference amplifier was one part 

in 250 (measured by putting square waves of the same phase at 

the input). Tests of this amplifier showed no ringing and a 

half- power frequency of about 2.2 Mo/sec giving a rise tine 

of 0.07y sect -4 

The circuits of this amplifier unit are shown in Fig. 

5.4 and photograph No.l. 

(5.3) Experimental Results. 

The amplifier and head unit were suspended outside the 

discharge by insulated supports in such a way that their 

position with respect to the discharge tube could be altered 

(See Photograph 2). For this set of results (Photogrnphs 3 

to 30) the receiver was centrally placed between the 

electrodes about 10am. from the tube. The arrangement of the 

head-unit was such that light reached the pyroelectrio 

ceramic via a copper sleeve andiuite a large solid angle of 

light was received, but this could be altered by means of 

covers on the front of the sleeve. The gauze return 

conductor of course reduces the light intensity by a 

geometric factor. 

The pyroeleotric units were not placed inside the 

discharge tube for this investigation beoause, besides the 

pyroelectrio signal, there would be complications due to 

piezoelectric pickup caused by pressure waves in the argon, 
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electrostatic pick-up due to collection of charged particles 

on the ceramic, and also to particle bombardment and molecular 

re-oonbination on the surface. Thus the radiation was 

received through the Pyrex Glass of the discharge tube, which 

caused much of the radiation in the ultra-violet region of the 

spectrum to be missinF due to absorption in the glass. 

(spectroscopic measurements by J.R. Grieg of this department 

shows however that much of the radiation after the initial 

pinch is argon-line-spectra in the visible which is not 

absorbed). There will be a slight error due to there being 

air in front of the absorbing black, but for the short tines 

considered, heat lost to air, due to its low conductivity, 

will be small. [In a more elaborate experimental arrangement 

there would have to be a vacuum in front of thepyroeleotrie 

(to avoid acoustic as well as conduction effects), the tube 

possibly being viewed down a side arm with charged gauzes 

(introducing a geometric factor) to eliminate charged 

particles. Films of celluloid or silicon monoxide could be 

plroed between the receiver and the discharge, but these 

would absorb part of the ultra-violet (Ref. 2)J 

(§5.3.1) Output proportional to the incident energy.WF(t)dr.) 

In this set of experiments the large inp-t impedance to the 

first valve ( NOM ,(1) ensures that the output is proportional 

to the incident energy, StF(t)dt; for at least 10Orsec, 

since RC for the input circuit (about 0,5 seo. for face- 

electrode unit and 1.2 cosec, for edge-electrode unit with 

d inensions of §5,2.2) is mmoh greater than this tine. 

When one side of the unit was exposed to radiation from 
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the discharge tube, the output proportional to the energy 

radiated was obtained. Some examples of these waveforms are 

shown in Photographs Nos. 8 to 12, and 16 to 19 for the 

various types of unit used. 

If the firings of the discharge tube for argon pressures 

of 0.1 to inn  of mercury were repeated at intervals of 

greater than approximately 1% rains. ( longer than tine for 

instrument to cool - compare §2.15), it was found that the 

total radiation was exactly the sane for each firing under 

the same conditions; this of course indicates that the 

outputs of the units are reproducible at least to the 

accuracy at whioh the readings can be taken. When the edge- 

electrode unit (with cir, = 8) was used, the output was found 

to be only about 6 tines that of the face unit, but this is 
consistent with theory when the shunting of thecapacity of 

the unit (12pF) by the input capacity of the M8100(4pF) is 

taken into account. 

Photograph No. 9 shows that the r.diation from the 

discharge tube is over after about 100 to 150psec after the 

initiation of the discharge; and a few hundred microseconds 

later a very 1.rge 'noise' output is obtained due to the 

.coustic wave from the tube being incident on the ceramic 

unit - this process can be seen commencing late in 

Photograph 9. This acoustic disturbance takes the tine (from 

the first pinch) corresponding to the tine for sound waves 

to travel in air from the tube to the detector. Lll 

readings shown in Photographs were taken with the unit lOcu. 
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from outside of tube; but, when the unit was moved back the 

output fell (due to 1 law for line source of radiation) and 
r 

the acoustic disturbances, having a larger distance to travel, 

i
arrived later. The units were quite sensitive to mechanical 

shock and outputs fron the amplifier of 4 to 5 volts could 
easily be obtained when the head unit was struck i. 

Comparison of photographs with current and voltage 

oscillograms it  Ref ,45 IA Photographs 4,7,14 and 15 with 

0.62 volts 7: 105 amps, for current traces1 showed that 

negligible radiation occurs before the first pinch of 

discharge plasma (first Trini-aua of current after initial 

rise). When the unit was shielded fron radiation, pick—up 

due to the discharge was found to be less than a few 

millivolts 

Fig. 5.5 shows a graph of total radiation energy from 

discharge against discharge voltage, indicating that the 

amount of radiation increases rapidly above 3kV, in fact 

much faster than a V2  relation (since stored energy is 

1/2m2). At high voltages after the pinch the radiation 

occurs over a larger volume of the tube (and so more in the 

solid angle of the receiver) whereas at low voltages the 

solid angle is not completely filled with radiation. 

However even when these geometric, effects are allowed for, 

the radiation still increases rapidly above 3kV (possibly 

due to the presence of higher concentrations of wall 

impurities in the discharge). 

Traces for inte rated output have been numerically 



No.1 View of head amplifier. 

No.2 Arrangement of amplifier with respect to 
disoharge tube. 



2tkV discharge. 
160p of argon. 
2Orsecfcm. 

.2.(111- 

No.3 Photomultiplier trace. 

  

2tkV discharge. 

3001  of argon. 
20psec/cm10-2V/cm. 

No.4 Current trace. 

Differentiating 
time constant 
0.5rsec. 

3tkV discharge. 

1.6op argon. 
2Orsec/cm,0.1V/cm. 

No.5 Output proportional to flux. 
Face electrode unit. 

 



1.,ifferentiating 
time constant 
0.5t, sec. 

3kV discharge. 

160 ti of a r8on. 

201,sec/cm, 0.05V/am 

No.6 Noise only. mace electrode unit. 

3,,,,kV discharge. 

160p of argon. 

Orsec/cai 3 O.5' / cm. 

No.7 Current trace. 

3 kV discharge. 

160ti of argon. 

20fsec/cm,0.5V/cm. 

Io.8 Integrated output. -ace electrode unit. 
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2 kV discharge . 

2001- of argon. 

1001 sec/coa,0.2V/cm. 

No.9 integrated output. lace electrode unit. 

20[V discharge. 

200p of argon. 

20/,sec/cai, 0.2V/cm. 

No.10 Integra ted output. race electrode unit. 

2 2kV discharge. 

200/.) of argon. 

51.isec/cra,0.1V/ 

No.11 Integrated output. Lace electrode unit. 



Diilerentiatia6 
time constant 
0.5f4sec. 

4kV discharge. 

23011  of argon. 

20psec/cm,0.2V/cm. 

No.12 Output proportional to flux. 
Face electrode unit. 

iiiiferentiating 
time constant 
0.54sec. 

4kV discharge. 

23op oI argon. 

LOpsec/cI,O.V/cm. 

No.13 Noise only. rage electrode unit. 

 

 

II 	MEI 
111111111111111111111•1111111 
• MEW- 

3kV discharge. 

260pLof argon. 

20/Asec/cm,0.5V/cm. 

    

No.14 Current trace. 
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3kV discharge. 

260//of argon. 

20fsec/cm,10V/cm. 

No.15 Voltage trace. 

2k71 discharge. 

260i) of argon. 

20rsec/cm, 2V/cm. 

No.16 Integrated output. Ldge electrode unit. 
(0.125 A 0.5 A 1cm) 

■ 
1111111111111 
1111111111111=1"ii' 

2tkV discharge. 

260r of argon. 

201.lsec/cm, 2V/cm. 

No.17 Integrated output. 1,dge electrode unit. 
(0.125 A 0.5 A lcm) 
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3kV discharge. 

260 of argon. 

2Orsec/cm, 2V/cm. 
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No.18 Integrated output. Edge electrode unit. 
(0.125 .4. 0.5 X lcm) 

• Mil 
111111111111111111!!.„..,„,m. 1111111.101.4111111111111 PM ■ 

3kV aischarge. 

260f/of argon. 

20psec/cm, 5V/cm. 

No.19 Integrated output. Edge electrode unit. 
(0.125 X 0.5 X lem) 

IN11111011111111111111111 
Differentiating 
time constant 
5psec. 

3kV discharge. 

260F of argon. 

20rsec/cm,20V/cm. 

ivo.20 Output proportional to flux. 
Edge electrode unit.(0.125 X 0.5 4 Lem) 
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Differentiating 
time constant 
3,sec. 

3kV discharge. 

260p of argon. 

20psec/cm,20V/cm. 

No.21 Output proportional to flux. 
Edge electrode unit.(0.125 X 0.5 X lcm) 

               

              

Differentiating 
time constant 
1.5psec. 

3kV discharge. 

260?.) of argon. 

20t,sec/cm,10V/cm. 

              

              

     

N111111111111111111 

              

              

No.22 Output proportional to flux. 
Edge electrode unit.(0.125 X 0.5 A lcm) 

No.23 Output proportional to flux. 
Edge electrode unit. 

Differentiating 
time constant 
0,11.0Sec. 

3kV discharge. 

260/Jof argon. 

29,sec/cm, 2V/cm. 



Differentiating 
time constant 
2psec. 

22kV discharge. 

170p of argon. 

2Orsec/cm, 5V/cm. 

No.24 Output proportional to flux, with filter network. 
Edge electrode unit. 

Differentiating 
time constant 
2esec. 

2ikV discharge. 

170p of argon. 

20esee/cm, 5V/cm. 

No.25 Output proportional to flux. 
Edge electrode unit. 

 

Differentiating 
time constant 
0.5psec. 

2tkV discharge. 

1708 of argon. 

2Orsec/cm, 1V/cm. 

No.26 Output proportional to flux. 
Edge electrode unit. 



Differentiating 
time constant 
0.51Asec. 

2tkV discharge. 

230 y of argon. 

20psec/cm, 2V/cm. 
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No.27 Output proportional to flux, with filter network. 
Euge electrode unit. 

Differentiating 
time constant 
0.5psec. 

22kV discharge. 

180 p of argon. 

20psec/cm, 1V/cm. 

No.28 Output proportional to flux. 
Edge electrode unit.(0.125 X 0.5 x lcm) 

No.29 As No. 28, other half of head unit usea. 



2kV discharge. 

2301 of arbon. 

2Orsec/cm, 2V/cm. 
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No.30 Photomultiplier trace. 



Fig.5.5 Total radiation from pinch discharge. 

(Receiver placed 10cm from outside of tube; 
200).kof arson) 

Total radiation output 
Qo- after 120, sec. 	units) 

8 

6 

4 

2 

6.• 

    

0 1 	2 	3 	 4 
kV on discharge tube. 

Using values of (g 4.9.2) & allowing for 
.amplifier gain. 

1 unit; 104  joule.cm. 	for ceramic specimen. 
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differentiated to give the radiation flux F(t), the result 

for Photograph 8 being shown in Fig. 5.6 (a typical case). 

Differentiation is an inaccurate process since it is effected 

to quite a large extent by small random noise andpick-up and 

to average these effects the equivalent tine constant 

(equivalent to the time interval over which the slope of 

1tFlC)ds against t curve is taken) was probably little better 

than lOtisec. It should be noted however that the general 

features of the graph are the same as that obtained for a 

photonultiplier viewing the discharge tube through a neutral 

density filter (see Photographs 3 and 30); maximum light 

intensity being obtained just after the first pinch and the 

duration of the tail of the curve is much longer than that 

of the current trace. For oomparison the curve ofN/I into 

the tube against tine should be noted - Fig. 5.7 (Ref.45). 

(05.3.2) Output proportional to radiation flux F(t) 

In order to make the instrument direct reading with an 

output proportional to F(t) and to investigate the effect of 

differentiating tine constant, the integrated output 

proportional to tF(7i,')dc was differentiated electronically. 

(85.3.3) Differentiating unit. 

The circuit of the feedback differentiator is that 

shown in Fig, 5.8. Negative feedback is obtained from the 

anode of the first valve via the resistor R5- 1  and the 

output is obtained from a cathode follower. (The output 

is not taken direct from the anode since the cable capacitance 

would shunt R 4  leading to considerable distortion). 
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Analysis of this circuit (Ref.46) gives the following results:- 

(i) For tines t greater than the differentiating tine 

constant 

Output voltage Q 0  = -R C dei
aT 	(5.2) 

(And (10  -Ae. for -b (4,r). 
(ii) If Re,Ri. Wm  loop gain A = griRL 

 

(5.3) 

 

(iii) Ay>1 gives differentiating tine constant 

1; =   	(5.4) 
A 

(iv) For values of C as in Fig.5.8; input impedance is 

approTinately R RgiR +2Rg' This is large compared with 

the cable impedance so that the output from the head 

amplifier can be fed directly into the differentiating 

circuit. 

The input EF91 is arranged to be conducting hard because 

then gm  is large and also the input pulse from the head 

amplifier is negative going; under these conditions A is 

about 110. The gain is sufficient to show that the random 

noise of the ceramic: input unit is about 20t, V (compared 

§4.10.3). 

The response of the circuit to a step waveform is in 

fact 

'2 0  = Ae -t/C 	(5.5) 

When this differentiating unit was coupled to the head 

auplifier and a square-wave input applied, it was found that 

the waveform as shown in Fig. 5.9 was obtained (in fact 
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Equation (5.5) with rise time limited by amplifier), the tine 

constant being given by t. With the values of C as shown, 
time constants from 5 vsees. down to just less than 0.1v sec 

could be obtained; the low values of C all gave t about 

0.11 sec since here the differentiation is united by the 

frequency response of the head a:_plifier. When the head 

unit was connected to the differentiator, even with outputs 

of 20 to 30 volts fro:: the 'differentiated' square-wave, 

there was absolutely no sign of ringing in the unit. 

The response of the unit to an input of the fora 

e 	sinuJt can be shown to be : - 

e= AtiA 1 „scab + 4J siniat - 1 t/C1 
0 

 

(5.6) 

 

     

1 C 
so that for (07; 1 and t 

	E = Ansinbit 
and for I.) C 4: 1 and t >17 	PO  = Ai, (tAirt coswt) 

It can thus be seen that if the output consists of a wave-

form F(t) on which is superposed a high frequency component, 

this component will be amplified with respect to the lower 

components i.e. if wave-form F(t) has a fundamental 

frequencyLOI  (< 60, the relative amplitudes (00 of the 

high and low frequency components after the differentiating 

unit are 

(i) for wv 41 	a = 	(5.7) 

( ii) for GO C.  j 1, y. 4:11  cd. = 1/6)  r  	 (5.8) 

so that the high freq-ency couponent is not so important if 

t is large (5.8). This of course means that differentiation 
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is very sensitive to noise and pick-up. 

(5.3.4) Results for output proportional to rndiation flux. 

Results shown in Photographs Nos. 5,20 to 23, 25, 26, 28 

29 are of the differentiation of the signal obtained when the 

unit was 10cm. fro:1 the discharge tube. Comparison with the 

photonultiplier traces Nos. 3 and 30 showed that the general 

form of these outputs was the same, but superposed on the 

waveform is a definite ringing frequency. The relative 

magnitude of the ringing oscillation amplitude to signal 

becomes 110ger when the differentiating tine constant is 

decreased, but the change in tine constant does not in anyway 

alter the frequency (this is because the output from the 

required signal decreased as 1140 decreases - Equation 5.8). 

This frequency remained constant as the unit was moved with 

respect to the discharge tube. 

For the face-electrode unit the ringing frequency is 

about 215 Ko/sec. Now the velocity of sound in the ceranio 

is about 4.5.105  on/sec, so that a frequency of 215 Kc/sec 

corresponds to a resonating length of about 1.0 on; but the 

long side of the face-unit was 1.0 on, so that the vibration 

corresponds to a lengthwise mode. 

When the edge-electrode unit with dimensions lcm x ion x 

125mn was used, it was found that the ringing was at 230Kc/sec 

(corresponding to a length of 0.98cm), see Photogr.'phs 25 and 

26, but there was also a definite beat frequency of about 

25Ko/sec; however, if two dimensions are approximately the 

same, as for instance the long sides in this unit, then the 
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modes of vibration asFigned to the dinensions combine in a 

complex pattern giving rise to the beat frequency. The edge-

electrode unit was then cut so that the units had dimensions 

1.0cn x 0.5on x 1.25cu (c/a renains at 8 but now the unit 

capacitance is only6 FF; so that the increase in output over 

face-unit is only 4.8); the ringing frequency remained at 

230Ko/seo but the boat frequency disappeared - see Photographs 

20 to 23, 28 and 29. This confirms that the ringing is in 

fact due to the crystal (as predicted in §4.5.4). 

When each unit of the pick-up head was exposed in turn 

to radiation from the discharge, it was found that theoutputs 

were reproducible (allowing about A rittni, to cool down) and 

that the ringing frequencies were the same <Photographs 28 

and 29 .> 

As indicated in 05.3.3, when the tine constant of the 

differentiator, I:, is decreased the effect of the high 

frequency oscilliations becomes mare pronounced. This can be 

seen very clearly from Photographs 20 to 23; for a 5psec time 

constant the ringing is not excessively pronounced, but it 

becomes absolutely predominant for a 0.1psec time constant. 

When the units are shielded fran radiation, a certain 

amount of ringing at higher frequency due to pick up from the 

trigger unit is obtained at the beginning of the trace 

(photographs Nos. 6 and 13), but compared with the signals 

obtained with the radiation flux these are negligible. This 

also indicates that electrostatic pick-up is snall (as also 

the effect of large fields on the unit). 
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If the mean of the oscillations are taken (cf. §4.7) 

(equivalent to a tine constant of about 	= 4.4psee) the 

result is very similar to photomultiplier records (Fig. 5.6), 

especially close to the beginning of thepinch; the difference 

in the shape of the tail can be accounted for by the fact tLat 

the unit accepts a much 'larger radiation bandwidth th?n the 

photomultiplier and late in the pinch, when the discharge, 

being more diffuse, is beoor'ing colder, more visible and infra-

red radiation will be omitted (and this of course is not 

recorded by the p:otomultiplier). In fact when higher voltage 

discharges and larger argon pressures were investigated it was 

found that, in comparison with the radiation at thepinch, the 

output after the pinch was greater Photographs 12,20,25 . 

Using the values of §4.9.2, for a 3% kV discharge when 

the unit was 10cm. from the outside of the tube, the radiation 

flux (for 260p argon) is about 30 watt/sq.cm at the pinch 

<from photographs 20,21,22) and for the same conditions 

total radiation is about 4.10-4  joule/sq.cn. 

Assuning thepinch acts as a simple line source of 

radiation, the stored energy in the capacitors radiated 

through the glass is about 04 6-, 5.1). This is very small 

indeed, but little weight can be given to these values, since 

the results of §4.9.2 are based on good specimens of the 

cera-»c and there are large variations between them. In fact, 

rate of change of polarisation (;\) can for some specimens be 

as snail as 10-9  coulombs/s9.cm/°C, giving 71 = 2% (for 

600 watt/3w.= at pinch and total radiation of 8.10-3joule/sq.cm). 
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The instrument ].as not been calibrated as such, and only 

comparison with a photomultiplier traces has been made. If an 

accurate instrument were to be made, rather than a model from 

which some aspects of the theory can be tested, then this 

calibration would have to be made - this would be quite 

difficult if pulsed standard sources are to be used (none 

being available at the moment). It would have to be calibrated 

with long-time constants and a reciprocal relationship 

4ssumed. The spectral response of each black (assumed uniform) 

would also have to be determined, and also the spectral response 

of the instrument. See §4.15.3] 

Comparison of face and edge eledtrode units show that 

although theoutput is 

oscillation to signal 

of these oscillations 

due to the electrodes 

than the black of the 

larger for edge-electrode units, the 

ratio also increases, so that the effect 

become more important. This however is 

in the face-unit being slightly thicker 

edge-electrode unit, so that they produced 

more damping of the oscillations of the ceramic; this thicker 

black would however cause an increase in the overall time-

constant of the device. The oscillations are such that when 

the mean values are taken (§4.7) the graphs obtained in both 

cases are equivalent and comparable with photomultiplier 

traces. 

An atte:pt was made to filter out the oscillations by 

using a band rejection filter of the constant K type (Ref.47) 

(made up of acceptor and rejector networks in alT-network) 

at the frequency of the oscillations. This was not particularly 

useful since the transient response of the filter introduced 

considerable distortion (Photographs 24, 27) , and any 
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damping of the transient reduced the Q-of the filter - the 

filter introducing phase changes as well as amplitude changes. 

If it were not for the transient response of this type of 

filter it would be convenient to remove the oscillations since 

they have a very narrow bandwidth (Fourier analysis shows that 

due to removal of even a narrow bandwidth there would be sone 

distortion - compare for instance the Gibb's phenomena). It 

night be possible to use another crystal to remove the 

oscillations, but it would have to be excited in the sane way 

- this would be difficult since te_perature changes due to 

the radiation pulse will mean that the node of resonance is 

not a simple one. (Electricn1 loading due to electromechanical 

coupling could possibly damp the oscillations). 

These vibrations, (as if the crystal had a low impedance 

at resonant frequency) due to excitation of resonances (in 

this case by a thermal expansion wave) are also a nuisance in 

non-resonant piezoelectric pressure transducers and here it is 

found that loading of the crystal is not particularly 

satisfactory and the only really suitable method is to increase 

the frequency out of the required range by decreasing the size 

of the crystal unit. 

(§5.4) Su-,nary of results. 

The experimental results are in close agreement with 

theory and indicate that the predicted output oscillation at 

resonant frequency (14.5.4) is very important, but that the 

mean of the oscillations give the radiation against time (64.7) 

The edge-electrode unit is shown to give an increased 

output (p4.4.2) butthat the signal to oscillation (engendered 

by expansion) ratio is no better than the face-unit. 
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The equiv-len!1 circuit of the unit is confirned. 

Tertiary piezoelectric effect for the free crystal 

appears to be small. Random noise is about the sane as that 

predicted theoretically. Provided the instrument is allowed 

to cool, the outpu-% is reproducible. The magnitude of the 

signals is of the expected order of nagnitude. 
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Chapter 6. Summary of conclusions of the investigation. 

The object of this investigation was to ueasure the total 

radiation from a transient gas discharge of about 10Orsecs. 

duration and with a tine constant of about 1j sec t  with an 

accuracy of about 1%. Devices available at the moment have 

tine constants of not better than 50p secs. In order that the 

total radiation can be measured, an instrument with a uniform 

spectral response is necessary i.e. the absorbtion of the unit 

should correspond to a black body; for this then a surface 

black is used, 

In Chapter 2 the heat conduction equation when radiation 

is absorbed onto a naterial body is solved. The incident 

radiation flux is expressed in terns of the temperature 

distribution of the body. 

In Chapter 3 various types of resistive unit are examined 

with respect to the above criterion and the technical problems 

of the manufacture and of constant current control are shown 

to be very formidable, 

The pyroelectric dectector consists of a piece of 

ferroelectric material, of thickness greater than the thermal 

diffusion depth for 100tIsec, with a pair of electrodes 

attached to it, so that the change in spontaneous polarisation 

due to heating by the radiation:.'flux gives a voltage output. 

The detailed theory of the pyroelectric detector is worked out 

in Chapter 4 including the output for various types of unit 

and it was shown that the criterion could be satisfied, 

except for resonances of the unit which would be eXcited by 
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thermal expansion (an possibly electromechanical coupling). 

No indication from theory was obtained of the actual signal to 

piezoelectric output at resonant frequency since this depends 

on the actual generating signal (Equation 4.87); if the 

frequency components of the radiation to be measured are less 

than the resonance frequency this piezoelectric output is 

zero. 

The experimental work carried out (Chapter 5) shows that 

for crystal dimensions of about len, the oscillations are 

important for time constants less than 5e sec. (frequencies 

greater than 200 Kc/s). Experimental and theoretical results 

are in close agreement. Comparison of the pyroeleotric unit 

with other types of unit is given in §4.15.1 and also the 

advantages and disadvantages in §4.15.2. 

Theoretical conclusions are given in §4.2.5, and taking 

into account the experimental results obtained, the following 

may be added:- 

(i) The integrated light intensity signal can be accurately 

obtained. 

(ii) At the present tine with the pyroelectric device tine 

constants of about 5ij see have been obtained, but by using a 

face-electrode unit (where the output is independent of the 

dimensions), by reducing the size and hence increasing the 

resonant freqLteney until it is out of the frequency range 

required for measurement (i.e..1=*.> '/c for a time constant 

of 	secs.), the time constant could easily be reduced to 
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less than ltjsec without appreciably increasin the end effeats. 
1 

(iii) A more accurate unit would have to be neunted on thin 

leads in vacuum (to avoid piezoelectric pick-up) and would 

have to be properly calibrated. A circular disc would be 

useful for a face-electrode device since the frequency of 

radial nodes are not siaply connected (and hence no beats would 

be obtained). 

(iv) The unit in its present fora will handle large fluxes 

(v) The output is reproducible. 
••••••••••••••.0.•••• 

It can thus be seen, that, with sufficieht development, a 

pyroelectric unit satisfying the initial criterion could be 

built. So that, although the sensitivity is quite low for 

short tine constants ( compare Appendix A), this device could 

be very useful for total radiation measurements in High 

Temperature Research, shook tube measurements, radiation from 

explosion etc. 
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